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PREFACE.

The importance of phonetics as the indispensable foundation of all study of language—whether that study be purely theoretical, or practical as well—is now generally admitted. Without a knowledge of the laws of sound-change, scientific philology—whether comparative or historical—is impossible, and without phonetics their study degenerates into a mere mechanical enumeration of letter-changes. And now that philologists are directing their attention more and more to the study of living dialects and savage languages, many of which have to be written down for the first time, the absolute necessity of a thorough practical as well as theoretical mastery of phonetics becomes more and more evident. Many instances might be quoted of the way in which important philological facts and laws have been passed over or misrepresented through the observer’s want of phonetic training. Again, if our present wretched system of studying modern languages is ever to be reformed, it must be on the basis of a preliminary training in general phonetics, which would at the same time lay the foundation for a thorough practical study of the pronunciation

* Schleicher’s failing to observe the Lithuanian accents, or even to comprehend them when pointed out by Kurschat, is a striking instance.
and elocution of our own language—subjects which are totally ignored in our present scheme of education.

Until within the last few years phonetics was hardly recognised as a science in this country, and it is to Germany that we owe the first attempt to construct a general system of sounds on a physiological basis—E. Brücke’s *Grundzüge der Physiologie der Sprachlaute* (2nd ed., Wien, 1876). The investigation of the mechanism of the glottis in producing speech-sounds received a great impulse from the use of the laryngoscope, first introduced by Garcia, whose investigations were continued in Germany with brilliant success by Czermak, Merkel, and others. The latter, in his *Anthropophonik* (1856), and in the shorter and more convenient *Physiologie der menschlichen Sprache* (Leipzig, 1866), has accumulated a mass of details on the physiology of the vocal organs which for fulness and accuracy stands quite alone. The purely acoustic investigation of speech-sounds begun by Donders in Holland, and carried out more in detail by Helmholtz in his celebrated work *Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen*, seems likely to have a very important influence on the progress of phonetics. The main results of German investigation have lately been summed up in a most masterly manner and in a moderate compass by Ed. Sievers in his *Grundzüge der Lautphysiologie* (Leipzig, 1876), which has almost entirely superseded the older work of Brücke.

The fact that the majority of those who have worked at phonetics in Germany have been physiologists and physicists rather than practical linguists, naturally accounts

---

*a* Now accessible to the English reader in Mr. A. J. Ellis’s translation.
both for the merits and the defects of the German school. German investigation of the mechanism of the throat-sounds and of the consonants is in most respects very full and satisfactory, while the treatment of the vowels is, even in the latest work of Sievers, utterly inadequate, the vowels being arranged according to their sound, without any regard to their formation, the result being that vowels which are formed by perfectly distinct mechanisms are confounded, only because they happen to be similar in sound. The confusion is made worse by the assumption that all vowel-sounds must necessarily fit in as intermediates between the supposed primitive vowels a, i and u, whence that unfortunate triangular arrangement of the vowels which has done so much to perpetuate error and prevent progress.

The results of German phonetic investigation were first popularised in England by Professor Max Müller in the second series of his well-known Lectures on Language (1864), who also made use of various essays by our countryman Mr. A. J. Ellis—the pioneer of scientific phonetics in England.

In 1867 Mr. M. A. Bell's Visible Speech appeared. It is no exaggeration to say that Bell has in this work done more for phonetics than all his predecessors put together: it is at least certain that his system is the first which gives a really adequate and comprehensive view of the whole field of possible sounds. His analysis of the vowel-positions is almost entirely new and original. His system of notation, in which the mechanism of the sounds is most ingeniously symbolised, is not only founded on an adequate analysis, but is also thoroughly practical in character, providing forms not only for printing, but
also for writing, both in long- and short-hand *, applicable to all languages.

Mr. Ellis’s great work on *Early English Pronunciation*, of which four thick volumes have been published since 1869, and which is still in progress, has not only inaugurated the scientific historical study of English pronunciation, but also contains an immense mass of specifically phonetic details, together with the results of German investigation, which were not accessible to Bell, and also those of other phonetic observers, among whom Prince L. L. Bonaparte takes a prominent position. One of Mr. Ellis’s most important contributions to practical phonetics is his adaptation of the ordinary Roman alphabet for the accurate representation of minute shades of sound, which is effected without having recourse either to new types or to those diacritics which make such systems as the well-known ‘General Alphabet’ of Lepsius impracticable for ordinary use.

The result is that England may now boast a flourishing phonetic school of its own, among whose younger members may be mentioned Dr. J. A. Murray, Mr. H. Nicol, and myself. Mr. Ellis’s dialectal researches have also brought to light many highly gifted phonetic students, among whom the names of Ellworthy, Hallam, and Goodchild at once suggest themselves.

As yet the results of Bell’s investigations have made hardly any impression outside of England and America. The truth is that his ‘Visible Speech’ is too rigidly systematic and not explanatory enough to be readily understood without oral instruction. Naturally, too, it is not

* Bell’s system of shorthand is described in his *Universal Phonography*. 
perfect in all its details, and some of the key-words from foreign languages seem to be wrongly chosen. Professor Storm, of Christiania, whose practical command of sounds will not easily be rivalled, and who has carefully studied the works of our English phoneticians, represented these defects very forcibly to me, and urged me to write an exposition of the main results of Bell’s investigations, with such additions and alterations as would be required to bring the book up to the present state of knowledge. I only hope it may induce foreign students to turn their attention to English phonetic work more than they have hitherto done.

As regards my qualifications for the task, I may briefly state that I studied practically under Mr. Bell himself, discussing doubtful points with him, Mr. Ellis, and especially with my fellow-student Mr. H. Nicol, and since then have been engaged almost without intermission in the practical study of foreign pronunciations, and have not only carefully read the best works of foreign phoneticians, but have also had the advantage of hearing the pronunciation of many of the writers themselves.

In order to make my statements as trustworthy as possible, I have, as far as possible, followed Sievers’ excellent rule of only adducing sounds that I have heard myself. Most of the sounds described in this book occur in languages which I have studied grammatically in detail, several of them in the countries themselves, though mostly for very short periods.

The chief points in which I differ from Bell are the

* Thus he identifies French u with my (ə)—the mid instead of the high vowel—and French close eu with the wide (e), and analyses the German ei as (e).
following:—his analysis of (th) and (dh), and of (f) and (v), which last he considers to be divided consonants; his 'glide'-theory; his theory of syllabification, and his synthesis generally, which I consider inadequate. Lastly in many questions of detail, such as his voiceless (l) in felt, his unaccented vowels in English, and several of his identifications of foreign sounds.

Although my work has mainly been that of summarising and criticising the investigations of others, I have been able to add some original results of my own. Thus I have tried to analyse Bell's distinction of 'primary' and 'wide' more accurately, and have shown that it applies to consonants, and not, as Bell assumed, to vowels only. Many of my views on the details of synthesis are, to some extent at least, original, especially the analysis and classification of diphthongs, the varieties of breathed and voiced stops, and syllabification. The complete separation of Synthesis from Analysis was mainly suggested by the arrangement followed by Sievers. Many of the analyses and identifications of special sounds are also new.

It need hardly be said that many of the statements in this book—whether the result of my predecessors' or my own researches—will require careful examination by others before they can be either fully received or rejected. The whole subject of intonation, especially, requires to be thoroughly investigated by a thoroughly competent observer, which I am very far from being, my natural aptitude and my training being equally defective. It is in this branch, in the study of voice-timbre and of synthesis generally, that the work of future phoneticians must be concentrated.
The notation I have adopted is, like Mr. Ellis's 'Palæotype,' based on the ordinary Roman letters, which I have tried to employ more consistently than Mr. Ellis has done, by utilising the results of his manifold experiments and practical experience.

I have in most cases retained Bell's terminology, which is admirably clear and concise. Besides the necessary modifications in the names of special sounds I have ventured to substitute 'narrow' for his 'primary,' and to discard the term 'mixed' in describing the compound consonants, substituting, for instance, 'lip-back' for the vaguer 'lip-mixed,' and, lastly, to coin the new term 'blade.'

As this book is intended mainly to serve practical purposes, I have not attempted to go into the details of physiology, anatomy, or acoustics, for which I must refer to the works of Merkel, Helmholtz, &c. Merkel's works also contain excellent drawings of the different organs and their actions. I have not ventured on any diagrams of the vowel-positions, and can only refer the reader to those in ‘Visible Speech,’ merely remarking that those of (e) and (æ) do not allow enough distance between the tongue and the palate, and that that of the consonant (th) is, as Mr. Bell himself confessed to me, misleading.

The specimens will, I hope, prove useful in several ways. They are written as accurately as possible, so as to show the real synthesis of the languages, and are not

* Those who have not the larger work should procure the shilling pamphlet Visible Speech for the Million (Trübner), which contains the same diagrams and symbols together with a general sketch of the system.
patched together, as is too often the case, by joining words together in the artificial pronunciation of the pronouncing dictionaries. I feel painfully that many of these specimens urgently require revision. The difficulty is that what seems an adequate analysis at a given time may be quite inadequate a year after, because of the progressiveness inseparable from a young science. My study of Icelandic pronunciation, for instance, was made nearly ten years ago, when I first began 'Visible Speech,' but adverse circumstances have prevented me from revising it properly since, and I can only hope that the imperfections of my phonetic knowledge at that time were compensated by the advantage of having acquired the sounds while still young.

The Appendix on Spelling Reform will I trust be no unacceptable to those who wish to acquire a general knowledge of the main facts and principles involved in the question, without being obliged to go into the minutiae of phonetic science. It may also prove useful to travellers, missionaries and others, who wish for some aid in writing the sounds of unwritten dialects or savage languages.

The proper way of studying phonetics is, of course, to go through a regular course under a competent teacher; for phonetics can no more be acquired by mere reading than music can. Those who have no teacher must begin with carefully analysing their own natural pronunciation until they have some idea of its relation to the general scale of sounds. They can then proceed to deduce the pronunciation of unfamiliar sounds from their relations to known sounds ($51$), checking the results by a practical study of the languages in which the new sounds
occur. A thorough study of French pronunciation under a native will do more than anything to free the student from one-sided English associations and habits. Nor let him delude himself with the idea that he has already acquired French pronunciation at school or elsewhere: in nine cases out of ten a little methodical study of sounds will convince him that he does not pronounce a single French sound correctly.

The student should not allow himself to be disheartened by the slowness of his progress and the obtuseness of his ear, for even the most highly gifted and best trained are often baffled for weeks and even months by some sound which another will find quite easy both to distinguish by ear and to pronounce. A great deal depends on the character of the native language, the learner naturally grafting the peculiarities of his own language on his pronunciation of foreign ones, as when an Englishman diphthongises the long vowels in French and German; and, again, finding those sounds difficult which do not occur, or have no analogues, in his own pronunciation.

It is a great mistake to suppose that any one nation has a special gift for acquiring sounds or foreign languages generally. Each nation has its special defects or advantages. The Russian pronunciation of German, for instance, is at once betrayed by the substitution of (ih) for the # and by many other peculiarities: in fact, those Russians and Poles who speak French and German perfectly are often unable to speak their own languages properly. The more civilised and influential a nation is the worse linguists are those who speak its language; but when Englishmen (and even Frenchmen) really devote themselves to the practical study of language, they prove
quite equal to other nations, as, for instance, Dutchmen or Russians, who are obliged, the former by the smallness of their country, the latter by their barbarism, to learn a number of foreign languages. It cannot, of course, be denied that some languages are a worse preparation for the acquisition of foreign sounds than others, but thorough training in general phonetics soon levels the inequality, and enables the learner to develop his special gifts independently of outward circumstances. It is on its value as the foundation of the practical study of language that the claims of phonetics to be considered an essential branch of education mainly rest.

Christiania, Aug. 27, 1877.
ST OF THE MORE IMPORTANT SYMBOLS EMPLOYED IN THIS WORK.

The turned letters follow immediately after the unturned.

. father. g ... go.
. but. gh ... voiced (kh).
. broad (a). ghr ... trilled (gh).
. broad (e). ghw ... labialised (gh).
. varieties of (e). gj \{ = palatalised (g).
. g \} =
. men (open e). h ... \{ general diacritic.
. man. Initially for (h).
. turn. h ... aspirate.
. opener (æh). hh ... open glottis.
. bee. i ... narrow i.
. German w. i ... wide i.
. palatalised (bh). ih ... Welsh u.
. o. ih ... wide (ih).
. day. j ... you.
. then. jh ... voiceless (j).
. palatalised (dh). jhw ... labialised (jh).
. palatal (d). kh ... Scotch ch.
. close e. khr ... trilled (kh).
. French close eu. khw ... labialised (kh).
. variety of open e. kh ... aspirated (k).
. variety of French open eu. kj \} = palatalised (k).
. German unaccented e. k \} =
. fee. l ... lee
. lh ... voiceless (l).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>palatal (l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>guttural (l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>may</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>voiceless (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>voiceless (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N'</td>
<td>nasality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>palatal (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>close o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>open o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>between (ø) and (ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>between (ø) and (ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ö</td>
<td>open o in all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>between (ø) and (ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>open o in not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÖH</td>
<td>between (ø) and (ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÖE</td>
<td>open French eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÒE</td>
<td>wide (œ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>voiceless (bh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHJ</td>
<td>palatalised (ph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>aspirated (p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>sing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QH</td>
<td>voiceless (q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>French nasality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>trilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>trilled (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>voiceless (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>trilled (rh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td>palatalised (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>laryngal r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>voiceless (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHR</td>
<td>trilled (rh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td>palatalised (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>laryngal r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>voiceless (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHR</td>
<td>trilled (rh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td>palatalised (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>laryngal r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>voiceless (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHR</td>
<td>trilled (rh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td>palatalised (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>laryngal r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rh** . . voiceless (r).
**S** . . say.
**SJ** . . palatalised (s).
**Sh** . . fish.
**Shj** . . palatalised (sh).
**Shw** . . labialised (sh).
**T** . . tea.
**Th** . . thing.
**Thj** . . palatalised (th).
**Th** . . aspirated (t).
**T** . . palatal (t).
**U** . . narrow u.
**Uh** . . Swedish u.
**U** . . wide (English) u.
**Uh** . . wide (uh).
**V** . . vie.
**a** . . voice.
**Ah** . whisper.
**'A** . `whisper.
**W** . . we.
**Wh** . . why.
**W** . . labialisation.
**X** . . glottal catch.
**Y** . . French u.
**Y** . . wide (y).
**Z** . . zeal.
**Zh** . . rouge.
**(a)n** . length.
**(a)n** . extra length.
**a** . . stress (force).
**a** . . extra stress.
LIST OF SYMBOLS.

\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{a:} & \quad \text{half stress.} \\
\text{\textasciitilde{a}:} & \quad \text{level} \\
\text{\dot{a}:} & \quad \text{increasing} \\
\text{\ddot{a}:} & \quad \text{diminishing} \\
\text{\ldots level} & \\
\text{\ldots rising} & \\
\text{\ldots falling} & \\
\text{\dot{v}:} & \quad \text{falling and rising} \\
\text{\ddot{v}:} & \quad \text{rising and falling} \\
[\text{i}] & \quad \text{glide.} \\
\text{\textasciitilde{z}:} & \quad \text{whispered (s), &c.} \\
\text{\textgrave{a}:} & \quad \text{inner (away from the teeth).} \\
\text{\textgrave{a}:} & \quad \text{outer.} \\
\text{r\textdagger:} & \quad \text{inverted (cerebral).} \\
\text{r\ddagger:} & \quad \text{protruded.} \\
\text{*} & \quad \text{simultaneity of the two sounds it comes between.} \\
\text{e}^{1} & \quad \text{raised tongue.} \\
\text{o}^{1} & \quad \text{narrowed lip-opening.} 
\end{align*} \]
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PART I.

THE ORGANS OF SPEECH.

1. The foundation of speech is breath expelled by the lungs and variously modified in the throat and mouth.

2. The breath passes from the lungs through the wind-pipe into the larynx ('Adam's apple'). Across the interior of the larynx are stretched two elastic ligaments, the 'vocal chords.' They are firmly inserted in the front of the larynx at one end, while at the other they are fixed to two movable cartilaginous bodies, the 'arytenoids,' so that the space between them, the 'glottis,' can be narrowed or closed at pleasure. The glottis is, as we see, twofold, consisting of the chord glottis, or glottis proper, and the cartilage glottis. The two glottises can be narrowed or closed independently. The chords can also be lengthened or shortened, tightened or relaxed in various degrees by means of the muscles they contain.

3. Above the 'true' glottis, and still forming part of the larynx, comes the 'upper' or 'false' glottis, by which the passage can be narrowed or partially closed. On the top of the larynx is fixed a sort of valve, the 'epiglottis,' which in swallowing and in the formation of certain

* The exceptions to this general definition are very few. The most important are the 'clicks' (§ 176, below).
sounds is pressed down so as to cover the opening of the larynx.

4. The cavity between the larynx and the mouth is called the 'pharynx.' It can be expanded and contracted in various ways.

5. The roof of the mouth consists of two parts, the soft and the hard palate. The lower pendulous extremity of the soft palate, the 'uvula,' can be pressed backwards or forwards. It is pressed back in closing the passage into the nose. When the pressure is relaxed, as in ordinary breathing without speech, the breath flows through the nose as well as the mouth.

6. The other extremity of the palate is bounded by the teeth, of which we must distinguish the 'edges' and the 'rim,' or place where they join the gums. The gums extend from the teeth-rim to the 'arch-rim,' behind which comes the 'arch,' whose front wall is formed by the 'teeth roots' (alveolars).

7. Of the tongue we distinguish the 'back,' the middle or 'front,' and the tip or 'point,' together with the 'blade,' which includes the upper surface of the tongue immediately behind the point. 'Lower blade' implies, of course, the lower, instead of the upper surface.

8. Besides the main positions indicated by these names, an indefinite number of intermediate ones are possible. The chief varieties are designated by the terms 'inner' and 'outer,' inner implying nearer the back of the mouth, outer nearer the teeth. Thus the 'outer front' of the tongue is a place nearer the point than simple front, and is therefore an approximation to the 'blade.'

Sounds are also modified by the degree of separation of the jaws, and by the movements of the lips and cheeks.
PART II.

ANALYSIS.

THROAT SOUNDS.

Breath, Voice, and Whisper.

9. When the glottis is wide open, no sound is produced by the outgoing breath, except that caused by the friction of the air in the throat, mouth, &c. This passive state of the glottis is called 'breath' (hh)\(^a\).

10. The most important 'active' states of the glottis are those which produce 'voice' and 'whisper.'

11. Voice (A)\(^b\) is produced by the action of the breath on the vocal chords in two ways. (1) If the glottis is entirely closed by the chords so that the air can only pass through in a series of puffs, we have that most sonorous form of voice known as the 'chest' voice or 'thick register' of the voice. (2) If the chords are only brought close enough together to enable their edges to vibrate, without any closure of the glottis, that thinner quality of voice known as the 'head' voice or 'thin register' is produced, which in its thinnest and shrillest form is called 'falsetto.'

\(^a\) The usual diacritic (') before the modified letter is also occasionally employed to denote breath. See §§ 12 and 16.

\(^b\) (A), = turned v, = 'voice.'
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12. If the chords are approximated without being allowed to vibrate, whisper (ah), (A), is produced. There are two degrees of whisper, the 'weak' and the 'medium.' In the weak whisper the whole glottis is narrowed; in the medium, which is the ordinary form, the chord glottis is entirely closed, so that the breath passes only through the cartilage glottis.

13. The distinctions of breath, voice, and whisper are the most general of all, for every sound must be uttered with the glottis either open, narrowed, or closed, and the same sound may be pronounced either breathed, voiced, or whispered. Thus, if we press the lower lip against the upper teeth edges, we have the position of the 'lip-teeth' consonant. If we drive the air from the lungs through the passage thus formed, leaving the glottis open, we obtain the 'lip-teeth breath' consonant (f). If the chord are narrowed till voice is produced, we obtain the 'lip-teeth voice' consonant (v). If the student prolongs a (f), and then a (v), without any vowel, he will soon see that in the case of (f) the sound is formed entirely in the teeth, while with (v) the sound is distinctly compound, the hiss in the teeth being accompanied by a murmur in the throat. If he presses his two first fingers firmly on the glottis, he will distinctly feel a vibration in the case of (v), but not of (f). There is the same distinction between (s) and (z), (th) as in 'thin,' and (dh) as in 'then.'

14. It is of great importance to acquire a clear feeling of the distinction between breath and voice, and the student should accustom himself to sound all consonants both with and without voice at will. Such exercises as the following are very useful.

(1) Breathe strongly through the open glottis, and bring
THROAT SOUNDS.

the lips and teeth together, concentrating the attention as much as possible on the actions by which the sound, (f), is produced rather than on the sound itself.

(2) Make a vocal murmur, as in the word 'err,' and then bring the lips and teeth together as before, which produces (v).

(3) Prolong (f) and remove the lips from the teeth: the result will be simple breath, (hh).

(4) Repeat the process with (v), and the result will be simple voice (A).

(5) Pass without stopping from (f) to (s), (th), and (sh), and from (v) to (z), (dh), and (zh) as in 'rouge,' observing the unchanged state of the glottis while the lips and tongue shift continually.

(6) Pass without stopping from (f) to (v) and from (v) to (f), and so with the other consonants, observing the change in the glottis while the organic positions remain unchanged.

(7) Try to form from the familiar (l), (r), (n), (m) the unfamiliar breathed (lh), (rh), (nh), (mh).

15. The popular and the phonetic use of the term 'whisper' do not quite agree. Whisper in popular language simply means speech without voice. Phonetically speaking whisper implies not merely absence of voice, but a definite contraction of the glottis.

16. In ordinary whispering, as opposed to loud speech, what happens is this. Breathed elements, being already voiceless, remain unchanged. Voiced elements substitute whisper (in the phonetic sense) for voice. If we pronounce two such syllables as 'vee' and 'fee,' first in an ordinary loud voice and then in a whisper, we shall find that in 'vee' both consonant and vowel are changed,
while in ‘fee’ only the vowel is changed, the consonant remaining breathed as in loud speech. It must, therefore, be understood in phonetic discussions that whenever we talk of a whispered sound we mean one that is pronounced with a definite contraction of the glottis. Whether we talk of a ‘whispered (f)’ or a ‘whispered (v)’ is indifferent—both names signify the ‘lip-teeth whisper’ consonant (‘v’).

17. The acoustic distinction between breath and whisper is not very marked, but if we compare (‘v’) with (f), we perceive clearly that (‘v’) is, like (v), a composite sound, with a distinct friction in the larynx. Whispered sounds are also feeble than breath ones, the force of the outgoing air being diminished by the glottis contraction.

Other Larynx Sounds.

18. Glottal Catch (x). When the glottis is suddenly opened or closed on a passage of breath or voice, a percussive effect is produced, analogous to that of (k) or any other ‘stopped’ consonant. The most familiar example of this ‘glottal catch’ is an ordinary cough. The student should carefully practise the glottal catch in combination with vowels till he is able to produce (xa) and (ax) as easily as (ka) and (ak), taking care not to let any breath escape after the (x) in (xa), as is the case in coughing. He should then learn to shut and open the glottis silently, and to know by the muscular sensation alone whether it is open or shut. It is easy to test the closure of the glottis by tapping on the throat above the larynx, which, when

* The (‘), = ‘breath,’ combined with (v), which implies voice, suggests something intermediate to breath and voice, which is whisper. See Ellis, E. E. P. p. 1129.
the glottis is open, produces a dull sound, when shut, a
clear and hollow one like the gurgling of water being
poured into a bottle, and its pitch can be raised or lowered
at pleasure by retracting or advancing the tongue.

19. (x) forms an essential element of some languages.
It is common in Danish after vowels, and often dis-
tinguishes words which would otherwise be identical.
Thus hun (hu'n) is 'she,' but hund (hux'n) is 'dog;' (kho'm)
is 'come,' (khox'm) is 'came,' both written kom. Accord-
ing to Mr. Bell it is used in the Glasgow pronunciation
of Scotch as a substitute for the voiceless stops, as in
(waxehr) = 'water,' (buxehrr) = 'butter.'

20. Wheeze (rh). If we strongly exaggerate an ordinary
whisper, we produce that hoarse, wheezy sound known as
the 'stage whisper.' In the formation of this sound there
is not only the glottis narrowing of the ordinary medium
whisper, but there is also contraction of the superglottal
passage or 'false glottis,' the opening being further
narrowed by depression of the epiglottis. The sound is
a common variety of (r), especially when it is voiced (r).
It is the regular sound in Danish, the laryngeal action being
combined with retraction of the tongue and rounding, so
that the sound is really (r + ghw). (r + gh) may also be
heard in North Germany. If there is 'trilling' or vibra-
tion of the upper part of the glottis, the Arabic Hha (xhr)
and Ain (rr) are formed.

Nasal Sounds.

21. In ordinary breathing the uvula hangs loosely down,
and the air passes behind it through the nose as well as
the mouth. In forming all the non-nasal sounds the
uvula is pressed up so as to cover the passage into the
nose. If the passage is open the sound becomes nasal. Thus (b) and (m) are formed in exactly the same way except that with (b) the nasal passage is closed, with (m) it is open. Similarly, if in pronouncing the vowel (a) the uvula is lowered, we obtain the corresponding nasal vowel (an).

22. The pure nasal vowels, which are common in many South German dialects, must be carefully distinguished from the French nasals, in which there is guttural compression as well as nasality, a combination which may be denoted by (ʁ), thus (aʁ) is the French ‘en,’ ‘an,’ (oʁ) =‘on,’ (vœʁ) =‘vin,’ (œʁ) =‘un’.

23. There are various degrees of nasality, according as the nose passage is completely or only partially open. Many speakers pronounce all their vowels with imperfect closure of the nose passage, which gives their pronunciation the so-called ‘nasal twang.’ This nasality is so common in North America, especially in New England, as to constitute a characteristic feature of American pronunciation. It is, however, very frequent in London English also.

NARROW AND WIDE.

24. These are very important general modifications of all sounds produced or modified in the mouth. They depend on the shape of the tongue. In forming narrow

* The exact formation of the French nasals has long been a disputed question. The guttural element I believe to be some kind of lateral cheek (and, perhaps, pharynx) compression: it is somewhat vaguely described by Mr. Bell as consisting in a ‘semi-consonant contraction of the guttural passage.’
sounds there is a feeling of tenseness in that part of the tongue where the sound is formed, the surface of the tongue being made more convex than in its natural 'wide' shape, in which it is relaxed and flattened. This convexity of the tongue naturally narrows the passage—whence the name. This narrowing is produced by raising, not the whole body of the tongue, but only that part of it which forms, or helps to form, the sound. Thus, starting from the mid-wide vowel (e) we may narrow the passage either by raising the whole body of the tongue to the high (i) position, or else by contracting the muscles in the front of the tongue so as to make it more convex, without otherwise changing its height. We may then raise this narrow-mid (e) to the high (i) position. Although in (i) the tongue is nearer the palate than in the wide (ə), we can never change (ə) into (i) by simply raising the tongue: we must alter its shape at the same time from wide to narrow. If (ə) is raised so high as to produce a distinct consonantal hiss, it will still remain wide in sound.

25. The distinction of narrow and wide applies to consonants, and not (as Mr. Bell assumed) to vowels only. The distinction between French and English (w) in 'ouï' and 'we' is that the French (w) is narrow, the English wide, the former being consonantized (u), the latter (u). In English the hisses are generally wide, in French narrow. Narrow (s) may be heard in energetic hissing, wide (sh) in gentle hushing.a

a Mr. Bell, who first noticed the distinction of narrow and wide, explains it as due to tension and relaxation of the pharynx. I for a long time held to this view, imagining the tension of the tongue to be something secondary and merely sympathetic. However I afterwards noticed that the sense of pharyngal and palatal tension was always concentrated on that part of the mouth where the sound was
26. The distinction being a delicate one is not to be acquired practically without considerable training. Beginners are apt to confuse widening with lowering of the tongue, especially when the wide vowel is unfamiliar. The best way to avoid this is to run through a whole series from high to low, first narrow and then wide, taking, for instance, first (i, e, æ), then (i, e, æ). In this way a clear idea of the distinction between changes in the shape and in the position of the tongue will be obtained.

27. A narrow vowel may be widened by trying to utter it as lazily and listlessly as possible, without altering the position of the tongue a.

VOWELS.

28. A vowel may be defined as voice (voiced breath) modified by some definite configuration of the supraglottal passages, but without audible friction b.

29. Tongue Shape: Narrow and Wide. The most important general modifications are those which cause the distinction of narrow and wide, already described. Wide formed, in front sounds on the hard palate. This was a reductio ad absurdum, showing that the feeling was really imaginary. The relation was thus reversed: the tongue tension was shown to be the real cause of narrowness and wideness, and the other feeling to be imaginary and secondary. I do not believe that the shape of the pharynx, the approximation of the palatal arches, &c., have any effect in producing distinctive vowel sounds.

a Mr. Bell told me that he tried this method with success in teaching Frenchmen the English (i) and (u).

b Whispered vowels occur as integral elements of ordinary loud speech in some native American languages. See Haldeman, quoted by Ellis, E. E. P. p. 1194.
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vowels are generally denoted by italics, thus (i) is the wide form of (i).

30. **Tongue Positions.** As each new position of the tongue produces a new vowel, and as the positions are infinite, it follows that the number of possible vowel sounds is infinite. It becomes necessary, therefore, to select certain definite positions as fixed points whence to measure the intermediate positions.

31. The movements of the tongue may be distinguished generally as horizontal and vertical—backwards and forwards, upwards and downwards. The horizontal movements produce two well-marked classes, (1) ‘back’ (guttural) vowels, in which the tongue is retracted as much as possible, such as (aɪ) in ‘father,’ (uɪ) in ‘fool’; and (2) ‘front’ (palatal) vowels, such as (ɪɪ) in ‘see,’ (æ) in ‘man,’ in which the tongue is advanced. The former are formed by the back of the tongue only, the point being kept down, the latter by the front. The distinction is easily felt by pronouncing (aɪ) and (ɪɪ) in succession. There is also a third class, the ‘mixed’ (gutturo-palatal) vowels, which have an intermediate position, such as the English (æhr) in ‘err,’ the German (eh) in ‘gabe.’ Mixed vowels are indicated by the diacritical (h).

32. The vertical movements of the tongue produce various degrees of ‘height,’ or distance from the palate. Thus in (ɪ), as in ‘bit,’ the front of the tongue is raised as high and as close to the palate as possible without causing friction, in (æ), as in ‘man,’ it is lowered as much as possible. From among the infinite degrees of height three are selected, ‘high,’ ‘mid,’ and ‘low.’ (ɪ) is a high, (æ) a low vowel, while (ɛ) as in ‘say’ is a mid vowel. These distinctions apply equally to back, mixed, and
front vowels, so we have altogether nine cardinal vowel positions:

- high-back
- mid-back
- low-back
- high-mixed
- mid-mixed
- low-mixed
- high-front
- mid-front
- low-front

Each of these positions yields a different vowel sound according as the tongue is in the 'narrow' or 'wide' shape.

33. It is found that these nine positions correspond very nearly with the actual distinctions made in language, and that if we admit two intermediate positions between each of them, we practically reach the limit of discrimination by ear. The intermediate heights are distinguished as 'lowered' and 'raised,' thus the 'lowered high-front' has a position below the 'high-front,' and above the 'raised mid-front,' which is above the simple 'mid-front.' Practically, however, the distinction between 'raised' and 'lowered' can hardly be carried out, and raised (e) and lowered (i) must generally both be assumed to represent the same half-way position. These vowels are written thus, [ei]. Or exponents may be used, whenever accessible, (e'). Horizontal intermediates are defined as 'inner' and 'outer,' and are indicated thus, (e), (eh), both indicating practically the same sound. The student should at first neglect these minutiae, and concentrate his attention on the elementary positions.

34. The height of the tongue is partly due to the action of the muscles of the tongue itself, but also in a great degree to the movements of the jaw. Thus if we start from the high (i) position and lower the jaw, allowing the tongue to sink with it, we obtain first the mid
(ɛ) position and then the low (æ) one. Hence the partial closure of the mouth in forming high vowels.

35. The question naturally arises, Which of the nine positions is the natural one when the organs are at rest? If we vocalise the breath as emitted in ordinary quiet breathing, without shifting the tongue in any way, we obtain an indistinct nasal murmur, which, if de-nasalized by closure of the nose passage, resolves itself into the mid-mixed (or the low-mixed vowel, if the mouth is opened as wide as possible). We see, then, that the two ‘natural’ or ‘neutral’ vowels are (eh) and (ɛh), both of which are widely distributed in actual language.

36. Rounding. Rounding is a contraction of the mouth cavity by lateral compression of the cheek passage and narrowing of the lip aperture, whence the older name of ‘labialization a.’ There are three principal degrees of lip-narrowing, corresponding to the height of the tongue, high vowels having the narrowest, low the widest lip-aperture. This is easily seen by comparing the high-back-round (ur), as in ‘who,’ the mid-back-round (or), as in ‘no,’ and the low-back-round (ɔr), as in ‘law.’ It will be seen that in (ur) the lips are contracted to a narrow chink, while in (or) the opening is wider and broader, and in (ɔr) only the corners of the mouth are contracted.

37. It will be observed that the action of rounding is always concentrated on that part of the mouth where the vowel is formed. In rounding front vowels, such as the high-front-round (y), as in the French ‘lune,’ the cheek compression is concentrated chiefly on the corners of the

* Mr. Bell says that ‘the mechanical cause of round quality commences in the supraglottal passage.’ I find, however, that this is not essential.
mouth and that part of the cheeks immediately behind them, while in back vowels, such as the high-back-round (u) the chief compression is at the back of the cheeks.

38. Lip-narrowing is, therefore, something secondary in back-rounded vowels, as it is possible to form them entirely with cheek-narrowing or 'inner rounding.' The absence of lip-rounding is, however, distinctly perceptible. According to Mr. Bell inner rounding is practised by ventriloquists as a means of concealing the visible action of ordinary rounding.

39. The effect of rounding may, on the other hand, be increased by projecting (pouting) the lips, which of course practically lengthens the mouth channel by adding a resonance-chamber beyond the teeth. This action is generally avoided in English, but may often be observed in the Scotch (u), and generally in continental pronunciation.

40. The influence of the lips may also be observed in the unrounded vowels. In the formation of the low and mid vowels, such as (a), the lips are in the 'neutral position of rest, but in forming the high (i) the mouth is spread out at the corners, which makes the sound of the vowel clearer a. This lip-spreading may, of course, be applied to (a) and the other vowels as well. It may also be neglected elsewhere, as is frequently the case in English, which dulls the effect of the high vowels.

41. If back vowels are pronounced with lip-narrowing alone (without inner rounding as well) we do not obtain the corresponding round vowels, but simply muffled

---

a I had not noticed this till I read the remarks of Sievers (L. Ph p. 39).
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varieties of the ordinary sounds. Similarly, if a front vowel is pronounced with inner rounding only, the result is simply a muffled, gutturalised front vowel, not a front rounded vowel a.

42. Although there is a natural connection between the height of the tongue and the degree of lip-narrowing b, there are cases of abnormal degrees of rounding in language. Thus in Danish and Swedish (o), as in ‘sol,’ always has the same lip-narrowing as (u), and (ɔ) as in ‘maane,’ ‘måne,’ has that of (o), the lip-narrowing being thus in each case a degree above the height of the tongue. Every vowel, whether narrow or wide, is capable of rounding, which gives a total of thirty-six elementary vowel-sounds.

Table of Vowels and General Remarks.

43. The thirty-six elementary vowels are given in the annexed table. Whenever an unambiguous key-word could be given from any of the better known languages, it has been added, especially from English (E.), Scotch (Sc.), French (F.), and German (G.). The English sounds are those of the educated southern pronunciation, the Scotch those of the Edinburgh pronunciation, and the German are distinguished as North (Hanoverian) German (N. G.), Middle (M.), and South (S.) German: ‘occ.’ signifies occasional.

a Cp. § 37.

b It would evidently be a waste of sound to narrow the back of the mouth and then allow the sound to diffuse itself in the front of the mouth, or to widen the back part of the channel and then muffle the sound by over-narrowing of the mouth channel.
### GENERAL TABLE OF VOWELS.

#### NARROW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Narrow</th>
<th>Wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ʌ</strong> high-back N. Welsh tagu</td>
<td><strong>e</strong> high-front F. fini</td>
<td><strong>a</strong> high-back Occ. E. pretty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>u</strong> mid-back E. but</td>
<td><strong>e</strong> mid-front F. étô</td>
<td><strong>oh</strong> mid-mixed E. eye (oh[eh])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>o</strong> low-back Occ. Sc. but</td>
<td><strong>æ</strong> low-front E. air</td>
<td><strong>a</strong> mid-back E. father</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### NARROW-ROUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Narrow</th>
<th>Wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>u</strong> high-back F. sou</td>
<td><strong>uh</strong> high-mixed Swedish hus</td>
<td><strong>o</strong> high-back E. full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>o</strong> mid-back G. so.</td>
<td><strong>oh</strong> mid-mixed F. pêu</td>
<td><strong>oh</strong> mid-mixed Swedish upp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>o</strong> low-back E. sow</td>
<td><strong>oh</strong> low-mixed F. pour</td>
<td><strong>a</strong> high-front G. schützen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### WIDE-ROUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Narrow</th>
<th>Wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>o</strong> low-back E. not</td>
<td><strong>oh</strong> low-mixed</td>
<td><strong>a</strong> low-front N. G. schön</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
44. Names. In naming the vowels, 'height' comes first, and 'rounding' last—'high-back-narrow-round,' &c.

45. As regards the notation it may be remarked that all mixed vowels are indicated by adding the letter (h) in the case of unrounded mixed vowels to the corresponding front, in that of rounded mixed vowels to the corresponding back vowel symbol. Wide vowels are generally indicated by italics. The only exception is in the case of the back unrounded vowels, where the italics indicate widening of the mouth channel, not by relaxing, but by lowering the tongue. The narrow back unrounded vowels are indicated by the 'turned' letters of the corresponding wides. The relations of the front rounded and unrounded vowels are suggested by (ə), being a turned (e), and by the analogy of (œ) to (æ). (ɔ) is assumed to be a turned (o).

46. The relations of the symbols should be studied till they become perfectly familiar. The student should be able to answer at once such questions as the following. If (y) is unrounded, what is the result? What is the round vowel corresponding to (i)? If (o) is unrounded and widened, or if (a) is rounded and narrowed, what is the result?

47. Practical Mastery of the Vowels. While studying the symbols, the student should begin to acquire a practical mastery of the sounds themselves. This can only be done very gradually, beginning with those sounds which are perfectly familiar. One or two sounds should be taken at a time and repeated incessantly, till their mechanism is clearly felt and understood. Whispering the vowels will be found a great help in analysing their
formation. After a time the student will be able to recognise each vowel solely by the muscular sensations associated with its formation: he will be able to say to himself, 'Now my tongue is in the position for (i),’ 'Now I have changed (i) into (ih),’ &c., while not uttering the slightest sound, confident that if voiced or whispered breath is allowed to pass through the mouth the required sound will be produced.

48. The first requisite for analysing the formation of the vowels is the power of lengthening and shortening them without altering them in any way. In English, North German, and many other languages, short and long vowels differ not only in quantity but also in quality. If we compare the nearest conventional shorts and longs in English, as in 'bit' and 'beat,' 'not' and 'naught,' we find that the short vowels are generally wide (i, ə), the long narrow (i, ɔ), besides being generally diphthongic as well. Hence originally short vowels can be lengthened and yet kept quite distinct from the original longs; (bitt), for instance, = 'bit,' is quite distinct from (birt) = 'beat.' In the broad London pronunciation this lengthening of originally short vowels is extremely common. These observations will perhaps help the student to acquire facility in lengthening such a word as 'bit' without passing into 'beat,' and 'dog' into (dɔg) without making it into (dɔg). The shortening of narrow vowels, such as (ii) and (ur), will be found more difficult, but careful attention to the Scotch pronunciation of 'sick' and 'book' as (sik) and (buk), instead of (sɪk) and (bʌk), will be of great assistance.

49. After acquiring a full command of the separate vowels, the student should begin to compare them with
one another, and note their relations. He should, for
instance, compare the narrow and wide vowel pairs, such
as (i) and (ι), (u) and (υ), until he feels clearly the
common difference underlying them all. Also the
rounded and unrounded, such as (o) and (υ). But this
relation is most clearly seen in the front vowels, such as
(y) and (ι), &c.

50. The tongue positions may be compared in various
ways. It is very instructive to run through a whole series
either horizontally or vertically, shifting the tongue with
uniform speed from one extreme position to the other.
Thus, starting from (ι), if the jaw is lowered con-
tinuously, while the current of voice is maintained, an
indefinite number of vowel-sounds is produced till a
broad (α) is reached; if the tongue is stopped half-way,
we have (e). Similarly, if we start from (α), and retract
the tongue, we obtain first (αh), and then the broad
Scotch and London (a). In moving from the mixed to
the back position the point of the tongue must be allowed
to drop, which it naturally does when the root is retracted.
Conversely, in moving from the back to the mixed position,
the tongue must not only be advanced in the mouth, but
the tip must also be allowed to rise slightly from its former
depression.

51. The student can now proceed to acquire un-
familiar vowels. The importance of his previous training
will now be manifest. He has only to follow the
analogies of the changes he has already made, to produce
without difficulty many sounds that he perhaps never
heard before in his life. Thus, suppose he has learnt to

* If the tongue is advanced from the back position while the tip
is kept down, the ‘outer back’ position is formed. Cp. under § 66.
form (y), and pass with ease from (i) to (y), he only has to round (r) in the same way, and he will produce (y). Again, if from a comparison of (e) and (o) he has learnt the medium degree of rounding that belongs to a mid vowel, he only has to apply it to (e), and he will have (ə). Conversely, if he has learnt to unround (o) into (e), he only has to apply the same process to (ə) and (u) to obtain (ɜ) and (v) a. Mixed vowels are best learnt by arresting the transition between the nearest back and front vowels. Thus, if the student wishes to acquire the Swedish (uh), he only has to pass from (u) to (y) backwards and forwards several times without intermission, and then to arrest his tongue half-way b.

52. Finally, the different processes may be used to check one another. Thus, if the student has learnt to form (a) from (a) by lowering the tongue, he can also unround (v), and if both operations are performed correctly, they will yield precisely the same sound.

53. We have hitherto entirely ignored the acoustic effects of the vowels. This has been done designedly. The first and indispensable qualification of the phonetician is a thorough practical knowledge of the formation of the

---

a Mr. Bell directs the beginner to spread the lips with the finger and thumb in unrounding. I find, however, that this method, although it succeeds with front, quite fails with back vowels, as it does not remove the inner rounding.

b Mr. Bell advises to attempt to blend the back and front articulations by pronouncing them simultaneously. I do not find that this succeeds in practice, as the student generally fails in the attempt to blend the back and front positions.
vowels. Those who try to learn new sounds by ear alone, without any systematic training in the use of their vocal organs, generally succeed only partially. Even in those exceptional cases in which a naturally quick ear combined with favourable occasions for practice enables a linguist to acquire an accurate pronunciation of foreign languages by imitation alone, his knowledge is little better than that of a parrot, for he is unable to record the sounds he has learnt, or to teach them to others, and the results of his labours perish with him. In the case of those who have only an average ear, and still more of those who have a defective ear, organic training is indispensable. There can be no question that flexible organs well trained together with only an average ear, will yield better results than even an exceptionally good ear without organic training. Nor must it be forgotten that fineness of ear is not necessarily accompanied by flexibility of the vocal organs. Indeed, what is commonly called ‘an ear for sounds,’ that is, the power of imitating sounds, depends quite as much on organic flexibility as on fineness of ear.

54. The test of ‘ear’ by itself is the power of discriminating and recognising sounds. This is an indispensable qualification for those who wish to write down sounds by ear, and must be carefully cultivated. To recognise a sound with certainty under the various differences of quantity, force, environment, &c., is no easy task, and requires long practice. The student should accustom himself to repeat the different vowels in a loud voice, and should compare those that are most like, till he is able to distinguish them. He should also, if possible, hear them pronounced by voices of different register and
quality, the effects of which are often confusing, especially when a man's voice is contrasted with a woman's or child's.

55. It will soon be observed that vowels whose formation is distinct are often very similar in sound. This will be better understood if we consider that a vowel is, acoustically speaking, voice modified by a resonance chamber, viz. the mouth (the influence of the pharynx being for the present ignored). Every time we change the position of the tongue we create in reality a new resonance chamber, which moulds the voice into a different vowel. Every vowel can have its pitch raised or lowered by varying the length of the vocal chords, as when the scale is sung on any one vowel. But each vowel has besides an inherent pitch of its own, due to the shape and size of the resonance chamber. Thus, if (i), (a), and (u) are all sung to the same note, we hear how much deeper the pitch of (u) is than that of (a), while (a) is also much deeper than (i). The best way, however, of hearing the natural pitch of the vowels is to whisper them, for the pitch of the whisper itself being invariable, the differences caused by the resonance are clearly heard. The connection between the size and shape of the resonance chamber and the pitch is self-evident. (i) evidently owes its high pitch to its being formed by a narrow channel in the front of the mouth, while the pitch of (a) is lowered by the greater size of its resonance chamber, and that of (u) by the narrowing of the lip-aperture, both (a) and (u) being formed in the back of the mouth. The wide forms of the front and mixed vowels are lower in pitch than the narrow ones, because of the greater width of the mouth cavity, but in the case of back vowels the
wides are higher than the narrows a. Rounding naturally lowers the pitch.

56. The following is the order of the vowels in pitch, according to Mr. Bell, beginning with the lowest.

\{ u, u'; o, o'; \omega, \omega'; v, v'; \alpha, \alpha'; \varepsilon, \varepsilon'; \theta, \theta'; \delta, \delta' \}
\{ \alpha\varepsilon, \alpha\varepsilon'; \theta\varepsilon, \theta\varepsilon'; \alpha\theta, \alpha\theta'; \alpha\delta, \alpha\delta' \}
\{ \varepsilon, \varepsilon'; \theta, \theta'; \delta, \delta' \}
\{ \alpha, \varepsilon, \theta, \delta \}

57. It is evident from this table that the same pitch may be produced by distinct modifications of the same resonance chamber, which agrees with the remark already made, that vowels whose formation is distinct are often very similar in sound (§ 55). Thus, starting from (i), we can lower its pitch either by retraction of the tongue, giving (ih), or by rounding, which gives (y), and consequently (ih) and (y) have the same pitch, and are so alike in sound that those who hear (ih) for the first time generally imagine it to be a round vowel. Again, English people who hear (œ) for the first time generally imitate it by their own (æh), and German phoneticians still regard E. (æh) and (œ) as 'obscure' varieties of (œ) and (œ). Hence also the English imitation of the French (oh) or (ôh) in 'bonne' by the English (œ) in 'bun.'

58. It is also important to observe that such pairs as (i) and (e), (u) and (o), are as near in sound as (i) and (i), (u) and (u), which differ only in narrowness and wideness. The explanation is precisely analogous to

a 'Because,' as Mr. Bell says, 'the greater retraction of the tongue enlarges the oral cavity.' Of course, on Mr. Bell's theory of the cause of narrowing being in the pharynx, there is no necessary retraction of the tongue. On my view, however, this retraction is due to the convexity of the tongue, which in the case of narrow front vowels practically raises, instead of retracting, the surface of the tongue.
that of the similarity of (ih) and (y), namely, that the pitch of (i) can be deepened either by widening into (i) or lowering to (e), the result being nearly the same in both cases, as shown by the French imitation of English (i) by (e). Hence we get the following pairs of vowels extremely like in sound, and consequently very liable to be confounded:

(i) and (e); (e) and (æ)
(y) and (o); (o) and (œ)
(u) and (o); (o) and (o).

59. The mixed and round pairs already exemplified are also very close:

(ih) and (y); (i)h and (y)
(eh) and (o); (eh) and (œ)
(æh) and (œ); (æ)h and (œ).

60. It is interesting to observe that these pairs are often confounded even in vernacular speech. It very seldom happens that three such sounds as (e), (œ), and (æ) are kept distinct in a language, the general rule being that when the distinction of ‘close’ and ‘open’ e is made, (e) is the close sound, while the open one is represented by (e) or (œ) indifferently. This is the case in English, and it is impossible to determine whether (e) or (œ) is the commoner sound in such words as ‘head,’ ‘then,’ &c.

61. As regards the acoustic relations of mixed vowels to their corresponding fronts and backs, it must be noted that unrounded mixed vowels resemble more their corresponding fronts, rounded their back vowels, as is indicated by the symbols. The rounded mixed vowels owe their

* As in Danish.
'back' quality to their retention of the inner rounding of the back rounded vowels.

Extended List of Key-words.

62. The following extended list of key-words arranged under each vowel will, it is hoped, be useful to students, especially those who have to learn the sounds without a master. The contractions are the same as those already used in the general table (§ 43), with the addition of Da. = Danish, Du. = Dutch, Sw. = Swedish, Icel. = Icelandic.

Each wide vowel follows immediately after its narrow.

63. _MISC (high-back-narrow). According to Mr. Bell this vowel occurs in the Gaelic laogh (úí). It also occurs in Armenian (as pronounced to me by Prof. Sievers), for example, in the definite article (vz). This vowel, which offers difficulties to those who are not familiar with it, is best obtained by unrounding (u), following the analogy of the change from (o) to (e), and checking the result by raising (e) to the high position.

64. _MISC (high-back-wide). According to Bell in the Cockney pronunciation of long o, as in (nA[oh]) = 'no.' It seems also to occur sometimes in the (ai) diphthong, as in (ai[ih]) = 'I,' more commonly (eh[zh]).

65. _MISC (mid-back-narrow). English 'up,' 'come,' &c. Often tends to widening, (vp) becoming almost (ap).

66. _MISC (mid-back-wide). E 'father,' 'papa'; N. G. 'vater,' 'mann'; Sw. 'man.' This vowel is liable to considerable fluctuations. It may be lowered nearly to (a), as in Italian and Spanish, where it is difficult to decide between (a) and (o). It may also be advanced almost to the (eh) position, the point of the tongue being
kept down, giving a sound which is very like (æ), into which it is easily converted by raising the 'inner' front of the tongue towards the palate. If the point of the tongue is raised, it passes into (eh). This (a) is the regular Danish sound, as in mand (mæ'n), mane (ma'neh), the long sound being still more advanced than the short. It is also the sound of the long Dutch a, as in 'vader,' 'maan.' The French a tends also towards (a).

67. u (low-back-narrow). Frequent Sc. and provincial English sound of the u in 'but,' 'cut,' &c., as in Sc. 'come up!' (kum up). It is also a common sound of short a in M. and S. G., as in 'kaffee-kanne.' Short a in Du. often has this sound, as in al, vat. It may be heard long in the vulgar London pronunciation of 'part,' 'park,' as (pâr, pârk), which are distinct from (pârk, pârt).

68. a (low-back-wide). Sc. 'man,' 'hat,' &c. Sw. long a, as in 'fader,' 'fara.' Mr. Bell identifies the long a in Italian with (a).

69. ih (high-mixed-narrow). According to Mr. Bell in a common American pronunciation of 'earth,' as (ih[æ]rh). Also in the North Welsh 'tagu,' 'hu'n,' &c. According to Mr. Bell the Russian 'jerry' is (ihn).

70. ih (high-mixed-wide). Frequent in the E. pronunciation of 'pretty,' 'just' (written 'jist') and a few other words. Mr. Bell distinguishes the first and second vowel in 'fishes' as (i) and (ih).

71. eh (mid-mixed-narrow). G. Du. Dan. &c. unaccented e, as in 'gabe,' 'geretet'; 'dadelijk' (dardelehk); 'mane,' 'beware.' It is uncertain whether the Fr. 'que,' &c. has this sound or (ə). The sound is quite un-English.

72. eh (mid-mixed-wide). The E. unaccented vowels
in 'bigger,' 'favour,' 'attack,' &c. seem to resemble this vowel, or rather to fluctuate between it and the low-mixed (æh) and (æh), but it is best to regard them as simply 'voice-glides' (§ 200). (eh) may be heard in the Swedish 'ej,' but apparently in rather a forward form (æh[i]), while in the E. 'eye,' it is rather (æh[i]) or sometimes perhaps (a[i]). Mr. Bell assumes (a) as the first element, considering (eh) 'Cockney,' but (a[i]) is certainly not the ordinary educated pronunciation, although even (a[i]) may be heard from the vulgar.

73. æh (low-mixed-narrow). E. 'err,' 'bird,' &c. The Icelandic short ø, as in 'skömm,' seems sometimes to have this sound.

74. æh (low-mixed-wide). Frequent Sc. 'err,' 'bird.' Cockney 'up,' according to Bell.

75. i (high-front-narrow). Long Teutonic i-sound, as in G. 'sich,' Du. 'bier,' Dan. 'hvile,' Sw. 'hvila,' Fr. fini, finir. Short in Sc. in many words, such as 'sick,' 'give,' 'build.' Short in many Dan. words, such as 'gik,' 'hvidt,' 'at spilte.' The long E. i is a 'consonantal diphthong' (iij)*, and its narrowness is often relaxed almost to wideness.

76. i (high-front-wide). Short in E. 'fin,' 'bit,' in Dan. 'fik,' 'at finde,' 'at spille,' and in N.G. 'kind,' 'bitten,' where M. and S.G. have (i). Long in Icel. 'vita,' 'synir.' It must be noted that the E. (i) is slightly lower than in the other languages, verging towards (e). The unaccented vowel in 'pity' seems to be decidedly (e').

77. e (mid-front-narrow). F. 'ét,' 'aimer.' G. 'see.' Sw. 'se,' 'sten.' Short in Sw. 'vecka,' 'sköpp.' (e) is

* See § 209.
often raised towards (i), and this (e') is the regular sound in Dan., so that 'se' often sounds to an E. ear like E. 'see.' (e') is also common in Edinburgh Sc.* Short (e') in Dan. 'dette,' 'hende,' 'fred.' The E. sound is lower than that of the other languages, is always diphthongic, and generally very feebly narrowed, fluctuating between (e[ǐh]) and (e[ǐh]).

78. e (mid-front-wide). Occ. E. 'head,' 'end' (§ 61), N. G. 'ende,' Dan. 'sted.' Long in Dan. 'læse,' 'træ.' Interchanges frequently with (æ) in many languages. (e) raised half-way to (i) is heard in the Sc. 'fill,' 'pit,' and Du. 'lid,' 'kind,' neither of these languages possessing (i). Also in E. 'pity' (§ 77).

79. æ (low-front-narrow). Usual E. 'hair,' occ. 'head,' 'end.' Very marked in Sc. 'head,' 'tell,' and Du. 'ben,' 'elf,' in which the position is lower than for the E. (æ). Fr. 'père,' 'faire.'

80. æ (low-front-wide). E. 'man,' 'hat.' Long in dialectic Dutch (North Holland) 'vader,' &c. The Dan. long (ai) seems also to pass into (æi) sometimes. (æi) may also be heard in the Swabian S. G. pronunciation, as in (kæis)= 'käse.'

81. u (high-back-narrow-round). Short in Sc. and Du. 'book,' and 'boek,' both=(buk). Long in G. 'gut,' Dan. 'ude,' Du. 'voer.' F. 'sou,' 'tou,' 'tour.' E. long (u) tends to (uw).

82. u (high-back-wide-round). E. 'good,' 'full.' The N. G. (u) in 'und,' 'lust,' is rather closer than the E.

83. o (mid-back-narrow-round). G. 'so,' 'sohn.' Short in M. and S. G. 'oft,' 'stock.' F. 'chaud,' 'peau.'

* See Dr. J. A. H. Murray's 'Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland,' p. 106 foll.
E. long (o) is diphthongal and of uncertain narrowness. It may also be noted that the G. (o) is more retracted than in F. and E., which gives it a deeper tone. For the Scandinavian (ø) see § 42.

84. o (mid-back-wide-round). N. G. 'oft,' 'stock.' Occ. Sc. 'road' (short). Long in Icel. 'høf,' 'køma' (often rather lowered towards ø), and in Welsh 'ton.'

85. ø (low-back-narrow-round). E. 'law,' 'lord,' 'fall.' Provincial long a in G. and Du. (perhaps also wide). For the Scandinavian (ø) see § 42.

86. ø (low-back-wide-round). E. 'not,' 'dog.' Often raised towards (o), producing various intermediate sounds. The short open o in Dan., Sw., and often in Icel. is (ø) lowered towards (ø). Examples are Dan. 'folk,' 'maatte,' Sw. 'folk,' 'ätta,' Icel. 'føkk,' 'børg.' These effects may, however, be due to various degrees of rounding, and the Scandinavian (ø) may be simply the wide form of the (œ) in 'maane.'

87. uh (high-mixed-narrow-round). Swedish and Norwegian u in 'hus,' 'ut.' This vowel varies in character, according to the degree of retraction with which it is formed. In Sw. and Norwegian it often differs but slightly from (u). (uh) may often be heard in careless E. pronunciation, thus 'two' is often (tuhrw) or (twihrw).

88. uh (high-mixed-wide-round). Regular sound of the short u in Sw., as in 'upp,' 'lund,' 'rum.' This latter word is nearly identical with an occasional E. pronunciation of 'room.'

89. oh (mid-mixed-narrow-round). In what is called an 'affected' pronunciation of E. 'no,' &c., the (o) is often advanced nearly to the (oh)-position.

90. oh (mid-mixed-wide-round). F. short o in 'homme,'
'dotte.' May perhaps also be narrow. This sound may be obtained by pronouncing such words as 'follow' carelessly and rapidly ([o] [aʊ]), and then prolonging the [aʊ] into (əh).

91. oh (low-mixed-narrow-round). According to Mr. Ellis this is the sound of the long a in Austrian G., as in 'euer gnaden' (qohudn).

92. oð (low-mixed-wide-round). According to Mr. Bell this is the Cockney sound in 'ask,' &c.

93. y (high-front-narrow-round). F. 'lune,' 'aigu.' G. 'grün,' 'güte.' Du. 'zuur.' Da. 'lys.' Short in Da. 'skyld,' 'at fylde,' and often in M. and S. G. 'schützen,' 'füllen.' There are various shades of difference to be observed in this vowel. The N. G. (y) is slightly retracted towards (uh). In Sw. and S. G. (y) is often imperfectly labialised, so that the (i) character is strongly marked.

94. y (high-front-wide-round). N. G. hütte. Dan. 'tynd,' 'bryst.' Icel. 'full,' 'lund.' Long in Icel. 'hlat,' 'muna.'

95. e (mid-front-narrow-round). F. 'peu,' 'vœu,' 'creuse.' M. and S. G. 'schön.' Da. 'en ö,' 'at löse.' Short in S. G. 'götter,' 'stöcke,' and in Da. 'först,' 'at önske.' The Sc. sound in 'guid' seems to be (ɔ).

96. ø (mid-front-wide-round). F. jeudi, seulement (liable to interchange with (œ)). N. G. 'schön (œ),' 'götter.' Da. 'en dör,' 'at gøre.' Icel. 'föt' (also pronounced (œhr), § 73).

97. œ (low-front-narrow-round). F. 'fleur,' 'beurre.' Sw. 'höra.' Short in Da. 'störst,' 'ström.' Interchanges constantly with (œ).

98. æ (low-front-wide-round). According to Mr. Bell in the Cockney pronunciation of 'out' (œtt), 'house,' &c.
CONSONANTS.

99. A consonant is the result of audible friction, squeezing or stopping of the breath in some part of the mouth (or occasionally of the throat). The main distinction between vowels and consonants is that while in the former the mouth configuration merely modifies the vocalised breath, which is therefore an essential element of the vowels, in consonants the narrowing or stopping of the oral passage is the foundation of the sound, and the state of the glottis is something secondary. Consonants can therefore be breathed as well as voiced, the mouth configuration alone being enough to produce a distinct sound without the help of voice. Consonants can all be formed with whisper.

100. The friction of consonants may be varied by narrowing or widening the friction channel. The term 'hiss' implies audible friction of breath consonants, and 'buzz' of voice consonants.

Consonants admit of a twofold division (1) according to place, (2) to form.

101. Place. By place there are five main classes.

(1) Back (guttural) formed by the root of the tongue and the soft palate. Examples are (k) as in 'come,' (q) in 'sing.'

(2) Front (palatal) formed by the front (middle) of the tongue and the roof of the mouth. (j) as in 'you,' (n) as in F. 'Boulogne.'

(3) Point, formed by the point of the tongue and (generally) the upper gums or teeth. This class is
CONSONANTS.

commonly called 'dental,' but the point of the tongue is not necessarily brought against the teeth. Examples of point consonants are (t), (n), (l).

(4) Teeth. Teeth consonants when formed by the point of the tongue may be considered as 'outer' (see below) varieties of point consonants. There is also a 'lip-teeth' consonant, (f). When outer point (or 'point-teeth') consonants are formed by placing the point of the tongue between the teeth they are called 'interdental.'

(5) Lip. S. G. w in 'wie,' 'wo' is an example of a pure lip consonant. N. G. w=(v) is a 'lip-teeth' consonant.

Each of these positions admits of infinite subdivisions by shifting the tongue backwards and forwards, but it is amply sufficient to distinguish three varieties of each position, 'inner,' 'outer,' and 'medium,' the last being assumed as the normal position. The inner variety is denoted thus, (t), the outer being (t).

There are two special tongue modifications that require notice, 'inversion' (t⁺) and 'protrusion' (t†). In inversion the point is turned back towards the soft palate, so that the narrowing or stopping is formed between the lower edge of the tongue-point and the top of the arch. In protrusion the tip of the tongue is extended to the lips. Inverted consonants allow of the distinctions of 'inner' and 'outer.'

Besides the simple positions there are 'mixed' or 'compound' consonants formed by narrowing, &c. the mouth channel in two or more places at once. Thus the E. (w) is formed not only by lip-narrowing, but also by raising the back of the tongue towards the soft palate; it is therefore a 'lip-back' consonant.
102. **Form.** By form there are also five classes:

(1). **Open** consonants are those in which the passage is simply narrowed without any contact, such as (kh) in G. 'ach' and Sc. 'loch,' (s), (th). The restriction as to contact applies only to the actual friction channel, and even then there may be slight contact, provided the current of breath is not impeded. Thus in forming (kh) the uvula often touches the back of the tongue, but without modifying the sound in any way, and even in (s) the tongue often comes into contact with the ridges of the gums without influencing the sound. In such a consonant as (f), on the other hand, the contact of the lips and teeth has the effect of forcing the breath to seek a channel elsewhere, namely through the interstices of the teeth, which form the real friction-channel. It is, however, also possible to form an (f) between the lips and the teeth without any contact.

(2). **Divided** consonants are formed by stopping the middle of the passage, leaving it open at the sides. The commonest type of this class is the 'point-divided' (l).

(3). **Stopped** (or shut) consonants are formed by complete closure of the mouth passage, as in (k), (d).

(4). **Nasal** consonants are formed by complete closure of the mouth passage, the nose passage being left open. If we take any stop, such as (b), and allow the air to pass through the nose by lowering the soft palate, we obtain the corresponding nasal, in this case (m).

When an unstopped (open or divided) consonant is pronounced with the nose passage open, it is said to be 'nasalised,' which is denoted by (n). Thus (jn) is a nasalised (j).

(5). **Trills** are a special variety of unstopped con-
sonants. They result from the vibration of the flexible parts of the mouth, either against one another, as when the lips are trilled, or against some firm surface, as when the tip of the tongue trills against the gum in forming a trilled (r). Their common character is due to the rapid periodic interruption of the breath by the contact of the vibrating body with that against which it is trilled, its elasticity (or, in the case of the uvula, its weight) causing it to resume its former non-contact, to be again driven back.

Trills are, therefore, intermediate between open (and divided) and shut consonants.

Trilling is indicated by (r), thus (rr) is the trilled (r).

Table of Consonants.

103. The annexed table will give a general idea of the relations of the principal consonants and of their symbols. As regards the latter it will be observed that (h) is used as a general diacritic sometimes to denote open as opposed to shut consonants, sometimes to indicate devocalisation. The front consonants, with the exception of (j), are indicated by the capitals of the small letters which stand for the corresponding points. The back-divided is denoted by (t).

The Consonants in Detail.

104. We can now consider the consonants in detail, with full examples.
Open Consonants.

105. **kh** (back-open). The normal (kh), as in Sc. and G. 'loch,' is formed between the back of the tongue and the middle of the soft palate. In (kh) the narrowing is formed as low and as far back as possible. It occurs in several S. G. dialects, especially those of Switzerland. If (kh) is formed near the place where the hard palate begins, we have (kh), which is the sound of *ch* in Scotch after front vowels, as in the exclamation (fikh). It must be noted that all back consonants are liable to vary their position more or less according to the vowels they are associated with, front and mixed vowels tending to advance the tongue from the normal medium position. These variations however, although natural, are not essential. The inner (kh) especially, generally preserves its position unchanged before all vowels. It must be understood that these different varieties are not all formed by the same part of the back of the tongue. The inner and outer varieties are formed, as far as the tongue is concerned, partly by shifting it backwards and forwards, partly by narrowing the passage by those 'inner' or 'outer' parts of the back of the tongue which lie nearest to the corresponding parts of the palate. These remarks apply to the front consonants as well.

106. **gh** (back-open-voice). Frequent G. *g* in 'tage,' 'wagen,' &c., where it is distinctly buzzed. When the passage is widened so as to remove all buzzing, the sound of (gh) no longer suggests (kh) or (g), but rather a weak (r) round. It is often difficult to determine whether the N. G. *r* in 'fahren,' 'hier,' &c. is a weak (gh) or a 'glide-vowel' (§ 207). When (gh) is squeezed, the breath
## GENERAL TABLE OF CONSONANTS.

### VOICELESS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Throat</th>
<th>Back</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Point-teeth</th>
<th>Blade</th>
<th>Blade-point</th>
<th>Lip</th>
<th>Lip-back</th>
<th>Lip-teeth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>h, rh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>rh</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>wh</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>lh</td>
<td>lh</td>
<td>lh</td>
<td>(lh)</td>
<td>(lh)</td>
<td>(ph)</td>
<td>(wh)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shut</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>qh</td>
<td>nh</td>
<td>nh</td>
<td>ηh</td>
<td>(nh)</td>
<td>(nh)</td>
<td>mh</td>
<td>(mh)</td>
<td>(mh)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VOICED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>r</th>
<th>gh</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>dh</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>zh</th>
<th>bh</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>(bh)</td>
<td>(w)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shut</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[N.B. \text{ Letters enclosed in parentheses denote variations for which no typical English words were found.}\]
impulse being diminished enough to prevent any buzzing, an effect extremely like \((g)\) is produced, as in the Icel. 'saga,' 'vega.'

107. \(jh\) (front-open). The front consonants admit of an inner and outer variety. \((j)h\) is formed on the hard palate near where the soft palate begins, the outer \((jh)\) in the hollow of the arch. \((j)h\) and \((kh)\) are, therefore, formed nearly in the same place. The essential difference is that the former is formed by the front, the latter by the back of the tongue. \((jh)\) is often heard in E. in such words as 'hue,' and is the regular sound of Icel. \(hj\) in 'hjarta,' 'hjá.' The G. \(ch\) in 'ich,' 'nicht,' 'recht,' seems to vary between the medium \((jh)\) and \((j)h\). The Norw. \(k\) before front vowels is pronounced \((jh)\), as in 'kenna.'

108. \(j\) (front-open-voice). E. 'you,' G. Du. Da. &c. \(j\) in 'ja.'

This consonant is often, as in E., and M. and S. G.\(^a\), weakened into a vowel. \((j)\) in N. G. is often distinctly buzzed.

Buzzed \((j)\) is the ordinary G. \(g\) in 'liegen,' 'regen.'

109. \(rh\), \(r\) (point-open). The characteristic feature of \((r)\) is that the friction passage is formed as much as possible by the tip alone. Hence the tip generally points upwards, and there is a tendency to make the outer front of the tongue concave, so as to prevent any front modification. The tongue being thus shortened, there is also a tendency to form the consonant further back than is the case with the other point consonants. The medium position for \((r)\) is just outside the arch, and it cannot be formed at all in the interdental position. The outer \((r)\) is formed on the teeth-rim, the inner \((r)\) within the palatal.

\(^a\) See § 208, 3.
arch. E. r in ‘red,’ ‘rearing,’ is generally medium (r), sometimes (r). It is generally a weak, almost vocalic squeeze, but after (t) as in ‘try,’ and, to a less degree, after (d) as in ‘dry,’ it is distinctly buzzed.

In the western counties of England, and in Kent, the inverted (r↓) is the regular sound. The point is turned back to where the fronts are formed, and the voiced breath is squeezed between the palate and the lower side of the inverted tip.

It must be noticed that buzzed and squeezed (r) have very different acoustic associations, buzzed (r) is felt to be allied to the sibilants, especially (sh), while squeezed (r) is felt to be a weakened form of (rr).

110. th (point-teeth-open). (th) is, like (r), formed by the point. The essential difference between them lies in the dentality of (th), which involves a more horizontal position of the tongue, which has to be stretched out to reach the teeth. In (r) the breath is checked by the upturned point, in (th) there is secondary friction along the extended front of the tongue.

There are several varieties. The most distinct is formed by pressing the tip of the tongue against the back of the teeth, and allowing the breath to hiss through the interstices of the teeth. There is also an inner (th), in which there is no direct contact with the teeth, the tip being merely approximated to the gum just behind the teeth-rim. Outer (th) would be formed by putting the

---

a This was first noticed by Sievers (L. Ph. p. 52), who attributes the abnormal narrowing of the (r) to the preceding stops, the tongue not having time enough to withdraw itself from the palate to prevent buzzing.

b Sievers notices, in the passage just referred to, that E. ‘tried’ can hardly be distinguished from ‘chide’ by an unaccustomed ear.
tip between the teeth. Foreigners generally learn the (th) in this way, but it is doubtful whether this variety ever occurs in E. pronunciation. The medium (th) first described is often weakened by non-contact of the tip with the teeth, the contact being generally slight, and when the channel is much widened the hiss is almost lost, so that 'I think' sounds almost like 'I hink.' The essential feature of all varieties of (th) is that the breath is directed on to the teeth with the tip of the tongue.

(th) occurs in E., as in 'think,' 'faith,' 'author'; in Icel., as in 'þing,' 'þola'; and is the sound of the modern Greek θ.

111. dh (point-teeth-open-voice). In E., as in 'then,' 'with,' 'other'; Icel. ð, as in 'við,' 'það,' 'líta'; Modern Greek δ, as in διδωκα (dhedhoka).

112. s (blade-open). Like (th) this consonant owes its sibilance to the breath being directed on to the teeth, not however by the tip itself, but by the 'blade' of the tongue. This part of the tongue may be regarded as very forward front, hence Mr. Bell's definition of (s) as the 'front-point' consonant; but this name is ambiguous, as it is quite possible to pronounce the front (jh) and the point (rh) or (th) simultaneously, and the result is quite distinct from (s). The normal position for (s) is on the gums a little further back than for (th), the tongue being somewhat shortened. (s) is formed on the arch-rim, and is not uncommon in E., (§) on the teeth. (§) is the Spanish c and z, as in 'parecer,' 'razon.'

113. z (blade-open-voice). E. 'zeal,' F. 'zèle,' N.G. 'wesen.' (z) is the Spanish soft d in 'ciudad' (sioz'aaz).

114. sh (blade-point-open) is very similar to (s), but has more of the point element, which is the result of its
approximation not to (th) but to (rh)—(sh) is, in fact, (s) arrested on its way to (rh). This is done by retracting the tongue somewhat from the (s) position, and pointing it more upwards, which brings the tip more into play. Hence Mr. Bell’s designation of ‘point-front,’ the precedence of point implying predominance of the point element. The name is ambiguous for reasons analogous to those stated under (s).

The normal position for (sh) is naturally between that of (s) and (rh)—near the arch. (sh) is formed inside the arch, (sh) near the teeth-rim. (sh), like (rh), cannot be formed on the teeth, and being further removed from them than (s) has less of the sibilant character, and consequently bears a close resemblance both to (rh) and (jh).

(sh) occurs in E., as in ‘she,’ ‘fish’; in F., as in ‘chat,’ ‘cacher;’ and in G., where it is generally labialised, in ‘schoen,’ ‘fisch.’ Outer (sh) occurs in E. in the combination (tsh), as in ‘church,’ medium (t) being formed nearly as much forward as (sh). The French (sh) seems to be more forward than the E.

115. zh (blade-point-open-voice). E. ‘rouge,’ ‘pleasure’; F. ‘jure,’ where it is more forward. (zh) in E. (dzh), as in ‘judge’.

* It will be seen that the above account of the mechanism of (s) and (sh) agrees essentially with Mr. Bell’s. Mr. Bell’s son however has transposed the Visible Speech symbols for (s) and (sh), and other phoneticians seem inclined to agree with him, chiefly, it appears, on the ground of the frequent development of (sh) in language out of (s) followed by (j). But I think any one who will take the trouble to pronounce (s) and (sh) before a looking-glass, throwing a light at the same time into the mouth, will not fail to see that the point of the tongue is clearly directed upwards in the change from (s) to (sh). Theories of the historical development of sounds
116. ph (lip-open) is the sound produced by blowing to cool anything, or, in a stronger form, to blow out a candle. It appears to be an occasional sound of modern Greek φ. It is also a Japanese sound (§ 197).

117. bh (lip-open-voice). The M. and S. G. w in 'wie,' 'wo,' 'wein.' Spanish b in 'saber.' A troublesome sound for Englishmen, who confuse it with (w) on the one hand and with (v) on the other. It is best got by blowing to cool, and then vocalising, taking care not to raise the back of the tongue or narrow the cheeks, both of which together convert it into the E. (w).

118. f (lip-teeth-open). E. 'fife,' F. 'fief,' &c. This consonant may be formed with a strong hiss, by pressing the lower lip firmly against the upper teeth, and thus driving the breath between the teeth, or may be weakened by relaxing the pressure, or removing the lip entirely from the teeth, so that the friction channel is formed between the teeth-edge and the lip. When the hiss is much weakened (f) is very like (ph) in sound.

(f) is also very like (th), both agreeing in directing the breath on to the teeth, (th) by the tip of the tongue, (f) by the edge of the lip.

119. v (lip-teeth-open-voice). E. 'vie,' F. 'vie,' &c. The N. G. w in 'wie,' 'wo,' &c., is weaker than the E. and F. (v), being generally formed with very little buzz, so that it often strongly resembles (bh).

120. Mixed Open Consonants. All the open consonants are liable to be modified by some back, front, or lip

cannot be allowed to override facts that can be demonstrated by observation, and the change of (s) into (sh) under the influence of (j) may be easily explained as the result of simple retraction of the (s) towards the (j) position.
position. The most general in its effects is lip modification; for lip action, being independent of the movements of the tongue, can be applied to any tongue consonant whatever. Back and front modifications are, to some extent, dependent on the position with which the other element is formed, the pure point consonants, which leave the back and front of the tongue free, being most susceptible of them. The following are some of the more important mixed open consonants, arranged according to their leading (the first) element.

121. khw (back-lip-open). (kh) naturally passes into (khw) after (u), as in G. 'auch,' Sc. 'sough.' Initial (wh) also becomes (khw) by giving greater prominence to the back element in some Sc. dialectic pronunciations, as in (khwe'lk) = 'which,' often written 'quhilk.'

122. ghw (back-lip-open-voice). Frequent G. g after u, as in 'zuge.'

123. jhw (front-lip-open). In G. (jh) after rounded vowels, as in 'züchtig.'

124. shw (blade-point-lip-open). This is the usual sound of G. sch, as in 'schiff,' 'fisch.'

125. wh = phkh (lip-back-open) differs from (khw) in the preponderance of the lip over the back action. E. 'which,' 'what'; Icel. 'hvit,' 'hvað.'

126. w (lip-back-open-voice). The E. (w) in 'we,' 'witch,' is always wide; it is simply (u) consonantised by narrowing the lip passage. Fr. ou in 'ouï,' 'roi' (rwa), is consonantised (u). (w), being thus formed from back rounded vowels, preserves the inner rounding of those vowels, which is essential to its character. The true

* See Murray, Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland, p. 118.
'lip-back-open-voice' consonant is formed by retracting the back of the tongue while pronouncing (bh), and the result is quite distinct from (w), which requires cheek-compression as well, raising the back of the tongue to the full (u) position not being essential. (w) might therefore more correctly be described as the 'high-back-round-squeezed.' One result of this cheek-compression is that the lips are projected out instead of lying flat as in (bh), and this was formerly considered to be the cause of the difference between (bh) and (w). These remarks apply to (wh) also, although there the cheek-rounding is less essential.

127. bhj (lip-front-open-voice). Formed by pronouncing (bh), at the same time raising the front of the tongue towards the (j) position, or simply by narrowing the lip-opening of the vowel (y). This consonant is the F. u in 'lui,' 'puis.'

128. dhj (point-teeth-front-open-voice). Palatalisation is most easily effected with the inner variety of (th) and (dh), in whose formation the tongue is less stretched out. This (dhj), formed without any contact, is the Danish soft ːd, in 'gade,' 'gud,' 'vide.' When pronounced with a stronger hiss, as in the Jutland pronunciation, it has very much the effect of a palatalised (z). It is, however, pronounced very softly in Copenhagen. The palatal quality of the Danish soft ːd is clearly shown by the fact that such a word as 'bröd' (bɹɔːd'ðhj) sounds to an E. ear almost like (braidh) a.

129. sj, shj. These consonants appear to be common in the Slavonic languages.

a This (dhj) seems conclusively to disprove Mr. Bell's view of the E. (th) being a front consonant.
Divided Consonants.

130. Th, ð (back-divided). This, to unaccustomed organs, is one of the most difficult articulations. The centre stoppage is formed by the whole root of the tongue (which must be well pushed back), the breath escaping between the sides of the root and the back cheeks. (Th) has not yet been found in any language; Mr. Bell compares its sound to the ‘hiss of a waterfowl.’ (ð) is, according to Mr. Bell, the Gaelic l in ‘laogh’ (Tvi). It does not appear to be the Slavonic barred l, which is simply a variety of (l). Mr. Bell says that (l+gh) is often substituted for (ð).

131. Lh, ł (front-divided). An (l) or (lh) formed in the place of (j). A difficult articulation for those unfamiliar with it. The point of the tongue should in the first attempts be held firmly against the lower gums, so that the front may articulate by itself. (Ł) is the Italian gl in ‘gli,’ Spanish ll in ‘llano’ a. The M. G. ‘dorsal’ l is a very forward (t). According to Mr. Bell (Lh) is a variety of defective (s) in E., formed apparently by the outer front of the tongue and the arch-rim.

132. lh, l (point-divided). The centre stop is formed by the flattened tip of the tongue against the gums just behind the teeth. It has the same inner and outer varieties as the other point consonants. There is also an inverted (l), which appears to occur in the eastern dialects of Norway, as in the name ‘Ole’ b.

---
a In both languages with a (j) or glide-(i) following.
b I heard this very peculiar sound from Professor Storm of Christiania, but was unable to imitate it with certainty, and consequently cannot give any analysis of its formation. It sounded to
DIVIDED CONSONANTS.

The back and front of the tongue being free in the formation of (l), it is capable of indefinite modification by alterations in the shape of the mouth, both by the movements of the tongue and by cheek and lip narrowing. The barred Slavonic (l) and the Dutch (l) in ‘elf,’ ‘twaalf,’ ‘volk,’ have a deep guttural character, due to concavity of the front and retraction of the back of the tongue. The same (l) may often be heard in the Sc. pronunciation of ‘tell,’ ‘twelve.’ In the F. ‘elle,’ ‘aller,’ and, generally speaking, in the Continental (l) the front of the tongue is raised towards the palate, which raises the pitch of the (l) and gives it something of the character of (l). The E. (l) is formed without palatal modification, but without guttularity; it is, therefore, intermediate to the two extremes described.\(^a\).

(l) is generally formed without audible friction, but may easily be buzzed by spreading out the side edges of the tongue.

(lh) is the Welsh ll in ‘llan,’ the Icel. hl in ‘hlaða,’ ll in ‘bilt,’ and the French final l after consonants, as in ‘table.’ In all these cases it is the ‘high’ (half-palatal) (l).

133. There is also a ‘lip-divided’ consonant, formed by spreading out the lips and allowing the breath or voice to escape at the corners, keeping the lips firmly closed in the middle. This sound has not been found in any language.

134. There are also ‘unilateral’ varieties of the divided

\(^a\) The above observations were made by me independently many years ago. I was, therefore, very glad to find them confirmed by Sievers (L. Ph. p. 55 foll.).
CONSONANTS.

consonants, in which the breath or voice escapes on one side only. The Welsh (lh) is often formed in this way by allowing the breath to escape on the right side only. They are indicated by (§) after the letter a.

Nasal Consonants.

135. qh, q (back-nasal). (q) in E. 'sing,' G. 'singen.' Swedish 'sjunga,' 'regn.' This sound does not occur in French.

136. Nh, n (front-nasal). (n) is the F. gn in 'Boulogne,' 'vigne,' the Italian gn in 'ogni,' and the Spanish ñ in 'niño,' 'señor.' Like (l) it is followed by (j) in all these instances. Very forward (n) is the M. G. dorsal n.

137. nh, n (point-nasal). The E. (n) in 'nine' is the medium one, formed on the gums a little behind the teeth. The F. sound in 'nonne' is dental (n), often interdental. In most of the Teutonic languages (n) is generally dental, often also half-dental, part of the tongue being on the gums, part on the teeth. (n), formed on the rim of the arch, is not uncommon in English. (n§) is the 'cerebral' n of the Indian languages. It is distinct from (n).

(nh) is the Icel. hn and kn, as in 'hninga,' 'hnut,' 'knif.'

138. mh, m (lip-nasal). No examples are required of this sound, the easiest of all consonants. (mh) may be heard in that inarticulate substitute for 'yes,' which is particularly frequent in Scotch (mmhm).

* There are also varieties of undivided open consonants, such as (sh), formed on one side of the tongue. Sievers (L. Ph. p. 72) says he has heard this (sh §) in English pronunciation.
Nasalised Consonants.

139. *jn* (front-nasal-open-voice) often occurs in careless French pronunciation as a substitute for *(N)*.

140. Other nasalised consonants may be formed at pleasure, such as *(rn)*, *(sn)*, but the nasalised consonants are little used in language, on account of the great expenditure of breath they involve.

Shut (stopped) Consonants.

141. *k* (back-shut) admits of the same inner and outer varieties as *(kh)*. *(k)* is the Arabic *kaf*.

142. *g* (back-shut-voice). This consonant does not exist in Dutch, except as a secondary modification of *(k)*, when followed by a voice stop, as in ‘bakboord,’ ‘zakdoek’ (bagboorrt, zagduk).

143. *t* (front-stop). A stop formed in the same place as *(j)*. This is still the sound of the Sanskrit *ch*, as first accurately described by Mr. Ellis (E. E. P. p. 1120). The soft *k* in Swedish, as in ‘kenna,’ is often *(th)*.

144. *d* (front-stop-voice). This is the Sanskrit *j*, as still pronounced. It may sometimes be heard in the Swedish soft *g*, as in ‘göra,’ which is generally simple *(j)*. The *gy* in ‘Magyar’ seems to be *(d)*.

Very advanced *(r)* and *(d)* appear to be the M. G. dorsal consonants.

145. *t* (point-stop). The E. *(t)* and *(d)* are formed in the medium position, but are often also *(t)* and *(d)*. French *(t)* and *(d)* are dental, often also interdental. In most of the Teutonic languages they are either dental or half-dental, as with *(l)*. Inverted *(t)* and *(d)* occur in
CONSONANTS.

some of the Indian languages, particularly in the Dravidian languages of the south, but are often confused with \((t)\) and \((d)\), as in the present North Indian pronunciation of Sanskrit (Ellis, E. E. P. p. 1096).

146. It is important to observe that E. \((t)\) and \((d)\), as well as \((l)\) and \((n)\), are often, especially in the medium position, practically 'blade-stops,' that is, the stop is formed not merely by the point of the tongue, but by the upper edge of the point and part of the upper surface inside the point, so that these 'blade' \((t)\)s and \((d)\)s are practically stopped \((s)\)s. The common Continental interdental \((t)\) is also a blade consonant rather advanced.

147. \(d\) (point-stop-voice). The remarks made under \((t)\) apply equally to \((d)\). Interdental \((d)\) occurs in the Cumberland dialect of E., as a substitute for \((dh)\), as in 'father.'

148. \(p, b\) (lip-stop). These consonants require no remark.

It is also possible to produce a 'lip-teeth' stop, by covering the front of the upper teeth by the lower lip. The \(p\) in the G. \(pf\), as in 'pfund,' is often formed in this way\(^a\). The corresponding voice consonant has a very soft effect, and closely resembles \((bh)\). According to Prof. Land \(^b\) the Dutch \(w\), which is generally \((bh)\), is also formed in this way.

149. Mixed Stops. Both back and point stops may be modified by simultaneous front contact.

\(kj\) (back-front-stop). This is the old-fashioned London \(k\) in 'sky,' 'kind,' with which the Icel. \(k\) in 'kæti,' 'kenna,'

\(^{a}\) I was glad to find this observation of mine confirmed by Sievers (L. Ph. p. 68).

is identical. (kj) always seems to generate a slight (j) or glide-(i) after it, like the simple front stops.

150. gj (back-front-stop-voice). Old-fashioned London sound of (g) in 'guide,' Icel. g in 'geta,' 'gæti,' with the same after-sound of (j).

151. In a similar way may be formed (ťj) and (ďj), and also (lj) and (nj), but the result is liable to be confounded with the simple (r), (p), &c. a

Trilled Consonants.

152. khr (back-trill). The uvula lies loosely on the tongue pointing towards the mouth. It is driven up by the outgoing air, and falls again by its own weight b. This is a common sound of ch in Swiss German and other S. G. dialects.

153. ghr (back-trill-voice). Northumbrian 'burr.' French 'r grasseyé.' A common substitute for (rr) both in whole districts, as in the M. G. Saxony, and individually.

154. rhr (point-trill). Welsh rh, Icel. hr in 'hríngr,' 'hross.' F. r final after consonants, as in 'théatre.'

155. rr (point-trill-voice). (rr) is much commoner than untrilled (r). It is the regular Scotch, Irish, French, Dutch, and Swedish sound. It is formed by bringing the tip of the tongue loosely against the gums, and directing a stream of voiced breath on it at the same time. The

a As was done by Mr. Ellis till the real meaning of Mr. Bell's front consonants was explained to him by Mr. Nicol (E. E. P. p. 1119). Mr. Bell, on the other hand, seems not to be aware of (kj) &c., for he makes the (kj) in 'kind' to be simply an outer (k), from which it is certainly distinct.

b The best description and drawing of this consonant is that given by Merkel in his Physiologie der Sprache, p. 219.
CONSONANTS.

fore part of the tongue must not be stiffened, or the trill is impossible.

156. phr, bhr (lip-trill). The lips must be kept quite relaxed and protruded. This consonant does not occur in any known language.

157. All of these sounds may be modified in various ways. (rrf) occurs in Armenian, as pronounced to me by Prof. Sievers.

There is also a divided trill:—

158. thr, tr (back-divided-trill). This difficult articulation has not been detected in any language.

159. Mr. Bell also states that (l) is capable of being trilled.²

GLOTTAL CONSONANTS.

160. All of these are treated under other headings. For (h), the aspirate, see § 195; for (r) and (x) §§ 18 and 20.

ACOUSTIC QUALITIES OF CONSONANTS.

161. The consonants are much easier to recognise by ear than the vowels, as far as their organic formation is concerned, and it is not till we come to synthetic distinctions of voice, &c., that their appreciation offers any particular difficulty. The main practical difficulty with the consonants themselves is to form them with ease and certainty, many of them offering considerable difficulties to those unaccustomed to them. The trills especially require long practice.

² It was formerly assumed that (r) and (l) were always necessarily trilled—on what grounds it is difficult to imagine.
162. The following table shows the pitch of the chief open consonants, according to Bell:

\[
\text{wh khw rh } \text{kh kh f } \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{ph} \\
\text{kh}
\end{array} \right. \text{ rh sh s jh th jh jh}
\]

**RELATIONS OF CONSONANTS TO VOWELS.**

163. The main distinction between consonants and vowels is, as already indicated (§ 99), that consonants are independent of voice, vowels not. All breath articulations are therefore *ipsa facto* consonants. Voice articulations are easily tested by opening the glottis: if they yield a distinctly audible friction, they are consonants. The buzz caused by the friction is often audible without devocalisation, as in the case of (z) and (dh).

164. If an open vowel, such as (a) or (æh), is submitted to this test, we obtain nothing but a sigh, which is inaudible except when pronounced forcibly. But if we take a high vowel, such as (i), and devocalise it, we obtain a hiss which is quite distinct enough to stand for a weak (jh). The same may be said of devocalised (u) = weak (wh). This would justify us in regarding (i) and (u) themselves as weak (j) and (w). In fact the boundary between vowel and consonant, like that between the different kingdoms of nature, cannot be drawn with absolute definiteness, and there are sounds which may belong to either.

165. In Scotch (ii) is often pronounced with a distinct buzz, and is then simply a held (j). In French also the (i) is often pronounced, if not with a buzz, at least

* (f) and (th) I have added myself. They are omitted by Bell, who regards them as divided consonants.
with a distinct consonantal squeeze, so that in such a word as ‘guerrier’ (ɡɜ̃r ʒe) it is difficult to know whether to call the ɾ a vowel or a consonant. After a voiceless stop, where the (i) is devocalised, there can be no doubt as to its consonantal sound, as in ‘pied’ (p.ʒe). So also often finally, as in ‘sympathie’ (-t.jhɪ). Similarly with (y) in ‘vécu’ (vek ʒɥɛ̃).

166. On the other hand, there are many voice consonants which may be regarded as ‘vowel-like’ consonants. In fact, whenever a voice unshut consonant is pronounced without a distinct buzz, it is, to the ear at least, a vowel while being held. This applies especially to the voice nasals, which are, indeed, almost incapable of being buzzed. (l) also, although it can be buzzed, is generally vocalic in sound. Lastly, (gh) and (ɾ) can both be relaxed into sounds which are almost entirely free from friction, although they then may almost be regarded as vowels. But the friction comes out distinctly when any one of these vowel-like consonants is devocalised, and if they are consonants when breathed, they must be equally so when voiced. In the case of (l) and the nasals, although they have a purely vowel effect while being held, they always end with a distinct flap when the contact is broken, which unmistakeably proclaims their consonant character.

167. Position. The various positions of the open voiced consonants must necessarily yield more or less distinct vowel-sounds when expanded enough to remove all audible friction. The relations between the consonant and vowel positions are very important, and should be carefully studied. Thus, starting from the buzzed (gh), the student should carefully increase the distance between the back of the tongue and the soft palate till all friction
RELATIONS OF CONSONANTS TO VOWELS.

ceases—he will thus obtain the vowel (a). If the movement is made very slowly, he will form the soft (r)-like (gh), producing a combination which suggests (gra).

168. The following are the more important of these relations:

gh gh j j j ghw ghw ghw jw jw jw

 correspond to—

a e i o u œ ə y

169. By weakening the different point and blade consonants a variety of vowels may be found, which are not included in the regular scheme of vowels.

170. If (r) is weakened we get a peculiar vowel-sound, which partakes of the character of (r) itself and of the mixed vowel (əh), the tip being raised while the rest of the tongue is nearly in the position for the low or mid mixed vowels. Most of the vowels may be modified by the tip in this way, and we thus obtain a class of point-modified vowels, represented by an (r) after the vowel-symbol. This (r)-vowel may be retracted, and we thus get another series of retracted-point vowels. In the Kentish pronunciation the retracted (r) of 'sparrow,' &c., is thus incorporated into the preceding vowel, 'sparrow' being pronounced (sparɪ).

171. By weakening (dh) a sound is produced which has quite the effect of a dental (r)-vowel. The Danish soft ɬ is nearly this outer (r)-vowel, with the addition of front modification.

172. A weakened (z) gives a vowel which has the effect of a very forward (eh), being in fact the 'blade' vowel

---

a Based on Mr. Bell's tabulations, with additions of my own.
b As given me by Mr. Goodchild, of H. M. Geological Survey.
most nearly corresponding to (eh), and bearing the same relation to (eh) as (z) itself does to (j).

173. A weakened (zh) gives the point-modified blade vowel. It has the effect of a very forward (eh) with something of an (r)-quality. All these sounds may be combined, with various degrees of facility, with the other vowels. They may all be rounded.

174. If (bh) is weakened, with the tongue in the neutral (eh) position, we get (eh) with lip-rounding, which is about equivalent to inner (ɔ). If cheek-rounding is added, we have (oh)\textsuperscript{a}.

SOUNDS FORMED WITHOUT EXPIRATION.

175. All the sounds hitherto described imply expiration. It is however possible to form sounds both with inspiration, as is occasionally done in some Swiss dialects to disguise the voice\textsuperscript{b}, and without either expiration or inspiration, but solely with the help of the air in the mouth.

\textsuperscript{a} The above remarks on the relations between vowels and consonants differ in some respects from those of Mr. Bell, who considers the mixed vowels (ih), (eh), and (æh) to be related to (z), (zh), and (r) respectively. It is true that if we lower the tongue from the weak (r) position, we ultimately get (æh), but the true (r) vowel is, as we have seen, something quite distinct from (æh), which is formed without any raising of the point. Again, if I consonantise (ih) and (eh), I get simply (j). (ih) may, of course, be made into a weak consonant simply by devocalisation, but the result bears no resemblance to (z), but is simply a slightly gutturalised (jh). It is in fact (jh + jh), the mouth passage being narrowed in two places at once. If strengthened by raising the intermediate portion of the tongue, it passes entirely into (jh).

\textsuperscript{b} See Winteler, ‘Die Kerenzer Mundart,’ p. 5.
**SOUNDS FORMED WITHOUT EXPIRATION.**

176. 'Suction-stops' are formed in this way by placing the tongue or lips in the position for a stop, and then sucking out the air between the organs which form the stop; they are thus pressed strongly together by the pressure of the air in the mouth, so that when separated a distinct 'smack' is heard. These sounds are common in interjedctional speech. Thus, if we denote suction by (†) after the stop symbol, (p†) is an ordinary kiss, (t†) is the interjection of impatience commonly written 'tut!' &c. In many of the South African languages these suctions are those essential elements of speech known as 'clicks'. Thus in the Bushman language (p†a) and similar combinations occur. In the Zulu language (t†) &c. are always accompanied by some other expiratory consonant. Thus (q) and (t†) are formed simultaneously, the (t†) not interrupting the (q).

177. Other non-expiratory sounds are the implosives (§ 224), where, however, the following glide is, or may be, expiratory.

---

* This name is somewhat inappropriate: 'cluck' would describe the sounds better.

* See Bell, V. S. p. 125, for the Zulu clicks. Other clicks from American languages are described by Haldeman, quoted in Ellis, E. E. P. p. 1349.
Part III.

Synthesis.

178. We have hitherto considered sounds from a purely analytical point of view, that is, each sound has been considered by itself, as if it were a fixed, isolated element. But in language sounds are combined together to form sentences, and many sounds only occur in certain fixed combinations. Hence the necessity for synthesis as well as analysis. Analysis regards each sound as a fixed, stationary point, synthesis as a momentary point in a stream of incessant change. Synthesis looks mainly at the beginning and end of each sound, as the points where it is linked on to other sounds, while analysis concerns itself only with the middle of the fully developed sound.

Synthesis is either special or general, the former dealing with special combinations, the latter with sound-groups generally.

The most important general factors of synthesis, both special and general, are force, quantity, and the theory of 'glides,' or transitional sounds.

* Compare the remarks of Sievers, L. Ph. p. 75.
SPECIAL SYNTHESIS.

GENERAL ELEMENTS.

179. Force. Force, like quantity, belongs essentially to the synthesis of sounds, for it is always relative, always implying comparison, either of two different sounds or of different portions of the same sound, with which latter we are here concerned. Physically it is synonymous with the force with which the breath is expelled from the lungs, which is effected by upward pressure of the diaphragm. Every impulse of force is therefore attended by a distinct muscular sensation. Acoustically it produces the effect known as 'loudness,' which is dependent on the size of the vibration-waves which produce the sensation of sound. When we say therefore that one sound, or group of sounds, is uttered with more force than another, as in comparing the first with the second syllable of 'heavy,' we mean that in its utterance the air is expelled from the lungs with a greater muscular effort, that in consequence the size of the resulting sound-waves is greater, producing an effect of greater loudness on the ear.

180. It must, of course, be understood that force has nothing to do with pitch or tone (§ 270).

181. Force in its synthetic sense must also be carefully distinguished from those variations in the friction of unstopped consonants which are due to the varying width of the configurative passage. The friction of consonants is an essential element of their organic formation, and has no special connection with synthesis.

* There is, however, a certain connection between the audibility of the friction and the force of the outgoing air: a certain definite
182. We have now to consider the changes of force in a single breath-impulse, as for instance in pronouncing any vowel, such as (aɪ). Here we have three kinds of force, (1) level, (2) increasing (crescendo), and (3) diminishing (diminuendo), which may be symbolised thus—

level $\bar{aɪ}$  
increasing $\bar{aɪ}$  
diminishing $\bar{aɪ}$

In examining the force of any stress-group it is a great help to whisper it, which gets rid of all disturbing tone-changes.

183. The general tendency of language is to pronounce with diminishing force. Thus in E the (k) of (kæt) is pronounced with more force than the (t). Hence also the end of a long is weaker than that of a short vowel, the force diminishing continuously throughout. Thus the (t) of 'cart' is weaker than that of 'cat.' The same phenomena may be observed in German also. In French, on the other hand, the force is more equal, the final (t) of 'tête,' for instance, being pronounced with almost as much force as the initial one; but even here there is no perfectly level force. $< \text{ may be heard in interjections, as, for instance, in (aɪ) denoting joyful surprise. Here it is accompanied with a marked rise in pitch, but if whispered the }<\text{ is unmistakeable.}$

184. The influence of force on the actual synthesis of language is extremely important. This subject will

position may produce audible friction under a strong impulse of breath, but not under a weak one. But the position itself is something absolute, and all articulation postulates a certain amount of force to be audible at all.

* See Sievers, L. Ph. p. 115 foll.
be fully discussed under General Synthesis. Here we need only remark that the sense of unity and separation is mainly due to force. As a general rule continuity of force gives the impression of unity, discontinuity that of separation. Thus (āī), (āī), and (āī), all have the effect of single indivisible units, if prolonged ever so much. But (āūī) and (āūī) sound like two distinct units, even when there is not the slightest pause between them.

185. **Quantity.** We may distinguish five degrees of quantity or length:—

- very long
- long
- half long or medium
- short
- very short,

but for practical purposes the three distinctions of long, half-long, and short are enough. Long is denoted by (n), half-long by (i) after the sound symbol, and short is left unmarked. If only two degrees are marked, (i) is used for long, short being unmarked.

186. The quantity of any one sound is apt to vary according to its circumstances. Thus in E. final long vowels, as in 'see,' and before voice consonants, as in 'seize,' are really long, while before breath consonants they are shortened to half-long, as in 'cease.' But in German full length is preserved before voiceless consonants as well as voice ones, so that the (o) in 'noth' is as long as the E. 'node,' not half-long as in 'note.'

In many Scotch dialects there are no full long vowels at all, all long vowels being shortened to half-long.

187. In some languages, such as F., the distinctions of
long and short are not clearly marked. In French vowels are half-long, and are only occasionally length or shortened into full longs and shorts. In French distinctly short accented vowels are generally final, as ‘oui,’ which is directly opposed to E. usage.

188. The distinctions of quantity apply to consonants as well as vowels. Thus in E. final consonants are short after short, short after long vowels, as in (hâl), (hi) ‘hill,’ ‘heel.’ (l) and the nasals are long before short before voiceless consonants, as in (bîld), (bîld) ‘build,’ ‘built.’ Even stops are lengthened finally short vowels, as in (bædr)=‘bad.’ The E. student should practice lengthening and shortening consonants under circumstances. The short final consonants after vowels will be found difficult. They may be heard in German pronunciation, as in ‘mann,’ ‘hat,’ and still clearly in Danish, as in ‘ven,’ ‘hat,’ which have a abrupt sound to English ears.

189. Glides. Synthesis introduces us to a sixth class of elements called ‘glides,’ or transitional sounds produced during the transition from one sound to the other. Thus, in pronouncing any combination, such as we have not only the two sounds (k) and (i), but also the sound produced in passing from one position to the other. This ‘glide’ differs from the two extremes (k) and (i) in having no fixed configuration, it is, in fact, composed of all the intermediate positions between (k) and (i), through which it passes without dwelling on any of them. In English were arrested at any one intermediate position.

* This term was first used by Mr. Ellis. Mr. Bell also used it, but limited its application to glide-vowels. I use it here in the same sense as Mr. Ellis.
single definite sound would be produced, and instead of one uninterruptcd glide from (k) to (i), we shall have two, one from the (k) to the intermediate point, another from there to the (i).

190. It would clearly be impossible to symbolise all the infinitesimal intermediate positions of which a glide is made up; nor is it ever necessary, the general principle being that in all cases of transition from one fixed position to another the shortest way is taken: given, therefore, the symbols of the fixed positions, the character of the glide follows as a matter of course. Glides are implied simply by the juxtaposition of the symbols of the fixed positions between which they lie, as in the case of (ki).

191. Besides these essential, implied glides, there is another class of 'unessential' glides, which require to be written separately. Thus, instead of passing direct from (k) to (i), the organs can move up to the (u) position, and without stopping there pass on to (i). Here there is a continuous glide from (k) to (i), but it is a roundabout glide, and not implied by the positions of the (k) and (i). These 'glide-sounds' (glide-vowel in the present case) have a definite, though not a fixed configuration. Thus, in the present case, there is an essential glide implied from the (k) to the (u) position, and from there to the (i) position, and the (u) position is therefore the distinct limit of the glide-vowel, but it is itself no more a fixed configuration than any one of the intermediate positions between it and the (k) or (i) positions—like them it is simply one of a series. These glide-sounds are symbolised by being enclosed in brackets, thus (k[u]i), distinct from (kui), in which the (u) position is maintained unchanged for an
appreciable period. The brackets are omitted when it can be done without causing ambiguity.

192. Glides are distinguished according as they cede or follow the sounds as ‘on’- and ‘off’-gli. Thus the glide in (ki) is the off-glide of (k), the on-of (i). Initial glides, such as the on-glide of (k) in which are only preceded by a silence, are generally audible. Final, or ‘on-silence’ glides, such as the glide of (k) in (ik), are generally audible.

193. The acoustic effect of glides varies according the force and the rapidity with which they are pronounced. If the transition from one position to another is very rapidly and with slight force the glide is hardly at all, although any break, however slight, would be heard. On the other hand, even an essential glide, if formed slowly and with a certain force, is often taken as a separate element. Thus in such a combination (aja) there is always an essential glide from the first (the (j), but if the (a) is pronounced with rapidly diminishing force, and a second force-impulse follows on the thus (ājā), the glide is not noticed at all; whereas, if the transition is made slowly and with only a gradual alteration of force, the glide from the (a) to the high-front position is distinctly heard, and the effect is (a[i]ja).

194. The distinction between glide and fixed conso- ration is not so clearly marked in the consonants as in the vowels, and it is often doubtful whether a consonant is not to be considered rather a glide than a fixed element. This applies especially to initial consonants, such as

---

* The names were first suggested by Mr. Ellis.

b What Mr. Ellis describes as absence of glide is rather weaken glide.
and (l) in (sa) and (la), where the position is only momentary, and most of all to the aspirate (h), which seems to vary indefinitely between glide and fixed configuration a. The breath stops are pure glides acoustically (§ 211). These fluctuations make it impossible to apply the sign [ ] with perfect uniformity.

VOWELS.

INITIAL AND FINAL VOWEL-GLIDES.

195. Vowels may be begun and finished in various ways b.

(1) The glottis is gradually narrowed, passing through the various positions for breath and whisper till voice is produced. This gives the 'gradual' beginning ([H]a), which is the ordinary way of beginning a vowel.

(2) The breath is kept back till the glottis is closed for voice, which begins at once without any introductory breath. This is the 'clear' beginning ([A]a), well known to singers, who are always taught to avoid the 'breathy' gradual beginning.

In both these cases the stress, or force-impulse, of the syllable begins on the vowel. If the stress begins on the glides they are at once recognised as independent elements, [H] giving (h) c, the ordinary 'aspirate,' or letter h, while [A] develops into (x), the glottal catch, which is

a Cp. § 197.
c Written simply (h) whenever it can be done without causing ambiguity.
practically a stopped consonant, just as (h) is an open consonant, or consonant-glide a.

196. It is important to observe that mere 'breath' open glottis) is sometimes distinct from aspiration. Feeble friction of breath passing through the open glottis is heard equally in all the passages above the glottis, while that of (h) is distinctly localised in the narrowed glottis.

197. Although (h) is essentially a transition state between breath and voice, it is not therefore necessarily a glide, and indeed it often happens that some degree of narrowing of the glottis is held a moment before voice is formed b. (h) is, however, liable to have its character modified by the configuration of the mouth; and the position for the vowel which follows the (h) being generally assumed, or at least prepared, while the (h) is formed, the (h) naturally assumes the character of a vowel. It is in fact the voiceless (or whispered) vowel corresponding to the vowel it precedes c, and easy to tell by the sound of the (h) what vowel it follow d. (h) is therefore in the glottis a consonant.

a The distinction between the gradual vowel-beginning and a very instructive instance of the importance of force in determining the synthesis of sounds. The mere force with which the breath is driven through the narrowed glottis is of secondary importance; the real distinction lies in where the force begins. In (haa) we pronounce the (h) with as much force as possible, but if a fresh impetus however slight, begins on the (a), we hear simply (a) with a gradual beginning, whereas the gentlest stress, if it only begins the (h), and is carried on to the (a) without discontinuity, gives the effect of (ha).

b According to Czesmak this is usually the case.

c It may also precede consonants, such as (l) &c.

d This was noticed by Mr. Bell, who communicated it to me many years ago.
the mouth a voiceless glide-vowel a. (ʰ) before (a) has a back, before (i) a front quality, and if exaggerated (ʰa) and (ʰi) develop into weak (kʰa) and (jʰi). In Japanese the aspirate varies in this way before different vowels. Before high vowels it has a distinctly consonantal effect (jʰir, pʰuʰi), while before mid-vowels it seems to be merely a strong aspirate (ʰaɾ, ʰeɾ, ʰoɾ) b.

198. Vowels are finished in different ways analogous to those in which they are begun.

(1) By a gradual opening of the glottis, the final glide passing through whisper to breath, which gives the 'gradual' ending.

(2) By a cessation of expiration while the glottis is still closed for voice, giving the 'clear' ending.

If uttered with stress, after the vowel (a) for example, (1) becomes (ᵃʰ), which is still the Sanskrit visarga c, and (2) becomes (ᵃʢ), the Danish 'stød tone' (§ 19).

199. Final (ʰ) has a consonantal character when pronounced forcibly, especially after the high vowels. If the high position is relaxed slowly the consonantal hiss becomes very marked, even if there is but little force on the

a Mr. Ellis regards the normal (ʰ) as simply a 'jerk of the voice,' without any breath. Mr. Ellis's own pronunciation does not appear to me to differ essentially from my own. He simply reduces the breath effect to a minimum by contracting the glottis and giving a short impulse of force, passing on at once to the vowel, which, of course, gets rid of the 'breathiness' which so often accompanies the (ʰ). Mr. Ellis's (ʰa) is in fact almost (ʰa). The only 'jerk of the voice' I can produce is (xa).

b I find, on referring to my notes on the pronunciation of the same Japanese gentleman who dictated the sounds to Mr. Ellis, that I wrote (kʰai), (kʰot), and (ʰeɪ), the last only agreeing with Mr. Ellis's appreciation. This will show how difficult the distinction is.

Ellis, E. E. P. p. 1139.
VOWELS.

glide. The Icelandic final (i) and (u) are pronounced in this way, as in ‘i’ and ‘nú’ (înh, nûnh), almost=(îjh, nurwh). So also in Danish, often also in Dutch.

GLIDE-VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS.

200. Glide-vowels generally occur in combination with full vowels (vowels formed by a fixed configuration), forming ‘diphthongs,’ to which we will return immediately. Undiphthongic glide-vowels occur however also, the commonest of which is the ‘voice-glide’ [A], produced by emitting voice during the passage to or from a consonant. It has no definite relation to any one vowel, although it approaches most nearly to the neutral vowel (eh) or (æh). The voice-glide is an essential element of many combinations, and often occurs as an unessential element in such words as ‘against’ ([A]gænst), ‘bigger’ (bîg[A]), ‘together’ (t[A]gædh[A]), &c. It may be rounded, and this [ʌw] may be heard in a rapid pronunciation of such words as ‘follow.’

A diphthong is the combination of a full vowel with a glide-vowel before or after it. Thus, if we place the vocal organs in the position for (i), and then allow voice to sound while passing from the (i) to the (a) position, and hold the (a) long enough to give it a fixed character, we have the diphthong ([i]a). If we begin with a full (a) and then pass to the (i) position, letting the voice cease as soon as the (i) position is reached, we have (a[i]).

201. These are the essential elements and conditions of every diphthong. The glide-vowels can, however, be held or lengthened into true vowels without destroying the diphthongic character of the whole combination, pro-
vided the continuity of stress be observed (§ 184). Thus (a[i]ir . . .) may be prolonged to any extent, and the whole group will still be felt to be one diphthong.

202. In the Quantity of diphthongs we must distinguish between the quantity of the vowel and of the glide, which, if we allow only long and short quantity, gives four varieties:—

(1) a[i]
(2) a[i]
(3) a[ir]
(4) a[ir]

(2) is heard in the E. 'say,' and (3) is the quantity of E. 'eye.' The lengthening of the glide in 'eye' is to compensate for the shortness of the vowel: if both vowel and glide were short, we should have a short monosyllable, which is contrary to the general character of E. (§ 188).

In E. the older diphthongs of the (ai), (au), and (oi) type have short vowels and long glides, while the later diphthongised (ei) and (oi) have the vowel long and the glide short.

203. The length of diphthongs before consonants in E. varies according to the consonant. Before voice consonants they have the same length as when final, as in 'rise,' 'ride' = (3), 'save,' 'raid' = (2), but before voiceless consonants both vowel and glide are shortened, the final consonant being lengthened by way of compensation, as in 'rice,' 'write'; 'race,' 'rate.' If the diphthongs in these words are isolated by suppressing the final consonants, it will be found that they have an abrupt effect, quite different from that of final 'eye,' &c.

204. The popular conception of a diphthong is, to a
great extent dependent on the associations of written language. Diphthongs in which the glide precedes the vowel, "first-glide diphthongs," are generally denoted in written language by a consonant and hence the glide is generally assumed to be a consonant or else these diphthongs are called "semivowels" in being supposed that the connection between their elements is less intimate than in the case of other diphthongs.

205. Of the diphthongs in which the glide follows the vowel, "after-glide diphthongs," the most frequent are varieties of what may be called the (ai) and (au) types, as in "high" and "bow." It has accordingly been laid down as a general law that in all diphthongs the movement must, as in these diphthongs, be in the direction of narrowing, and that "none others are genuine."

206. Again, it has been assumed from the spelling ai and au that the second element of these typical diphthongs must necessarily be (i) and (u), whereas the fact is that they usually stop at some lower position.

Until these prejudices are got rid of, no one can attempt the very difficult task of analysing diphthongs into their elements.

207. The peculiarity of diphthongs is that their elements may vary almost indefinitely, if only the general relations of glide and vowel are preserved. The following general laws may be laid down.

(1) Glides (that is, glide-vowels) before a vowel have the effect of consonants.

(2) Back-glides before and after vowels have the effect of (r). Examples: —[a]i, [u]æ, i[ɔ], e[ə].

* Mr. Bell's 'glides' are, as Mr. Ellis has remarked, 'mere evasions of the difficulty' (E. E. P. p. 1151).
GLIDE-VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS.

(3) Front-glides before a vowel have the effect of \([j]: \) —
\([i]a, [i]æ, [æ]u.\)

(4) Glides after front vowels which have an upward movement, and glides after back vowels which have a forward and upward, or simply forward movement, have the effect of \([i]\), as in \((ai)\), \(e[i], œ[e]\), \(œ[œ]\), \(œ[eh]\).

(5) Round-glides which move upwards (not forwards as well) after back, or upwards and backwards after front vowels, have the effect of \([u]\) as in \((au)\), (if the movement is downwards the effect is that of \((rw): = a[œ], œ[u], œ[u].\)

The glides may be rounded without disturbing these general relations.

Mixed-glides have a somewhat doubtful character. The high-mixed has quite a front character in diphthongs, whereas the low-mixed has more of the back quality, the mid-mixed being either front or back in its character according to the direction of movement.

208. A few actual examples may now be given of each category.

\(2) \([u]\) frequently occurs as a substitute for \((r)\), as in 
\(([u]æd) = \text{‘red.’}\) Before another \((u)\), as in \(([u]uk) = \text{‘rook’}\), it is not very distinct, but is still distinctly audible. Here there is no change of position whatever, and the distinction between glide and vowel is simply one of force, the beginning of the \(([u]u) =(u)\) being pronounced with weak stress, which suddenly becomes stronger, and is held a moment at its greatest degree. If the \((u)\) is pronounced with gradually increasing force the vowel is heard simply as a long \((u)\). It must, however, be understood that there is nothing in the sound of \(([u]uk)\) that necessarily suggests a glide. It is only the frequent hearing \([u]\) for \((r)\) in such words as ‘red,’ where it is
distinctly audible, that prepares the ear to expect it in other familiar combinations.

[æh] or [əh], or the simple voice-glide [a], is the regular E. substitute for (r) wherever the (r) is not followed by a vowel, as in ‘here’ (hɛr[æh]), ‘there’ (dθær[əh]), ‘ore’ (ɔr[æh]). In ‘affected’ pronunciation there is a further retraction of the glide to the (a) position.

All these substitutes for (r) are closely allied to weak (gh), and it is not always easy to determine whether the sound is a consonant or a glide-vowel.

(3) The E. y is often weakened into glide- (i), as in ‘you,’ ‘young,’ or perhaps also into raised (e). All the front-glides may have the effect of a (j) before other vowels, the effect being of course most marked when the glide is closer than the vowel. If fact ([æːj]) would hardly suggest (ji) at all, but rather (æ[i]), according to the next class.

(4) These diphthongs, as far as the unrounded ones are concerned, fall into two main groups, the (ai) and the (ei) type, according as the first element has a back or a front character. When the vowel is (e) or (e), there can, of course, be no doubt as to the character of the diphthong, any more than when the vowel is a back one. But when it is (æ) or (æ) the combination has almost the effect of a very forward diphthong of the (ai) type. Thus the first element of ‘long a’ in English, as in ‘take,’ is generally (e) or (e), but in the broad Cockney pronunciation it is (æ), and the resulting diphthong is not only heard as belonging to the (ai) type, but actually passes over to it, the first element becoming the mid-mixed (eh), as in the ordinary pronunciation of ‘eye.’

* I believe, however, that those who thus broaden the diphthong
GLIDE-VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS.

As already remarked, the second element of these diphthongs is not necessarily (i), but may be some lower vowel. Pure [i] or [ɛ] may be heard in the Icelandic diphthongs, as in 'nei' (neɪɛ), 'sæ' (sæɛ),* also in the common Dutch diphthongised ee, as in 'been' (beɛɛn). In E. the glide is always wide, and never seems to reach (i). Its precise nature is difficult to determine, but it seems to be generally (ɪh) b.

Sievers makes out the glide in the German aɪ to be (e) c, by which he may however mean [ɛɪ]. The broad London (aɪɛɪɛ) frequently shortens the distance between glide and vowel by substituting the neutral (ɛh) for (ɪh), giving (aɪɛɛh), which makes 'pie' sound like 'pa.' This (ɛh)-glide may also be heard in Scotch pronunciation.

If the vowel is a rounded one, we get various diphthongs of the (oi) and (œi) type, according as the vowel is a back or front one, such as the E. diphthong in 'boy' (boɛɛh), and the Icel. au, as in 'launa' (laɪnɛa).

Rounding of the glide does not alter the character of these diphthongs. The G. eu in some of its varieties is an example, 'neu' being pronounced (naɛ) and (noɛ), in N.G. (noɪ) or rather (noɛ[ɛɪ]).

(5) These diphthongs are closely analogous to those in 'take,' generally keep it distinct from that of 'eye,' by making the first element of the latter (a) or (a).

* I am not certain of the narrowness of the [i]; Mr. Ellis writes [ɛ].

b I have sometimes thought it was raised (ɛ); possibly both occur, as (ɛɪ) might easily pass into (ɪh).

c L. Ph. p. 87. Sievers's ingenious proof, which consists in introducing two fingers into the mouth so as to form an artificial palate, can also be applied to English: it will be found that perfectly good (ai)-diphthongs can be formed under these circumstances, but no (i).
just described. Like them, they fall into two classes, the (ou) and the (au) type, according as the first element is regarded as a rounded or an unrounded vowel. Just as there is a broad (ai)-like form of (erih), so the regular (oun) varies as (oou) and (a1u), which last has very much the effect of (au), so that (nəu) = ‘no,’ seems really to pass into (naiu)\textsuperscript{a}. It is, however, difficult to distinguish between (ai) with its rounding reduced to a minimum and (ai) pronounced, as it often is in English, with half-closed mouth.

The first element of the (au) type is often represented by a mixed vowel, as in the E. how (hæuhoh).

It will be noticed that the glide-vowel of the (au) type is simply the neutral vowel rounded, just as that of the E. (oi)-diphthong is the unrounded (eh). The German au in ‘haus,’ has, according to Sievers, (o) for its glide—(haos) or (haos)\textsuperscript{b}. In (oun) there is generally no change at all in the tongue position, the lips being simply narrowed as for (u). The second element is then the wide form of the Scandinavian (o)\textsuperscript{c}. There may, however, occasionally be also a slight raising of the tongue as well.

Of diphthongs of the (iu) type, whose first element is a front-vowel, there are no certain examples. The nearest approach is the American diphthong in ‘new,’ which Mr. Bell writes (niy). These diphthongs, in which the glide is simply the vowel rounded, of which the G. (ao) = au is also an example, form, strictly speaking, a class by themselves.

\textsuperscript{a} In the pronunciation of those who seem to make ‘no’ into ‘now’ the first element of ‘ow’ becomes distinctly (æ), so that the two diphthongs are kept perfectly distinct.

\textsuperscript{b} Perhaps rather (haos)?

\textsuperscript{c} See § 43.
CONSONANTAL DIPHTHONGS.

209. The mid-vowels (ei) and (oi) are diphthongised by raising the tongue towards (i) and (u). If we attempt to diphthongise (ii) and (ur) in the same way, they necessarily develope into consonants (ii), (ur). If the consonants are simply squeezed, not buzzed, the combination has quite a diphthongic character, as in the usual E. pronunciation of 'he,' and 'who.' There are several intermediate stages possible. Thus, if the vowel position is slightly lowered, a diphthong may be produced simply by moving the tongue up to a closer, but still a vowel position. This seems to be often the case with the English (i). In 'who' there can be no doubt as to the final consonant.

In E. the vowels themselves are generally half wide, half narrow, though they may also be quite wide.

CONSONANTS.

210. All consonants consist of three elements, (1) the consonant itself, (2) the on-glide, and (3) the off-glide. Each of these elements may be either voiceless or voiced, and may be modified in various other ways. Consonant synthesis is most clearly seen in the stops, whose synthesis is at the same time the most important.

Stops.

211. The great peculiarity of voiceless stops is that in themselves they have no sound whatever, they are, acoustically speaking, pure glide-sounds, which are only audible in the moment of transition from or to some other sound. Voice stops, on the other hand, can have
a distinct sound of their own in addition to that of their 
glides, but as stops can only be voiced by driving voiced 
breath into an air-tight chamber*, they cannot be con-
tinued for any length of time.

212. Confining our attention for the present to the 
off-glide, we may distinguish four chief kinds of voice-
less and voice stops: (1) voiceless stop and breath glide 
(k[h]a); (2) voiceless stop and voice glide (k[Λ]a); (3) 
voice stop and breath glide (g[h]a); and (4) voice stop 
and voice glide (g[Λ]a). These sounds may be heard in 
initial (k), initial (g), final (g), and (g) between vowels re-
spectively.

(1) In (k[h]a), as in (ka-), the glottis is left open while 
the stop is being formed, and the chords are not brought 
into the voice position till the moment of loosening the 
stop, so that before the glottis has time to form voice 
there is a slight escape of breath between the stop and 
the vowel—the glide from the stop to the vowel is 
breathed.

(2) In (k[Λ]a), as in (ga-), the glottis is in the position 
for voice during the stop, but without any air being forced 
through it, and consequently the stop is as inaudible as 
in the case of (k), but voice begins the moment the stop 
is loosened, and the glide is therefore voiced.

(3) In (g[h]), as in (-ag), the voice runs on from the 
vowel to the stop without break, but the glottis is opened 
simultaneously with the loosening of the stop, which 
causes a puff of breath, just as in final (-ak).

(4) In (g[Λ]), as in (aga), the voice runs on from vowel 
to vowel without intermission, both stop and on- and off-
glide being voiced.

* Forming what German phoneticians call a 'Blählaut.'
213. Consonants with voiceless stop and breath off-glide are called ‘breath’ or ‘voiceless’ stops; consonants with voiced stop are called ‘voiced’ stops; and those with voiceless stop and voice glide (ga-) may be called ‘half-voiced’ stops.

214. It appears, then, that initial, medial and final (g) are really three distinct sounds. Initial (g) is (k[Λ]), medial (g[Λ]), and final (g[H]). (k), on the other hand, is always the same—(k[H]).

215. The following table gives all the possible combinations, initial, medial, and final:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INITIAL</th>
<th>MEDIAL</th>
<th>FINAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*k[H]a</td>
<td>*ak[H]a</td>
<td>*ak[H]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k[Λ]a</td>
<td>ak[Λ]a</td>
<td>ak[Λ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g[H]a</td>
<td>ag[H]a</td>
<td>*ag[H]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g[Λ]a</td>
<td>*ag[Λ]a</td>
<td>ag[Λ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these combinations those marked * occur in E. The others require careful practice till they are familiar.

216. (g[Λ]a) is easily obtained by pronouncing (aga), dwelling on the (g), and then dropping the initial (a). These ‘full’ initial voice-stops suggest the corresponding nasals to an unaccustomed ear, (d[Λ]a), for instance, sounding like (na).

217. In forming (g[H]a) and (ag[H]a) be careful not to exaggerate the breath-glide, and in the latter not to separate it from the (g). (ag[H]a), and hence (g[H]a),

---

* The above details differ considerably from those of Mr. Ellis’s latest views, as given in E. E. P. pp. 1097, 1111, &c. Mr. Ellis considers initial (g) to be always voiced, and that there is no necessary breath-glide after (k). He therefore identifies initial (g) with (g[Λ]), and initial and medial (k) with (k[Λ]), my initial (g).
may easily be obtained from the familiar (ag[ŋ]) by joining on an (a).

218. (ak[ʌ]a) is difficult for E. students. It can be formed by prefixing (a) to initial (ga-), although it is difficult to do so without making the stop voiced; or by trying to sound (aka) without any breath after the stop. These half-voice stops are the regular sounds of double \( k, t, \) and \( p \), between vowels in Danish, as in \( (\text{ek}[\Lambda]e)h = 'ikke,' (\text{sæt}[\Lambda]e)h = 'sætte,' (\text{dyp}[\Lambda]e)h = 'dype'. \)

219. There still remain final (ak[ʌ]) and \( (\text{ag}[\Lambda]) \). The latter is easily formed, and is, in fact, sometimes heard in E. in such words as 'bigger' (big[ʌ]), when pronounced very rapidly. It is simply the influence of the spelling that makes us hear the final voice murmur as a separate syllable, even when it is reduced to its minimum. We also hear (big[ʌ]) as a disyllable partly because the (g) is short, whereas the regular final (g) in 'big' is long, so that the 'disyllable' (big[ʌ]) is actually shorter than the monosyllable (bigt[ŋ]). If we lengthen the (g) of (big[ʌ]), making it into (bigt[ʌ]), it has much more of a monosyllabic effect.

220. On-glides. The on-glide after a vowel is voiced in most languages (a[ʌ]k[ŋ]a), (a[ʌ]g[ʌ]a).

Voiceless on-glides occur in Icelandic regularly before double voiceless stops, as in \( (\text{sæ}[\ddagger]tta) = 'setta,' (\text{flo}[\ddagger]kka) = 'fokka.' \) They may also be heard in Scotch, in such words as 'what' (\text{wh}[\ddagger]t).

Initial on-glides are, of course, inaudible when breathed.

* It appears now (Sievers, L. Ph. p. 64 foll.) that the S. German 'mediæ,' which were formerly assumed, on the authority of Brücke, to be 'whispered' consonants, are really these half-voiced stops. My own analysis of the Danish \( kk, \) &c. was made some years ago, at a time when I still believed in the S. German whispered stops.
STOPS.

They may sometimes be heard voiced in such E. words as 'attempt' ([ʌ]tæmt), 'ago,' &c.

221. Stress-glides (Aspirated Stops). All stops, especially when voiceless, postulate a certain compression of the breath behind the stop, so as to produce an audible explosion when the stop is removed. On the force of this compression, which is caused by upward pressure of the diaphragm, the force of the glide and consequently the audibility of the stop mainly depend. The E. (k) &c. is generally pronounced with but little force, but in the German (k), as in 'kann,' there is a strong puff of breath, which may, however, be heard in E. as well in emphatic pronunciation.

222. But even in German the force of the breath-glide is something secondary, due only to the compression with which the stop is formed. If, however, a separate impulse is communicated to the glide, the glide is felt as an independent element. In this way the Irish and Danish 'aspirates' are formed, which are identical in sound, and entirely distinct from the German (k) in 'kann.' Examples are in Irish 'tell' (θælji), 'paper'; in Danish 'tale' (θæleθ), 'penge' (phæqeh), 'komme' (kmæmeθ). These sounds have nothing harsh about them, their characteristic feature being the distinctness of their glide, which has something of the character of the preceding stop, so that (kha), for instance, sounds like a weak (kkha), &c. The analogies with the different vowel-beginnings (§ 195) are obvious.

223. It is also possible to substitute for the breath-glide an emission of breath through the fully opened glottis, with a separate impulse of breath, followed by a glide on to the vowel (kH[h]a). This may be the one
form of aspiration in the modern Indian languages, which has been described as making one imagine the speakers were out of breath.

224. Implosive Stops. These Saxon German sounds were first described by Merkel (Physiologie der Sprache, p. 149). In Saxon German there is no distinction between t and d &c., both being half-voiced (t[ʌ]), with the stop formed implosively. The implosion consists in closing the glottis simultaneously with the stop position, and then compressing the air between the glottis stoppage and the mouth one, by raising the glottis like a plug by the action of its muscles and by upward pressure of the diaphragm, as in force generally. This action produces no sound while the stop is being formed, but modifies the off-glide in a very peculiar manner, giving it a 'chooky' effect.

225. Sievers' description of the Tiflis Armenian and Georgian implosives is very similar. He states that the raising of the glottis is very energetic, amounting to fully a half to three quarters of an inch.

Unstopped Consonants.

226. With unstopped consonants there is no difficulty in voicing the stop itself, and there are many consonants,

a Quoted somewhere by Rumpelt (Natürliches System der Sprachlaute).

b The above details have been gathered partly from Merkel's description, partly from Professor Sievers' pronunciation, who is familiar with both the Saxon and the Armenian sounds. Sievers, however, asserts that the Saxon implosives are not formed in the same way as the Armenian, although he admits a certain similarity. He thinks it possible that the Saxon implosives are formed by first compressing the air in the mouth by the usual action of the diaphragm, and then closing the glottis.
especially the ‘vowel-like’ ones (§ 166), which are only occasionally devocalised. The glides of these consonants are always voiced as well.

227. In the breath unstopped consonants both the consonant itself and the off-glise are breathed, as in the corresponding stops: (s[ʰ]a), (as[ʰ]a), (as[ʰ]). But the breath-glise of the unstopped consonants is always weaker than that of the stops, because the explosive effect of the latter is wanting.

228. Hence also the aspirates of these consonants are weaker and less marked than those of the stops, but they may be heard in the Irish ‘sir,’ and the Icelandic ‘pa₃’ (thʰaidh).

229. The voiced buzzes admit of more variety than the voiced stops, because with them the different stages of glottis-narrowing that may precede voice are distinctly audible, whereas in the voiced stop there is nothing between full vocality and absolute silence.

230. In medial (z), as in (aza), there can be no doubt of the vocality of the consonant, but initial and final (z) admit of various degrees of vocality.

(1) The glottis only begins to put itself in the position for voice when the (s) position is assumed, and consequently all the intermediate stages between full breath and full voice are heard in succession while the (s) position is being maintained. This is the ‘gradual’ initial (z), &c.

(2) The (z) is fully vocal throughout—that is, the glottis is closed for voice simultaneously with the beginning of the (z). This is the ‘clear’ initial (z).

It will be observed that these varieties of initial buzzes are exactly analogous to the two ways of beginning vowels (§ 195).
(3) The glottis is open during the formation of the consonant, and is only brought together at the moment when the off-glide begins. This is the 'half-voice' (z) (s[ə]), corresponding to initial (ga-). As it is not easy to make the beginning of the voice correspond exactly with the beginning of the glide, this last variety is often modified into a compromise between (1) and (3), formed by beginning to narrow the glottis during the end of the consonant itself, so that the transition from breath to voice is completed just before beginning the glide.

231. If we compare these three varieties we find that they all agree in having voiced glides, and that in (2) the consonant itself is fully voiced, in (1) gradually voiced, and in (3) breathed.

232. The E. (z) in 'zeal' may be fully voiced, but generally only gradually voiced. The half-voiced seems to be the N. G. and Dutch initial (s), as in 'zoo.' To an E. ear it sounds like (sz).

233. Final (z) may also be either fully vocalised throughout, or else gradually devocalised, passing from voice to whisper while the consonant position is still maintained.

Both may be heard (but generally the latter) in the 'is,' &c. In final buzzes after other voice consonants, gradual devocalisation is very clearly marked in E. Thus in the final buzz in 'bills,' 'thieves,' 'adze,' &c., the vowel is of so short duration that the final (z) is almost a pure whispered consonant.

234. In this last case the glottis is not fully open till the consonant is finished, which therefore consists of voice passing into whisper, followed by a breath-gl

* Cp. § 236.
WHISPERED CONSONANTS.

If the transition from voice to breath is completed during the beginning of the consonant itself, we have the Icelandic final (s), 'ls,' 'las,' &c., which sounds like (zs).

235. The vowel-like consonants when final occasionally end in a breath-glide. Thus, in pronouncing final (l) in Icelandic, the glottis opens just as the tongue is removed from the palate, making the resulting flap voiceless, as in 'vel' (vei[H]), which sounds like (vei-lh). In French final (j) is pronounced in the same way, as in 'fille' (fi[\text{ij}[H])).

It is possible that in both these instances the glottis may be opened just before relaxing the consonant position.

WHISPERED CONSONANTS.

236. Whisper being an intermediate stage between breath and whisper, is often generated as a secondary effect in the transition from one to the other. Thus the English s in 'heads' is distinctly whispered, although the beginning of it is voiced, together with the preceding (d). It seems, however, that the (z) may also be pronounced uniformly whispered throughout, in which case it must be regarded as a true whispered consonant (hed'z), in which the whisper is not merely something secondary.

In the case of stops the whisper is inaudible in the stop itself, and is only heard in the glide. In most cases a whispered glide would be felt as a transition to or from voice, and would therefore have simply the effect of a weak breath-glide. Indeed, it is very probable that the breath-glide in (k[H]a) and (ag[H]) may often be really (k[\text{\text{'a}}]a) and (ag[\text{\text{'a}}]), or rather consist of both, the one gliding insensibly into the other.

(ak[\text{\text{'a}}]), on the other hand, is distinguishable from
CONSONANTS. 

(ak[h]), and this seems to be the pronunciation of final gg, dd, bb in Icelandic, as in ‘egg’ (æ'gr).

OTHER MODIFICATIONS OF CONSONANT-GLIDES.

237. We have hitherto considered consonant glides as modified mainly by voice, breath, and force. But they are capable of other modifications. Thus, if during the formation of a (k)-stop the lips are brought into the (ph) or (wh) position, the off-gliding will assume a distinctly labial or labio-guttural character (k[hw]a), which, although not very marked, is distinctly audible. If this (k[hw]a) is made into an aspirate we obtain (khwa). The former occurs in the E. ‘cool,’ the latter in the Danish ‘kunde’ (khwo'neh), in both cases with cheek-narrowing as well, the rounding of the glide being nothing but an anticipation of the position of the following vowel.

238. In the same way the off-gliding in (ta) may be gutturised or palatalised and modified in various other ways.

These effects are mostly due to assimilation, and therefore of a secondary character.

GLIDELESS COMBINATIONS.

239. The consistent application of the principle already enunciated, namely that in passing from one sound to another the shortest way is taken, occasionally results in combinations which are effected without any glide at all. Such combinations are impossible in the case of vowels, but are frequent in that of a sequence of consonants formed in the same place and differing only
in form. Thus, if a nasal is followed by the corresponding voice stop, as in (nd), all that is required to pass from one to the other is simply to close the nasal passage. Similarly, in the combination (dl) the transition is made by simply opening the side apertures, the tip of the tongue retaining its position. In such cases the absence of glides, the 'glideless transition,' is implied by the juxtaposition of the elements of the combination, just as a glide is necessarily implied by the juxtaposition of two vowels.

240. Combinations such as (ts), (tsh), (pph), (pf), &c., in which a stop is followed by open consonants formed in the same, or nearly the same, place, are either absolutely glideless, as in the case of (pph) or (ts) when the (t) is a blade-stop, or the glide is so insignificant as to be practically non-existent, as in the case of (tsh). These combinations are very similar in sound to the simple aspirates (th), (ph), &c., and the open consonants may almost be regarded as substitutes for the breath-glide—we might, in short, define (ppha) as (p) gliding on to (a) through the (ph) position, were it not that the (ph) has a definite configuration, which, although extremely short, is held for a moment.

241. Even when consonants formed in different places come together it is possible to combine them without any glide, although in this case the gliding combination must be regarded as the normal form. Thus the transition from (k) to (t) in (akta) is effected by removing the back of the tongue from the (k) position and then forming the (t) position with the point, so that there is an audible breath-glide (ak[h]ta). The Swedish (akta) is pronounced in this way, and the same pronunciation is the regular one in French. In English, on the other hand, there is...
no glide whatever, the tip of the tongue being brought into position before the (k) contact is loosened, so that the stoppage of the mouth passage is maintained from the beginning of the (k) to the end of the (t): all that is heard, therefore, is the on-glide of the (k) and the off-glide of the (t). All combinations of consonants are effected in this way in English and many other languages—probably in most, the glide being either entirely omitted, or else reduced to practical inaudibility. Thus (k) and (l) are joined together in English in exactly the same way as (k) and (t), while in (lk) the (k) position is assumed so immediately after the (l) that the glide is reduced to practically nothing at all. The difference between (kl) and (lk) is that in (kl) the (l) can assume its position simultaneously with the (k) without modifying its sound, whereas the stop (k) would at once destroy the sound of (l).

242. There are, however, many fine distinctions to be observed in language. Thus in the Dutch 'volk' there is a distinct voice-glide from the (l) to the (k), which gives the word something of a disyllabic effect. Initial (kn) in German, as in 'knie,' is often (k[h]n), with a distinct breath-glide, while in Danish there is no glide; and as initial voiceless stops are aspirated in Danish (khn) becomes (knh), as in (knheex) = 'knæ,' (nh) being substituted for the simple breath-glide.

Glide Consonants.

243. A glide consonant is one which is only heard in its transition to or from another element, the consonant itself being either not formed at all, or made inaudible by want of breath.
244. Thus the peculiar Japanese (r) seems to be formed by first bringing the tip of the tongue against the gums without any emission of breath, and then passing on to an untrilled (r), allowing voiced breath to pass at the moment of removing the tongue. As Mr. Ellis remarks, the Japanese ‘seem unable to pronounce (r) without striking the palate first.’ This (r) may be represented by ([d]r) or ([l]r). An unaccustomed ear hears it as something between (r), (l), and (d). The Japanese pronounce all foreign (l)s and (r)s as this sound, so that when a Japanese says ‘a little man,’ it sounds to an English ear like ‘a literal man.’

245. In English, when a stop follows a vowel, the breath impulse is often so feeble that nothing is heard but part of the glide on to the consonant, the actual closure being formed without any breath at all. Thus (bígr) becomes (bí[g]). With nasals (mænr) becomes (mæ[An]), only a nasal glide being audible.

* Ellis, E. E. P. p. 1133.
GENERAL SYNTHESIS.

We have hitherto considered the synthesis of special combinations of sounds; there now remain those laws of synthesis that apply to combined sounds generally.

246. The popular fourfold division of the elements of speech into letters (that is, sounds), syllables, words, and sentences, is not purely phonetic, but also partly graphical and logical. The first and most important point is to see clearly that our ordinary word-division is a logical and not a phonetic analysis. No amount of study of the sounds only of a sentence will enable us to recognise the individual words of which it consists. We may write down every sound, every shade of synthesis, but we shall never be able to analyse it into separate words till we know its meaning, and even then we shall find that word-division postulates much thought and comparison of sentences one with another. The fixity of our conventional word-division and the mechanical way in which we learn it blinds us to the real complexity of the questions involved in it, and to the fact that there is no word-division whatever in language itself, considered simply as an aggregate of sounds.

247. The only division actually made in language is that into 'breath-groups.' We are unable to utter more than a certain number of sounds in succession, without renewing the stock of air in the lungs. These breath-groups correspond partially with the logical division into
sentences: every sentence is necessarily a breath-group, but every breath-group need not be a complete sentence.

248. Within each breath-group there is no pause whatever, and the popular idea that we make a pause after every word is quite false. Thus, in such a sentence as 'put on your hat,' we hear clearly the final breath-glide, the 'recoil,' as it is sometimes called, which follows the final (t) of 'hat,' but the (t) of 'put' runs its glide on to the following vowel exactly as in the single word 'putting,' and there is no recoil. In 'put back' there is no glide at all after the (t) a.

249. The other phonetic divisions, of word and syllable, are clearly the result of deliberate analysis. The discrimination of the separate sounds of language is the problem we have been working at in the analytical section of this work. There remains therefore the difficult question of syllable-division.

**Syllable Division.**

250. The audibility of language depends mainly on its vowels. It would be easy enough to construct a language composed entirely of consonants, but such a language would be inaudible except at very short distances. Acoustically speaking, consonants are mere modifiers of the vowels, and the ideal of distinctness would be reached by a language in which each consonant was separated from the next by a vowel.

251. Hence the ear soon learns to divide the sentences (breath-groups) of language into groups of vowels, each

* Cp. § 241.
vowel being flanked by subordinate consonants. The analysis into separate consonants is a later one, as proved by the universal priority of syllabic over single-letter alphabets.

252. It often happens that a vowel-like consonant takes the place of a vowel, or rather of a vowel and a consonant. Thus in English (lital) = 'little' suggests (l) + the neutral vowel (lithl). In such a word as the Bohemian (kghrkr) there is no vowel at all.

253. Some of the breath-sibilants are audible enough in themselves, and there are several interjectional words in which they have a distinctly vowel-effect. Thus (shir) by itself is used, and in combination with stops (sit) and (psst), &c. The want of vocality, however, makes the ear somewhat unwilling to recognise the syllabic value of these consonants. The influence of voice in giving syllabic effect is strikingly shown in the stops with final voice glide (§ 219).

254. It often happens that when two vowel-like consonants come together, one is regarded as a vowel (with a consonant), the other as a consonant. As a general rule the one that has the greater force (stress) and is the longest is felt to contain the vowel. Thus (mn') suggest (m-ehn), and (m'n) (ehm-n).

255. We see, then, that the conception of a syllable is necessarily a somewhat vague one, which may vary in different languages, and may also be partly dependent on the associations of the written language.

The question now arises, where does each syllable begin?

---

a The (·) indicates stress, beginning on the preceding sound.
b Compare Sievers, L. Ph. p. 26 foll.
256. As we have seen (§ 184), the sense of unity is mainly due to continuity of force. If sentences were uttered with level force throughout, the question of syllable-division could not be raised at all: we should be able to count the number of vowels, and thus determine the number of syllables, but we should never be able to settle where one syllable left off and another began, unless we adopted purely arbitrary criteria.

257. We find, however, that the different syllables of which any sound-group is composed are uttered with various degrees of force. This relative force of syllables is called ‘stress’ or ‘accent.’ For the present it is enough to distinguish between weak and strong accent, marking the latter by a (') after the sound on which the stress begins. We have already seen that the strength of each separate force-impulse, such as we give to the separate syllables of any sound-group, tends to diminish progressively, until a new impulse begins, which in its turn diminishes progressively. The beginning of each of these force-impulses marks the beginning of the syllable. Thus the two sound-groups (An·er·hm) and (An·er·hm) differ solely in the place where the stress begins, but their meaning is totally distinct, the first signifying ‘a name,’ the second ‘an aim.’ In the first the stress, and consequently the syllable, begins on the (n), in the second on the vowel. Similarly (At·er·hm) = ‘a try,’ (At·er·hm) = ‘at Rye,’ (At·or·l·er·hmz) = ‘at all times,’ (At·or·lm·æn) = ‘a tall man.’

258. We see from these examples that the beginning of syllables is partly indicated by the ordinary word-division, that is, in all cases where a word happens to begin on a syllable with a strong stress. If a word begins
on a weak-stressed syllable the beginning of its strong syllable is not indicated, thus ‘attack’ might be either \(\text{At}^{\text{æk}}\), which is the actual pronunciation, or \(\text{At}^{\text{ærk}}\) which would suggest ‘at Ack.’ Similarly, if we were to write ‘at all’ in one word, it might be pronounced either \(\text{At}^{\text{ɔəl}}\) or \(\text{At}^{\text{ərəl}}\). In ‘at all,’ when used as an adverb, as in ‘not at all’ (and ‘at home,’ as generally pronounced), the word-division does not indicate the true syllabification, which is \(\text{At}^{\text{ərəl}}\) in ordinary speech.

259. The only phonetic function of word-division is therefore, to indicate occasionally the syllable-division in sentences.

260. It must be noted that syllabification depends not on mere force, but on discontinuity of force. Thus in ‘ticket’ and ‘take it’ the syllabification is exactly the same, the \((k)\) belonging to the first syllable in both groups, and although the \((k)\) is pronounced stronger in ‘ticket’ than in ‘take it’ it does not therefore begin a new syllable. In both cases the \((k)\) is uttered with part of the same force-impulse as the preceding vowel, and the difference in force of the two \((k)\)s is simply due to the different lengths of the two vowels (§ 183). To make \((k)\) in ‘ticket’ the beginning of the second syllable, it would be necessary to diminish the force of the \((ti)\) very rapidly so as to be able to begin a fresh impulse of force on the \((k)\); nor need this impulse be strong—only just enough to break the continuity of the force decrease.

If the \((k)\) and the following vowel are pronounced with

*In this way are pronounced the short Swiss German vowel before single consonants, as in \textit{gebe}, \textit{lese} (Sievers, L. Ph. 116). This Swiss syllabification is best acquired by shortening the usual long \textit{gebe} without increasing the force of the \(b\) (which is \(p[\text{ʌ}]\)): see § 218.*
a stronger force-impulse than the (ti), the syllabification
and the stress are both changed, (tiːk-it) becoming
(ti-k-it).

261. The distinction between long and double conso-
nants is purely syllabic. In (a-tra), (a-lia), the consonant
positions are simply held with uniformly diminishing force
until the (a) is reached, on which a new impulse begins.
In (atta) (alla) the consonants are held as long as in the
former cases, but the new force-impulse begins in the
second half of the held consonants, without waiting till
the vowel is reached, which, of course, breaks the sense
of continuity.

262. The distinction between ‘cut short’ (kætʃ-ɔrt)
and ‘achieve’ (ətʃiːr), ‘outside’ (əhoʊts-əhɪhd) and
the German ‘geziemen’ (geht-sɪmehn), is exactly analo-
gous.

STRESS.

263. We have already defined stress (accent) as the
comparative force with which the separate syllables of
a sound-group are pronounced. In speaking of the
stress of a sentence as opposed to that of single words
the term ‘emphasis’ is used, but there is no phonetic
distinction, which is one of meaning only.

264. For practical purposes it is enough to discrimi-
nate three degrees of stress, weak, medium (secondary),
strong. The weak stress is left unmarked, the strong
is indicated by a (·) after the symbol of the stress
element, and the medium by (:). ‘Very strong’ may
be expressed by (··).

265. The variations of stress are infinite, and in a
single sound-group (word or sentence), every syllable
may have a different degree of stress. Thus, such a word as 'impenetrability' has, roughly speaking, two stresses, one strong one on the fifth, and a medium one on the first. But if we pronounce 'bility' by itself we shall find that all three syllables have a different stress, the third being stronger than the second, and yet, of course, weaker than the first. In 'penetra' there is the same relation, but all the syllables are a shade weaker than the corresponding ones in 'bility.' The order of the syllables in stress is therefore as follows, 1 being the highest:

\[2\ 3\ 7\ 5\ 1\ 6\ 4\]

im - pe - ne - tra - bi - li - ty.

266. The surest way of determining the relative force of any two syllables is to pronounce the other syllables mentally only, or in a whisper, pronouncing the special syllables aloud, and their relative force will then come out clearly. Thus, taking 'bility' by itself, if we utter the first syllable mentally, the other two aloud, we shall hear that the second of them has the stronger stress.

267. There is an important feature of stress generally, which in most cases makes any minuter symbolisation of stress unnecessary. This is its rhythmic character, or the tendency to alternate weak and strong stress. Perfect uniformity of stress is as unnatural as level force in the separate syllables would be, but the tendency of stress is not, like that of a single force impulse, to decrease progressively, but rather to sway to and fro. Hence, if we have a group of three syllables, the first of which has the predominant stress, we may generally

\* Often on the second instead.
infer that the second will be weaker than the third, unless special modifications intervene.

268. To discriminate degrees of stress is no easy matter, and requires considerable training, especially when there are counter-distinctions of quantity, tone, &c. The student should carefully practise himself in analysing the stress, first in words, where it is fixed, and then in short natural sentences, where it is not fixed, but otherwise follows the same laws as in words; sentences, as well as words, always having one predominant stress, which gives the whole group a character of unity.

269. The distinctions of stress in some languages are less marked than in others. Thus in French the syllables are all pronounced with a nearly uniform stress, the strong syllables rising only a little above the general level, its occurrence being also uncertain and fluctuating. This makes Frenchmen unable without systematic training to master the accentuation of foreign languages.

TONES AND PITCH.

270. Variations of pitch (or tone) depend, as already remarked, on the rapidity of the sound-vibrations, which again depend on the length of the vocal chords.

271. Changes of tones may proceed either by leaps or glides. In singing the voice dwells without change of pitch on each note, and leaps upwards or downwards to the next note as quickly as possible, so that although

*a The best treatment of this subject will be found in Mr. Bell’s ‘Elocutionary Manual.’*
there is no break, the intermediate 'glide-tone' is not noticed. In speech the voice only occasionally dwells on one note, but is constantly moving upwards or downwards from one note to the other, so that the different notes are simply points between which the voice is constantly gliding.

272. There are, therefore, three primary 'forms' or 'inflections' of tones:—

level —
rising /
falling \n
273. The level tone may be heard in 'well,' as an expression of musing or meditation; the rising in questions or doubtful statements; the falling in answers, commands, or dogmatic assertions.

274. It is also possible to have level tones connected by intermediate glide-tones, as in the 'portamento' in singing.

275. Besides the simple rise and fall, there are compound tones, formed by uniting both in one syllable:—

the compound rising  v
"    " falling  ^

276. v may be heard in such a sentence as 'take care!' when uttered warningly; ^ in 'oh!' 'oh really,' when implying sarcasm. These tones are, however, best learnt by combining their elements.

277. It is possible to combine three tones in one syllable. Thus we can have ^ followed by /, which has the effect of v, only somewhat more emphatic.

278. All these tones can be varied indefinitely according to the interval through which they pass. As a
general rule, the greater the interval the more marked the character of the tone. Thus, a rise through a small interval (a second for instance) denotes mere enquiry, through a large one (such as a sixth) surprise. Again, the semitone (minor) interval has a plaintive effect, but here the less the interval the more marked its minor character, most of all therefore in the simple semitone or half-tone. The reason of this is that sadness, like all un-energetic emotions, naturally expresses itself in inflections of narrow range.

279. The whole relation of tone to language has as yet been only imperfectly studied, and all that can be expected from the student in our present state of knowledge is the power of discriminating the four inflections /, \, \, and ^.

280. The use of tones varies greatly in different languages. In English the tones express various logical and emotional modifications, such as surprise, uncertainty, &c. In some languages there is a tendency to employ one predominant tone without much regard to its meaning. Thus in Scotch the rising tone is often employed monotonously, not only in questions but also in answers and statements of facts. In Glasgow Scotch the falling tone predominates. In American English the compound rise is the characteristic tone.

281. In all these cases the tones are functionally 'sentence-tones,' that is, they modify the general meaning of the whole sentence. In some languages, however, such as Swedish, Lithuanian, Chinese, Siamese, and the Indo-Chinese family generally, each word has its own special tone (rising, falling, &c.), which is as much an integral part of it as the sounds of which it is composed,
and does not, therefore, vary with the general sense of
the sentence. This tone may be called 'word-tone.'

282. Besides the separate inflections of which it is
composed, each sentence, or sentence-group, has a
general pitch, or 'key' of its own.

283. For ordinary purposes it is enough to distinguish
three representative keys—

high \( \uparrow \)
middle \( \uparrow \downarrow \)
low \( \downarrow \)

284. The middle key may also be left unmarked. The
high key is natural in all strong and joyful emotions,
the low in sadness and solemnity.

285. Change of key has often a purely logical signifi-
cance. Thus questions are naturally uttered in
higher key than answers, and parenthetic clauses a
lower key than those which state the main facts. In
all natural speech there is incessant change of key.

286. Changes of key may proceed either by leaps
progressively. Progressive change of key is indicated
by prefixing / or \ to the signs of key-change. Thus / \ is
heard in all cases of passion increasing to a climax.

Connection between Force, Quantity, and Pitch.

287. There is a natural connection between force,
length, and high pitch, and conversely between weak
force, shortness, and low pitch.

288. The connection between force and pitch is
especially intimate. All energetic emotions naturally
express themselves in high tones and forcible utterance, and increased vehemence of emotion is always accompanied by a rise in force and pitch.

289. The association of force and quantity is less intimate. There is, however, a natural tendency to pass over the less important unaccented elements of speech, and to dwell on the prominent stress-syllables, whence that shortening of unaccented long, and lengthening of accented short syllables which is so common in modern languages.

290. It is, however, an entire mistake to suppose that these natural tendencies represent necessities, and that high tone and strong stress can be regarded as convertible terms. Just as on the piano the lowest note in the bass can be struck with the same force as the highest one in the treble, so in language it often happens that strong stress is combined with low pitch, and vice-versa. Still less can quantity be identified with stress.

voice-quality (timbre).

291. Besides the various modifications of stress, tone, &c., the quality of the voice may be modified through whole sentences by various glottal, pharyngal, and oral influences.

292. The most important are those known as the 'clear' and the 'dull' qualities of the voice. The latter is due to lateral compression, the former to its absence. There are, of course, various intermediate degrees, and the dull quality may be exaggerated by cheek and lip rounding, as we hear in the pronunciation of those badly-
trained singers who make (a) nearly into (ο) on a high note. This exaggerated dulling of the voice may also be heard as an individual peculiarity, giving what is commonly called a 'sepulchral' tone. The dull quality is the natural expression of sadness, solemnity, or tenderness, and is so employed instinctively in natural speech and in singing.

Among the many other varieties of voice quality, which are mostly individual or national peculiarities, the following may be noticed:—

293. Narrowing of the upper glottis (r) gives an effect of strangulation. It is common among Scotchmen, and combined with high key gives the pronunciation of the Saxon Germans its peculiarly harsh character.

294. Partial closure of the mouth is a common English peculiarity. It has a tendency to labialise back vowels, and even where there is not actual labialisation it gives the vowels generally a muffled sound, so that (a), for instance, is not easily distinguished from (o). It also tends to make the general speech nasal, for the breath being impeded in its passage through the mouth, naturally seeks another through the nose. Germans sometimes say of the English, with humorous exaggeration, that they speak, not with their mouth like other people, but with their nose and throat.

295. Lip-influence is very important. General lip contraction is a natural accompaniment of partial mouth closure and nasality, also of the dull quality of the voice. Conversely, the clear quality may be made more decided by spreading out the corners of the mouth, as in the pronunciation of (i). This is frequently employed by singers to give a laughing effect. In many languages,
such as French and many Scotch dialects, the lips are often protruded in forming rounded sounds, while in others, such as English, the lips are not employed more than is necessary, inner rounding being chiefly relied on.

296. These modifications must be carefully distinguished from those which are due to peculiarities in the organs of speech themselves. Thus defects in the palate may cause permanent nasality (together with a peculiar hollowness of sound), an abnormally large tongue gulturality, &c. All of these peculiarities are inseparable from the individual.
PART IV.

SOUND-NOTATION.

297. The notation of sounds is scarcely less important than their analysis: without a clear and consistent system of notation it is impossible to discuss phonetic questions intelligibly or to describe the phonetic structure of a language.

298. The only perfect alphabet would evidently be one in which every symbol bore a definite relation to the sound it represented. In the Roman alphabet these relations are entirely arbitrary, and an alphabet that has any claim to the title of 'rational' must therefore discard the Roman letters entirely. In Mr. Bell's 'Visible Speech,' accordingly, an entirely new set of symbols is used, which indicate the action of the organs in every case, all the symbols being made up of a few simple elements, which can be combined to any extent. If the phonetic analysis on which Visible Speech is based were perfect, the alphabet itself might, with a few alterations, easily be made practically perfect, and capable of representing all possible sounds whatever with the minutest accuracy. But until phonetics are in a much more advanced state than they are at present, Visible Speech cannot be con-
SOUN D- NOTATION.

sidered secure against the necessity of incessant alteration and correction.

299. The Roman alphabet, on the other hand, not being based on a phonetic analysis, is not liable to be disturbed by any new discoveries. It has also the great advantage of having long been in practical use both in printing and writing.

300. The imperfections of the Roman alphabet may be remedied in four ways:

(1) by casting new types;

(2) by employing diacritics, such as grave and acute accents, &c.;

(3) by employing digraphs, such as th, kh, &c.;

(4) by employing turned letters, italics and capitals.

The same objection applies both to (1) and (2), when carried out to any extent, namely that a new system should utilise the means already existing before creating new ones, which involve expense and inconvenience of all kinds; and if we are to cast new types, it would be simplest to discard the Roman alphabet altogether, and take a simplified form of Visible Speech, which would certainly be far easier to learn and use than any possible modification of the Roman alphabet. The practical experience of Mr. Ellis is decisive on this point. He entirely discards such systems as Pitman's 'Phonotypy,' and Lepsius's 'Standard Alphabet,' the best known representatives of (1) and (2), and falls back entirely on (3) and (4), which employ only the ordinary resources of the printing-office. That it is possible with such means as these to form a practicable system, Mr. Ellis has clearly shown in his 'Palæotype.'

301. The great defect of Palæotype, and the other
systems contrived by Mr. Ellis, is their unnecessary arbitrariness, especially in the vowels, which makes his symbols extremely difficult to remember.

In the present work a new system has therefore been constructed, in which the greatest possible regularity and consistency has been aimed at, as far as the radical defects of the Roman alphabet allow. Those who know palæotype will easily see how principles partly developed by Mr. Ellis have been carried out consistently as far as possible.

302. Another defect of palæotype is the multiplicity of signs employed. Mr. Ellis's principle of attempting to find a symbol for every sound that is possible, or has been described by others, seems out of place in any adaptation of the Roman alphabet, which can only be a temporary compromise. All that is necessary is to find signs for the fundamental distinctions, and the minuter or exceptional ones can easily be supplied by simple description. Thus if the reader is once told that the Danish (ø) is formed by abnormal rounding (§ 42), he simply has to remember this whenever he comes across a Danish word with (ø) in it. If attention is to be specially called to any peculiarity, this can easily be done by putting a * after the symbol, to remind the reader that some modifier is understood.

303. This system, which I call 'Romic' (because based on the original Roman values of the letters),

* The most striking instance of this arbitrariness is the use of (ε) to denote the wide, while (ø) denotes the narrow sound of the two vowels. The parallelism of these two sounds is thus entirely destroyed, which, as far as I know, is not the case in any other system, even the clumsiest.
although probably the simplest possible for an accurate analysis of sounds generally, is too cumbersome as well as too minute for many practical purposes\(^a\). In treating the relations of sounds without going into minute details, and in giving passages of any length in phonetic writing, and especially in dealing with a limited number of sounds, as in treating of a single language, it is necessary to have an alphabet which indicates only those broader distinctions of sound which actually correspond to distinctions of meaning in language, and indicates them by letters which can be easily written and remembered.

304. Thus, the innumerable varieties of diphthongs possible can all be classed under a few general categories such as \((ai)\), \((au)\), \((oi)\) diphthongs, and if we simply provide unambiguous signs for these general categories, we can ignore the endless shades of difference within them, because these differences do not alter the meaning or application of the words in which they occur. Again, even if we confine our attention to definite distinctions, such as those of narrow and wide, close \((e)\) and open \((æ)\) &c., which \textit{may} correspond to differences of meaning, we find that each language utilises only a few of these distinctions. Thus, in English, there is no distinction between narrow and wide in short vowels, most short vowels being wide only, while in French \((i)\) and \((u)\) are always narrow both long and short, \((i)\) and \((u)\) being unknown. In Danish, on the other hand, short \((i)\) and \((i)\) often distinguish words which would otherwise be

\(^a\) This clumsiness is inseparable from any attempts at extension of the radically defective Roman alphabet. In Visible Speech, on the other hand, the most minute synthetic distinctions can be symbolised without causing the slightest practical inconvenience.
identical. Icelandic only has (i) when short, but separates (ii) and (ii) when long, often distinguishing words solely by the narrowness or wideness of the vowel. Danish has (ii) only when long, as in English also. We see from this that the distinction between (i) and (i) is a significant one in Danish and Icelandic; that is, one that corresponds to real distinctions in the languages themselves, while in French it does not exist at all. In English there is the distinction, but it is not an independent one, being associated with quantity. But to write (ii), (i) in English would be superfluous, as length and narrowness, shortness and wideness go together, and if we simply write (ii) and (i) the quantity would always imply the distinctions of narrow and wide. Hence we may lay down as a general rule that only those distinctions of sounds require to be symbolised in any one language which are independently significant: if two criteria of significance are inseparably associated, such as quantity and narrowness or wideness, we only need indicate one of them.

305. What is wanted then is a general system which is capable of being modified on definite principles to suit the requirements of special languages. This general system should, of course, deviate as little as possible from the scientific one, and should be as little arbitrary as possible in its details. Like the scientific system it should be based on the original Roman values of the letters, supplemented by digraphs and turned letters.

306. Beginning, then, with the vowels, there is no difficulty in determining the general application of the elementary symbols a, æ, e, i, o, œ (=Fr. ‘peur’), u, y (=Fr. ‘u’), but signs are required for the u in ‘but’ and

* See my 'History of English Sounds,' pp. 21 foll.
the allied back and mixed vowels, the close French *eu* in ‘peu,’ and the ‘open’ *o*. For the open *o*, and for French *eu*, we can have little hesitation in adopting the *o* and *e* of the other system, and *a* may be extended to the English *u* in ‘but’ and ‘burn,’ and the German *e* in ‘gabe,’ &c.

307. The following will then be the different values of each of the vowel signs in this system, which I will call ‘Broad Romic,’ in apposition to the scientific ‘Narrow Romic,’ as indicating only broad distinctions of sound.

\[
\begin{align*}
    a &= a, \, a. \\
    æ &= e, \, æ, \, æ. \\
    e &= e. \\
    ø &= u, \, v, \, v; \, eh, \, &c.; \, ø. \\
    i &= i, \, i. \\
    o &= o, \, oh, \, oh. \\
    œ &= o, \, œ, \, oh, \, &c. \\
    œ &= œ, \, œ, \, œ. \\
    u &= u, \, u, \, uh, \, uh. \\
    y &= y, \, y.
\end{align*}
\]

The diphthongs are expressed by *ai, au, oi, œi, &c.*, minuter shades being disregarded. Long vowels are doubled. Broad Romic words or passages are written in italics or distinguished by (‘ ’), not inclosed in ( ).

308. The consonant symbols will be the same as in Narrow Romic, except that all capitals are discarded, the front consonants being indicated by *j*, thus—*lj, njh, &c.* The superfluous letters *c* and *x* will be employed as convenient abbreviations of digraphs in each language. Thus in English *c* may be used for *tsh*, in German for *kh*, in French for *sh*, and so on. Any letter which happens not to have a sound to represent in any language
will be employed in the same way. Thus the vowel $y$ is superfluous in English, and may, therefore, be used to represent the sound $(j)$, $j$ itself denoting $dzh$, parallel to $c = tsh$.

309. To prevent confusion in comparing different languages, it will often be advisable either to substitute the full spellings (tsh), &c., for the contracted ones, or else to print the letters that are used in special senses in italics. Thus 'var' in Danish would remind the reader that the Danish r is not the ordinary r, but a laryngal sound.

310. Whenever the 'broad' symbols are inadequate it is, of course, allowable to take others from the 'narrow' system. Thus $\ddot{i}h = (ih)$ might be employed in Welsh and $(r)$ might be introduced into Danish for special purposes. Capitals and italics, however, being inconvenient in rapid writing, it is best to form special combinations when such distinctions as those of narrow and wide are required, which is very seldom the case. Thus the wide (i) may be expressed by $ie$, as being intermediate in sound to (i) and (e).

311. The main principle to be observed in all these contrivances is not to disturb the general association of the letters more than is necessary, and never to lose sight of the importance of keeping up the international character of both the Narrow and the Broad system.

312. There now remains the question of synthesis notation. After what has been said on the phonetic value of word-division ($\xi 246$) no surprise need be felt at finding its abandonment advocated here. But, as have remarked elsewhere, the abandonment of conven

* In a paper on 'Words, Logic, and Grammar,' Trans. of Philological Society, 1876.
tional word-division by no means implies writing each sentence as an unbroken whole. We have already seen (§ 258) that word-division serves, whenever it has any phonetic meaning at all, to indicate stress-division. If, then, we carry out this principle consistently, making each letter-division correspond with the beginning of a strong stress, as in (henre\(^3\) kero\(^4\)m horo\(^4\)m jestade\(^1\)), we shall indicate the most important synthetical element of speech in the simplest and clearest way possible. The (\(\cdot\)) otherwise required to mark the strong stress, will thus be available for the medium (secondary) stresses in each sound-group, as in (turw kæn\(\lambda\)nb-\(\cdot\)zl), while, if placed at the beginning of a group, it will indicate very strong stress, the ordinary strong stress being implied by simple division, and weak stress by non-division. The (:) thus becomes quite superfluous, and four degrees of stress are expressed by a single sign. When a sound-group begins, as is often the case, on a weak stress, a special mark is required. The most convenient one is (\(-\)), as in (\(-dha mændhateh\(\lambda\)h s\(\sigma\)i). When the sound-group begins on a secondary stress, (:) may be prefixed, as in (:\(kæm\ \\epsilon\)p), instead of (\(-\)) followed by (\(\cdot\)), which would otherwise be required.

313. Tone would be indicated by \(-, /\) and \(\backslash\), &c., which would take the place of the ordinary marks of punctuation at the end of each breath-group, thus serving the double purpose of indicating breath-division and intonation. Marks of key, voice-quality, &c., would be prefixed to each group. There are of course various degrees of accuracy required for different purposes. For the purely practical applications of Broad-sign mere-stress divisions, with an occasional use of (\(\cdot\)) when necessary, together
with the simple tone-marks, are amply sufficient, and the
(−) may be omitted whenever the syllable to which it is
prefixed is one whose phonetic structure does not allow it
to take a strong stress; thus, in ‘rə tən’ = return, we
see at once that ‘rə’ cannot be an accented syllable
because of the final ‘ə’.

314. Whenever word-division is indicated it must be
understood to be something altogether extraneous and
subordinate, just like indicating the substantives in German
by capitals. Word-division is perfectly useless to those
readers who are practically familiar with the particular
language: they do not hear any word-division in rapid
speech, and require it still less in slow deliberate reading.
Whenever word-division is required it can easily be
indicated in Broad Romic by italics or capitals, which
otherwise are not employed at all.
S P E C I M E N S.

E N G L I S H.

The following table will give an idea of the relations of the English vowels to the general scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i(j)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>e(\mathit{ih})</td>
<td>a(\mathit{h})</td>
<td>e(\mathit{h})</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æh</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æi</td>
<td>æh(\mathit{aw})</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(w)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o[\mathit{o}']</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o(\mathit{ih})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voice-glide (A). Voice-glide-round (\mathit{aw}).

The following list shows the correspondence of the Broad Romic letters, with examples:—

aa = (a(\mathit{ai})) as in father.
æ = (æ) had.
ae = (æi) hair.
ai = (æh(\mathit{ih})) fly.
ao = (œi) fall.
au = (æh(\mathit{aw})) now.
e = (e), (æ), (i\mathit{h})\textsuperscript{a} head, ready.

\textsuperscript{a} Only in unaccented syllables (except in a very few instances).
ei = (eih) as in fail.
θ = (v), (λ) a bud, better.
œ = (œhi) bird.
i = (i) fill.
ii, iy = (ii), (ij) feel.
o = (o), (aw) a folly, follow.
oi = (oïh) boy.
ou = (oo') no.
u = (u) full.
uu, uw = (ui), (uw) fool.

In English B. R. œ and ao are used instead of æ, as being more convenient to write, and as simplifying the system by enabling us to dispense with o alto ææ and œœ may, however, be employed for special parisons.

The narrowness of all E. vowels is uncertain, especially the diphthongs (ij), (eih), (uw), and (oo'), which may be pronounced wide, although they seem generally intermediate between narrow and wide. The narrowness of (eih) is especially doubtful. (ij) is generally widened before (r) or its weakening (λ), and often becomes monophthongic, (hira) = 'here.' (ehh), (a) and (oïh) seem to be always fully wide. (v), (œhi), (œi) seem generally to preserve their narrowness, especially (œi). (æ) is never widened into (æ), although it often changes with (e) by imitation.

As regards position, (i) is often lowered, and repeats (e') in unaccented syllables, which before sonants, as in 'fishes,' interchanges with (i'h). (i'h) is uncommon in accented syllables also in careless s

* Only in unaccented syllables.
and is especially common in certain words, such as ‘pretty’ (prihte), ‘just’ as an adverb, as in ‘just so.’ (iə) seems to preponderate over (eɪ) in rapid and careless speech. It is, however, difficult to separate them with certainty, for (eɪ) naturally passes into (iə), if raised a little while the front of the tongue is kept down, and not allowed to rise quite into the (i) position.

The position of (ɔ) is often raised towards (o), which it generally reaches in the diphthong (oəh).

All the back vowels are liable to be advanced towards the mixed positions, especially (uw) and (u), which often closely resemble the Swedish u.

The only unaccented vowels in E. are (eɪ) and (iə) and (ʌ) and (ʌə) a.

The second elements of the diphthongs which start from low or mid vowels all have a tendency towards (ʌ), hence (oəh) often becomes (oʌ) or perhaps (oʌ). In (ij) the (j) appears to be often narrow, and when the (i) is wide the sound seems to be often (i[i]) with the (i) lowered and the (i) raised, not necessarily as far as (j). In (uw) the consonant is more marked, and consequently is not often made narrow, and the vowel seems to be as often full (u) as not.

The three longs (æh], (aɪ], and (ɒɪ], though not marked as diphthongs, are not purely monophthongic, especially the two back ones, which end with a raising of the front of the tongue towards the mid-mixed position, although it is not marked enough to be written. Indeed a full (ɔ[ʌ]) would have the effect of (oəh).

a The complicated scheme of unaccented vowels given by Mr. Bell is peculiar to himself, and seems to be due solely to artificial elocutionary habits.
The consonants are as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>th, dh</th>
<th>s, z</th>
<th>sh, zh</th>
<th>wh, w</th>
<th>f, v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k, g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t, d</td>
<td>p, b</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(j) is often weakened into an (ih)-glide, but it is not easy to distinguish between them. (l), (t), (d), and (n) seem to be generally blade-consonants, corresponding to (s) and (z).

As regards the synthesis, E. consonants are joined together as much as possible without glides: there is no (avk[ɪl t]) or (sil[ʌk]), &c.

The only B. R. consonant letters that differ from the N. R. ones are these:—

\[
\begin{align*}
c &= (tʃh) & \text{as in church.} \\
j &= (dʒh) & \text{judge.} \\
y &= (j) & \text{young.} \\
x &= (ks) & \text{six.}
\end{align*}
\]

The following specimens are intended to give as accurate a representation as I can of my own natural English pronunciation—the only one which I profess to have studied with any degree of exactness. I may note that my (wh) is an artificial sound for the natural (w) of South English. Otherwise my pronunciation is entirely natural and untaught—as much so as that of any savage\(^a\).

No rules can be given for the pronunciation of those consonants that I have enclosed in parentheses in the

\(^a\text{ I never was taught either English pronunciation or English grammar at school.}\)
B. R. notation, but I believe I always drop them in rapid speech, although they come out in slow reading.

It will be observed that all the pieces are divided by stress, or ‘barred,’ although in one of the B. R. ones the word-division is made by italics.

Pauses are occasionally indicated by (.)

A. Colloquial Phrases.

(Intended to bring out the separate elementary sounds.)

1. In Narrow Romic.

1. kəmə'pat wəns
2. :dhəse'zdha thəehnɪd təhuhməeh'təvə həehidəvə'sre'təhu'm
3. - həj b deznə'tiujma (')fiijletə (')təui c
4. həiəran d dhəiəran 'evre'whəəla
5. - dhəeh 'keiəhm bəekdha e serəhm dəeih
6. - dha maenihəeddhə 'hæətanəhz əedi
7. kəkiŋə'z semt'ehəhmz 'feihltad'əhs təiqewe'shbə twiənjda "hæəirəndhaə hedizəndhe1 "æəhawi j briijdh
8. - dha 'boəhi ais(k)te'z fandhəres'sfij wudntr'aidha goəa'l'əl fandhəa
9. - bəehən 'ciil miirjnz seidə'zpa paim - euhəm 'kwehniht redə1
10. :həehəw 'hehəhiə'zdhaət tehəwəria bəehəwət

a In (əhi) the (i) refers only to the length of the glide.

b Decidedly wide because unaccented.

c There may be an extra strong stress either on the last or the last but one group, according to the feeling of the speaker.

d Or (həiəran). The (ə) before the (r) in this and the next group is often very slight.

e Or (keiəhm 'bəeki).
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**SPECIMENS.**

11. *suškla* sikste' tijehuhsahad thiqk\1
12. whom pitelįw birste't\1
13. - hījwa' puhuhsahtja(v)dhə purwla' putīta bedi
14. - w'el juw'k'em tura' - ehīh dōn'nt noī\1
15. : djuwəb džhekt(t)la(n)c* bəkawəsmoo'k\1 - no\-
\1
16. - ehīh sōm' džhīstfara mōi'mūhntatdhə dōn\1
17. - e'lts hehīh'thehmdhət bodhwa sent(t)ə 'skuwl\1
-hiyz tuun'o'hizeta't hōto'm\1
18. - hīj trehnuhda tij'uhdhə tšēhuhiild 'džhēhuh'man\1
19. : sēvū sikšhtsa\1 - tena leynθs\1\c
20. whisthwhen wozel\1
21. - ehīh thohdhət džerwaw cwl 'dəriws'dh\1
22. - jwə džhẹdhzhde'mawn džhaste'l\1 - yuuw'dide'n dijd\1

2. The same in English Broad Romic.

1. kəme'pert '
2. : dhisezdhe 'theəd tainə'tiv hādpəvezre teən\1
3. - hīy dəznts'iyment siyleto taol\1
4. hīəən dhaen əvrewhaəən\1
5. - dhei keim bəkdəhə señ deə1
6. - dhə mənun'həddhə 'hətənež hed\1
7. kōnəs 'səmt'aimz 'feiltədes tiqgweshbə twiynhdə 'hərəndhəv hedzəndhe 'aewiy briydh\1
8. - dhə boi aas(k)tez faadhərefiν wudntr'ədhe gouve
lilt faadhə\1
9. - bai 'aol məynz sedezpə paa\1 - aim 'kwait rede\1

* (džhekt\ldots) or (dżhekt). The last syllable but one varies between (u), (aw), and (ə), according to the rapidity of pronunciation.

b Generally (siksian).

c Generally (levnsl).
ENGLISH.

10. — hau haiezdhăt tau eş baut
11. fifteo sixte ę fiytaishad thiqk
12. whote ępiteyuw laostet
13. — hiywaez puldaute(y)dhe puwlen putte bed
14. — wel yuwk'em tuw/. — ai dount nou
15. : dynweb jekt(t)ẹte bękos'mouk/. noțe taol
16. — ai saoem jestfẹre moumentẹtdhe daoọ
tuwnọizeẹt houm
17. — ets haićaimdhăt boiwę sent(t)ę 'skuwl — hiyz
18. — hiy traide ę tiycdhe caild 'jěćemęn
19. sevn sixthsęn tenę levths
20. whicwęn wozet
21. — ai thaotdhät dhætwęz aol 'đenwedh
22. — juw jějdemęn jəstle — yuwd̓iden diyd

B. PROSE.

(For comparison with the pronunciations given by Mr. Ellis,
E. E. P., p. 1206.)

1. In Narrow Romic.

— dha rithan printe'd'reprazan teihshanavdha sehawinz-
laeqgwę'džh
— behih mijnzav kare'ktazwh'ı̓tšhari'nsa fishantb'oo'ňth-
e'n keńhmdan nemida/
— andwh'ıtšhmas(t) dhæsafawb'ĳkam beńhındaw məde¹
: feńhıd/
: ifwijwudg'ıva gręse'kals'imiralehıh teihshanavdha
: foo¹ nete'k ele'mants
— we'dh oio'nle¹ 'smeıde¹ grijnave'g zaekte'sankan a
virińjans/

* Also (zaekin . . .).
2. In Broad Romic (with the word-division marked).

- dha ritney printed-repræzæn teishænævædæ saun(d)æ

- lærqwej

- bai miynzæv kærekæzæwhicærinæ sa fhænænthæouthæ

- kaindæ næmbæ

- endwhæmcæst dhaæfæobiækæm baindæ modæfaid/

- : ifwiywäduyçæv græfækææimæblæi zeishænævædæfou netek

- elements

- wedh oune æmde griyæweg æek(t)nesænæen viyænæns/

- hæz biynfræm æol taizæ/

- fo neishænzæz welæziænædæ vijuælæ/

- : liq gwistækæl styuwædæntsæotæk æptæd/

- wænævdæmæoust ænesære

- end wænævdæmæoust æfækæltæv præblemæ/

- endæz konsekwæntæ skæææle ævæbæiæn hæææle solædæ

C. Poetry.

1. In Narrow Romic.

(This piece is given on account of its marked rhythm.)

- dha ææpætevjuæw ææhæpa

- : hææhældææhæwæmæfræmdææ thraænæ

- : lææh bæææædæætææ tcæpæ/
2. In Broad Romic.

(Showing a variety of metres.)

(i)

- end sloule aann^a aath^a a^mdha baaj.
- dhe ould aode ceineth yiyldi^q pliest^a nyw.
- end godful filzhim selfin mene weiz.
: lest wean gud kaest^md^dke re^d^p^d we^l^d^l.
kemfe^d^dhai self. : whot kemfe^d^zim ^miy.
- aiv livdmay laif - end dh^t^whicail^v den
: mei hiy^d^m in(h)im self meik pyuu - b^t dhau/
- if dhaushudst neve siymai fiise gen
' prei^m^mai soul. 'mao^e thiqzaa raotbai prae
- dh^v^d^d^hs ce^l^d^d driymz ov. whaesfe^o^a letdhai vois
raizlaik fauntenfoimi de^n(d) nait.
- fo^e whotaah men bet^dh^en shiypen(d) gouts/
- d^t^n^e^r^e^h^e blaind laiswipn ind^e^h^e brein/
- if noui^q goddhe^i liftnot h^n(d)z ev prae
: bouth^fe^h^a^m selz^en(d) douzhu kaold^h^am frend
- fo^e soudh^e houl raund eethiz evri wei
baundbai Gould ceinze bautdhe fiyt^e^v^e^r^d^h^e god.
- b^t nauf^ae^e^e wel. - aim gouiqe loq wei

* = ( . . . fo^e) or ( . . . faw).
- widh dhiyz dhau siyest / - ifin diydai gou /
- fer aolmai maindez klaudedwidh eaut /
- tudhe ailen d vealev aeviljon a /
: whae faolzanot heilo reino eni snou /
- nor eva wind blouz laudle / - betet laiz
dyppmedoud haep faeewidh aocedd laonz /
- an(d) buare holouz kraundwidh same siy /
: wheraiwil hiylmiyomai gryves wuwn /
- sou sed(h)ij / - an(d)he baajwidh aoren seil
muwvdfremdhe briykaiks em fulvrested swon /
- dhot fluwtiq waild kareul abehc deth /
refizhchpyuenu kould pluwmez teixdhc flad
- widh swaothe webz / loq studee bedevi 
e - re volviq mene memorez / - tildhe hel
lukt wen blæk dotæ genstdhc aeeñv daon /
- endopndh e miyedhe weiliq daide wei /

(2)
swifte waok ouvëdhe westæen weiv
spiritëv nait /
autëvdhe miste iystæen keiv /
whaer aoldhe logæn(d) loun dei lait
- dhaou wouvest driymzæv joen fiie /
- whic meikdhiy terebælen diie /
swifbiydhai flait /
raepdhai faomine mæntl grei /
staæir nan raot /
blainwidhdtain haedhe aizæv dei /
kis(h)æræn tilshiyybiy wiæred aut
: dhen wondaræo siteæn siæn laend /

* Or 'æviljan'.

118 SPECIMENS.
təciq aolwidhdhain oupyeit\a wond
kəm loq saot

: whenai rouzən saodhə daon/
− when lait roud haiəndhə dyumwəz gaon\b/
− end nuwn lei heveon flauəərən triy/
− anddhə wiiəre dei təəndtu(h)iz rest/
liqəəiq laikən enəəvəd gest/
ai saiədə dhiy\ 

− dhai brədhe deth keimən kraid/
wudstdhau miy/
− dhai swiyt caild sliypdhə filmeai\d
məəmənən laike nuwn′aid biy/
shəlai nesl niiədhai sai/
wudstdhau miy/ − endaire plaïd:
nou— not dhiy\ 

dethwil kəmwhen dhauaat ded\ 
suwn tuw suwn\

sliypwil kəmwhen dhauaat fle\d
− ev naidhə əwudai aaskdhə buwn\ 
− ai aaskəv dhiybe ləved nait
swiftbiy dhainə prouciq flait\ 

kəm suwn suwn\ 

(3)

inə driəə′aitedde sembe−
tuw ˈhæpe ˈhæpe triy\− 
− dhai braanshez naore membe
− dheə griynfe lisete\ 

\a Or ′oupyet′. \b Or ′gon′. \c Or ′nūdhə′.
SPECIMENS.

- dhæ naothkæn notæn duwdhæm
  widhæ sliyte whisl thruwdhæm
  nœn frouzn thaoiqz gluwdhæm
  frœm bœdiqtædæ praim

  ine driæn'aïtedde sembe -
  tuw 'hæpe 'hæpe bruk
  dhæ bœbliqz nœære membe
  æ polouz sœmæ luk
  bæt widhæ swiytæ getiq
  dhei steidheæ kristæl fretiq
  nevæ nevæ petiq
  æ bautdhe frouzn taim

  aa wuæt-wœæ souwidh mœne
  æ jentl goææn boi
  bæt wœæhæver enæ enæ
  raidhndnotæt paased joï
  te noudhæ ceinjæn fiyliæ
  whendhæriz nœntæ hiyliæ
  nœnœnæmed senste stiylæ
  wæz nevæ sedin raæm

  (4)

  : huw ruwindmiyaærai-wœæ baon
  sould evre eikæ graasœæ kaon
  ænd leftdhæ next aer aolæ laon
  : mai 'grææn'æadheæ

  : huw sedmai mædhæwæz'nou nœæ
  ænd fisektmiæn meidmiæ wœæs
  til infænæbe keimæ kææs
  : mai 'græænmælæhæ
ENGLISH.

:huw lefmiy'nmái sehnth yiîe
- e kêmfmtâma phëphë diïî
e nd mistë poupâhe oouëne
- mai 'fâadhë

:huw letmiy staavte baîëe jin
- til aolma bounz kein thruwmai skin
dhen kaoldmiy 'gle litl sin
- mai 'mëphë

:huw aol ëæthle thiqzwud boust
- hîy heited ëdhëz brâetsdhë moost
- en dhâeôfë* meidmiy fiylmai poust
- mai 'êqêl

:huw goten skreipsën endles skaëë
- ënd aolwez leiddhâmëatmai daeë
- til mëneë bitâ bæqai baoë
- mai 'kën

:huw tukmîy houmwhen mëdhe dâid
- e genwidh saadhëtërezaid
blæk shuwz kliyn naivz ren saaren waid
- mai 'stepmëphë

:huw maadmai stelthe ëæcënjoiz
- ënd whenai pleid kraid 'whote noiz
goëlz aolwez hektër ouvë boiz
- mai 'siête

:huw yuws(t)ë shaeren whotwëz main
- aoe tukit 'aoldidh'iyen klain
koz aiwëz eiten hiywëz nain
- mai 'brëphë

* = (aw).
FRENCH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ch</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>əh</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>əh</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>o,ɔ</td>
<td>o,</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observe the simplicity of the vowel-system, the fewness of wide vowels, the absence of unrounded back-narrow vowels, and the full development of the front-round vowels; the absence of diphthongs (which are represented by consonant-combinations), and the peculiar gutturo-nasal vowels (to which we will return hereafter)—everything directly opposed to English.

(e) is often raised towards (i), and its narrowness, like
of all the other vowels, is very marked. (i) and (u) often very high, amounting almost to consonants, (j) and (w). (ae) and (oe) are often very low, and are generally long at the same time, but there are various intermediate degrees of lowering which seem to be unfixed arbitrarily. When raised towards the mid-position, it is not easy to distinguish them from (e) and (o), which French grammarians call ‘moyen-ouvert.’ (eh) is not the same sound as in the Teutonic languages: it seems to be the outer sound (eh), and appears to interchange with (ə), which it closely resembles.

a) generally tends towards (ə), whether written a or ə, is sometimes full (a) when long. (o) and (o) are generally advanced towards the mixed position, and this especially noticeable with short (o), which often seems to be regular (oh).

The nasal vowels vary greatly:

æh, eh, œh, æq (Bell).
aq, aq, ōh (Bell).
æq, œq
oq, ohq (Bell).

The correspondence of the French Broad Romic letters follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>French</th>
<th>Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>(æq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œ</td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æq</td>
<td>(œq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as in chat.
" dent.
" père, dette.
" vin.
" été.

Professor Storm, of Christiania, one of the most acute of living eticians, told me that the French (eh) is distinct from the wegian unaccented ə, which he identifies with the German.
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{\varepsilon} & \quad = \quad (e) & \text{as in} & \quad \text{que}.
\text{\varepsilon\varepsilon}^a & \quad = \quad (o) & \text{,} & \quad \text{peu}.
\text{\varepsilon q} & \quad = \quad (\varepsilon h q) & \text{,} & \quad \text{un}.
i & \quad = \quad (i) & \text{,} & \quad \text{fini}.
o & \quad = \quad (o) & \text{,} & \quad \text{beau}.
o q & \quad = \quad (o q) & \text{,} & \quad \text{son}.
c & \quad = \quad (o), (oh) & \text{,} & \quad \text{or, dotte}.
\text{\varepsilon e} & \quad = \quad (\varepsilon e), (\varepsilon) & \text{,} & \quad \text{veuf, veuvage}.
y & \quad = \quad (y) & \text{,} & \quad \text{lune}.
\end{align*} \]

The consonants are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>jh,j</th>
<th>rh,r,r</th>
<th>s,x</th>
<th>sh,zh</th>
<th>wh,w</th>
<th>f,v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k,g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ph\varepsilon) and (bh\varepsilon) also occur.

Note the absence of (k)\(^b\) and (q). Otherwise there is a certain similarity between the French and English system, both rejecting (kh) and developing fully the blade consonants.

All the consonants are narrow, which is especially noticeable in (w) and (bh\varepsilon). The point and blade open consonants (r, s, sh, &c.) are more forward than the English ones. For (rr) (ghr) is often substituted. (n) sometimes seems to become (jn).

\(^a\) Written double to distinguish it from \(\varepsilon=(e)\), which is never fully long. Full long (\(\varepsilon\)) must be written \(\varepsilon\varepsilon\), if necessary; but the marking of quantity is practically unimportant.

\(^b\) This sound is, however, often formed involuntarily by Frenchmen. I have heard it in the exclamation (hot) for (ot), in (fëcho) for (fleo) = féau, &c.
Consonant-glides are more noticeable in French than in English, especially in stop-combinations, (strik[ŋ]t) = 'strict.' Final voice stops often end in a voice-glide, (bag[ʌ]) = 'bague.' In passing from (n) to the next vowel the glide is generally formed so slowly as to be heard as a separate element, so that (ohn[i]oq) = 'oignon' sounds like (ohnjoq). Final (j) and (n)\(^a\) end voicelessly, the glottis being opened at the moment of removing the tongue from the consonant position, so that (fijh) and (vinh) sound like (fij-jh) and (vin-jh).

In Broad Romic \(ph=(phj), bh=(bhj), nh=(n)\).

The quantity of the vowels \(^b\) is very uncertain. The only constantly short vowel is (eh), although even it is sometimes lengthened in such words as \(penser\) (pehze). Final vowels when accented are also often short; as in \(oui\) (wi). Full long vowels are commonest before (rr), and then before the hiss and buzz open consonants, as in \(faire\) (færər), \(rage\) (raizh). Nasal vowels are short when final and accented, full long before consonants: compare \(son\) (soq) with \(songe\) (soqizh). Exclamations, such as \(ah\) (aɪ), \(oh\) (oɪ), are generally long. The distinctions of quantity are most marked in final syllables. Medially all vowels tend to half-long quantity. Compare \(France\) (fræqɪs) with \(Français\) (fræqæs), the first with long, the second with half-long (aq). In all other cases vowels vary between short and half-long, as in E. vowels before voiceless consonants. In rapid speech the distinctions of quantity become still more vague. In writing French it is best to leave the medium quantity unmarked, denoting shortness by (‘) after the vowel and full length by (\(\acute{\i}\)).

\(^a\) Not (l).

\(^b\) Consonants are short.
The force of the separate syllables is nearly equal throughout, and the consonants are always uttered with the same strong force. Thus in lit the force is nearly equal throughout, and the (t) is pronounced with the same force as in the E. 'teacup,' and there is none of that rapid diminution and sudden increase of force that characterises the E. 'take up.' Hence to an English ear lit appears to be divided (e·t·e), although Englishmen speaking French generally make it into (e·ıht·eıh). There is, in fact, no syllabification in French, and, as the same principles are carried out in sentences as well, there is no word-division. Thus un grand homme suggests (æhq g·rraqr t·ıhm).

The word-stress is generally on the first syllable. The exceptions are words in a followed by a consonant or consonants and then by ion, which always take the stress on the a, as in occasion (علاج·ıazıb). When the vowel is not a the stress varies. Exceptions occur also in other words of several syllables, and there is altogether much uncertainty and variation.

Sentence-stress is very irregular. There is no such thing as logical emphasis, no marking of antithesis, as in the E. 'to give and forgive,' 'not you, but he.' French sentence-stress is mainly emotional, not logical. Words with which any strong feeling is associated are naturally pronounced with force in French as in other languages, but French has made a peculiar extension of this emotional principle, which consists first in accenting intensive

* This view of French accentuation was first advanced by Rapp, in his 'Physiologie der Sprache,' so far back as 1840, and again by a Frenchman, Professor C. Cassal, in the Transactions of the Philological Society, 1873-4. It is, however, not admitted by the majority of French philologists.
words such as très, as in ‘très-bien,’ guère, ‘quel supplice!’ &c.; and then in accenting modifying words generally, such as the negative pas, &c., as in ‘il n’est pas ici.’ But there is great laxity and arbitrariness generally, which makes it difficult for Frenchmen to discriminate force either in their own or in foreign languages.

Stress and quantity are independent in French. Thus in bavard (bavardr) and finir (finirr), the first vowel in each word is half-long and accented (strong), the second full-long and unaccented, or rather half-strong. (eh) is, however, almost always both fully short and weak-stressed. There is also a certain rhythmic tendency both in stress and quantity, although it is not well defined, which leads to the alternation of strong and weak stress, long and short quantity in various degrees.

Tone is very rudimentary. Although question and doubt is generally expressed by a rise, French intonation is otherwise more emotional than logical. The tone in French generally runs straight on in one direction, and appears to be more level than in E. The rising tone is often used in simple statements.

Altogether French is characterised by the almost complete absence of synthesis distinctions, and the existing distinctions may be disregarded without materially affecting the intelligibility of the context. These wants are, however, fully compensated by the clear, energetic articulation of the consonants, the purity of the vowels, and the sonorosity of the nasal vowels. No language combines power and harmony with elegance and brevity more successfully than French.

In the following specimens the marks of quantity and stress must be taken to represent in many cases
possibilities only, not necessities, nor are they introduced uniformly throughout. The sentences are divided into short groups as possible without any reference to stress which is marked by (') in the body of the groups. Unmarked syllables must be understood to be uttered with medium force, but the mark of medium force (:) has been occasionally introduced especially to call attention to case of equal stress, and as a reminder in other cases. It must be remembered that (eh) is generally quite short and weak stressed, except when specially marked.

A. Sentences.

k'eh-vulevu. kæskæksa'.
ilfotop'arravaq' kehzhrsehurtur'napri'.
zhehvwalarrka'qsjel.
kelarzhave'vu'. ila'vaeqtaj'pase'. ilelene.
kær. zhnu'erræ. kelœirraës. ile'tair.
depeshe'vudvuzabi'je'. ilparrldyne.
sogpubafowr. zhehvufrer'uvwaïr.
us'ohmnul'maeqtaq.
vuvuziprrehnefourgoshmaq.
ilnekyneurr. zheydybohnœurr.
lehtaqize'klær. lehtaqsehr’metobo.
ilaq'maqikæhq'. ohn'parledlapblhjedybotaj.
oqniwagut. setaq'nbhj'i'jo. zhanease'..
vvalabhj'izhurr kehzhehnsbhjisorrti'..
lwazivtedamærrdeht'ulevis.
lehsolhæjselæv. illbhjiarraqydylaparræjih.
prtemwaynfejdpapjhe. setæhybokuederjih.
nurnusohmlie'damitjhe' forre'trywatmaq'.
pur'rkwhanparlevup'a'. keh'pphjizhfæenpurvju'.
keskkilaqsaen. ilaqsenlehlatæ. zhehmvebøen[i]e.
English Translation.

:who(t)dayuw wont\ . :whot izet\ .
:aimæst faəstre tænte pæres\ .
− ai siydhe reinb'ou\ .
− hau ouldayuw\ . :hiyez ouvæ twente\ . − hiyzdhe
ouldest\ .
:whot izet\ (:\whotsdhe mætæ\). nətheq\ . whotsdhə
taim\ . − ets leit\ . 5
:meik heistən dres\ . − hiy spiyxthruwez nouz\ .
− hez pəls biyts faast\ . − ail shouyuw əvretiŋ\ .
− whaer aawin’au\ .
− yuw gouw bautet vere aokwaydle\ .
− ets ounle wən\ . − aivhæd ək\ . 10
− dhə wedhəz kliə\ . − dhə wedhəzem pruwveq\ .
− dhæəz wən miseq\ . − dhei taoktəvθə reinen fain
wedhə\ .
− yuw kaantsiiə taol\ . − ets taəsəm\ . − aiv hæde
əfəvet\ .
− ets nau əit deizsi-nsaivbiyn eibltəg’ou aut\ .
aidneezdhe mədhəəv aol vaisəz\ . 15
− dhə sən raizə\ . − hiæz peidem bækendhə sein
soin\ .

* This is an instructive instance of what would be entirely false
emphasis in any language but French. The sense is, of course,
they have not come to hear you, but the play,’ but French accent
suggests to an English ear, ‘they have not come to hear you (but to
see you’). There is no necessity for accenting (aqt&qdrhr) any more
than (vuz)—the essential point to be observed is the meaninglessness
of the accent.
B. Prose.

leh-m:arrki-netæpurrtæq p'azænhomdehzheni-
iletæsavaq~ / mæs:avaq'saq'spesi'alite~
amwaqkoqinvoeja-plærræqisi/
yng'raqida-bili-te pursærræqizuvrraizh s'aqizy-tili-te= okyn/
doqnuzorroqizase-suvaq'ljødparelyt'airr/
e'=ki'-avæta-psorrbe zhyska-la'parsjoq zhyska-la-
m'ohnho-'mani~ /
led'idærrnjærrzanedsionegzistaqis\ 
shoze-rraqizh/
e'=ki'-netæp'azæhqdekohtelem'wagmisterjæ dehsod-næv--
ga'ni'-z'arsjogudsoh'ny'-mærrr/
malgrrelorngæjdsq'n'q edsaforrtyn/
ilavæzhamaæsogizheasmarrje 
rehmetaqtuzhurrzolqidmæq sehd'erraqizhmagdaqsez--
a'bi'-tyd~
apsorrbe-parrdezeyt taqtoserrjæż taqtosfrivol/
e'-doh-naqpræskehtuzhurrlapræ-fe'-rraqisa-selsi~/
ilavæsi'bæqkogiplike såviægterrrjærrr/
ilavætolhpsrrye deht'aqdehp'rohzhe dehf'aqtezi dehkyrri'-ozi'-tez edehspeky-laisjoqizæqtelek[h]tye~
GERMAN.

The ordinary spelling of the first paragraph is as follows: 'Le savant sans spécialité, à moins qu'on ne veuille appeler ainsi'.

GERMAN.

The pronunciation here given is that of Hanover, the one of which I have enough knowledge. It is

GERMAN.

in Lennart Werner's 'Die Sprache der Deutschen', 1. Auflage, 1875.

GERMAN.

The pronunciation here given is that of Hanover, the one of which I have enough knowledge. It is

GERMAN.
virtually Middle-German as pronounced by a Low German population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ɪt</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eh</td>
<td>ə(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oɪ</td>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>ɔ(t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diphthongs: (æe), (ao), (œe).

Observe the simplicity of the system and the fewness and distinctness of its diphthongs. Also the absence of low vowels. The only analogy with English is the widening of the short vowels. Wide vowels, except ə, cannot occur finally, but are made narrow, as in the proper names Lili (lili), Otto (oto). Short narrow vowels occur also occasionally as the result of shortening.

(ɪ) and (ʊ) are not lowered, as in English, towards the mid-positions, and consequently have a closer sound (ə), especially when long, tends towards (ɔ). The back round vowels are fully retracted, which gives them a deep sound. The front-rounds are also slightly retracte towards the mid-position, which deepens their tone.

In the schools an artificial distinction seems to be made between long ə and ɛ, the first being pronounced (ɛt), the second (ɛt).

In the diphthongs both elements are short under a circumstances. The second elements of the diphthong are uncertain. The real sounds may be (iə) or ɛ and (əw)
as in English. Certainly such a pronunciation as \(a\varepsilon^1\), \(a\nu\omega\), \(o\varepsilon^1\) would not be detected as foreign. The vowel-like consonants often generate a voice-glide before them, but only in final syllables, forming diphthongs which come out most clearly with high vowels. Compare \(viel\) (fir[A]l) with \(viele\) (firleh).

The Broad Romic letters are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lettre</th>
<th>Lettre</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>as in mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>(ai)</td>
<td>, manhen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai</td>
<td>(ae)</td>
<td>, wein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>(ao)</td>
<td>, haus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>, mensch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee</td>
<td>(ei)</td>
<td>, see.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>(eh), (ø)</td>
<td>, ende, götter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>(øı)</td>
<td>, schön.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>, bin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(ir)</td>
<td>, biene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>(o)</td>
<td>, sonne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oo</td>
<td>(or)</td>
<td>, sohn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oi</td>
<td>(oe)</td>
<td>, neu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>(u)</td>
<td>, und.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uu</td>
<td>(ui)</td>
<td>, gut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>, schützen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yy</td>
<td>(yı)</td>
<td>, grün.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The consonants are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R, H</th>
<th>kh, gh</th>
<th>jh, j</th>
<th>s, z</th>
<th>shw</th>
<th>f, v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k, g</td>
<td>t, d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p, b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Final stops are always voiceless, and voiced buzzes (gh, j) becomes whispered ('gh, 'j), with perhaps some initial vocality. The voiceless stops at the beginning of syllable (or word) are pronounced with greater force and expenditure of breath than in English. (gh) and (j) are always either buzzed or strongly squeezed. The front consonants seem to be generally (jh) and (j). The point consonants are more forward than the English, and seem, as in the other Teutonic languages, to be formed on the teeth-rim—they are therefore 'half-dental.'

(r) is really [raeh], the tongue being in the low-mixed position while the super-glottal contraction takes place, which is not very strong. (gr) is also heard, especially on the stage. (khw) occurs after (u) and (ao), as in auch (aokhw). (l) is 'higher' (more palatal) than in English, though not so much so as in French. Initial (z) is (za). (zh) occurs in French words, but is a purely artificial sound. (p) in the combination (pf) is often the teeth-lip instead of the simple lip stop. (v) is not strongly buzzed as in English and French, and is often formed so weak as very much to resemble (bh).

Stops are oftener joined by glides than in English, and in such combinations as initial (kn) in knei there is oft a distinct breath-glide between the (k) and the (n)—(k[ə]nii).

The special Broad Romic consonant letters are the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
x & = \text{(kh), (khw)} \quad \text{as in nach, auch.} \\
gh & = \text{('gh)} \quad \text{,, lag.}
\end{align*}
\]

- I once heard a strong (rr) in Hildesheim from an apparent native.
GERMAN.

\[ j = (j) \quad \text{as in } \textit{ja}. \]
\[ r = (r) \quad \text{" } \quad \text{rett\text{"}er}. \]
\[ c = (jh) \quad \text{" } \quad \text{ich}. \]

(w) is reserved for the M. and S. G. (bh) = N. G. (v).

In the quantity it must be noted that long vowels are not shortened before voiceless consonants, as in English, the vowel in \textit{noth} (nort), for instance, being as long as in the E. \textit{node}, not half-long as in \textit{note}. The short vowels seem, on the other hand, to be shorter than the English: compare \textit{bitter} (bítëhr) with the E. (bítÅ). Final consonants are always short: compare \textit{mann} (man) with the E. \textit{man} = (mænn) or (mæn). Vowel-like consonants are, however, lengthened before voiced stops as in E. Compare \textit{bilden} (bilïdeen) with \textit{halten} (haltehn).

Force (stress) and intonation are very similar in the two languages.

In the following specimens (_) is put before voiceless stops when they are pronounced strongly. The quantity is marked by (i) only, but it must be understood that in all syllables which have not the full accent the long vowels are somewhat shortened.

\section*{A. Sentences.}

\begin{itemize}
\item –\textit{vas} harr\text{"}mzida\text{"}a. \textit{s[Å]igehnzimarl} \quad \text{–vi haest}
\item –\textit{diizeh straiseh}.\text{"}.
\item –\textit{vi fiial volnzë mün\text{"}eimehn}. \quad :s[Å]ints[Å]i fertej/. \text{"}
\item –\textit{maen her}. \quad –s[Å]i ërn[Å]ijh gansun(t) gair\text{"}. \text{"}
\item :vi laqis(t)dehr ver\text{"}j/.\text{"}
\end{itemize}

\textit{*} Also (harrmzeh . . .) or even (hammzeh . . .). In these intimate combinations the (z) seems to be fully vocal, not = (s[Å]).
SPECIMENS.

-ijh s[Â]urkhweh das burkhw. morgenhs'Äunideh gol'timmunideh.
- vo vontehr. - er vont ts'ae trepm hoikh
- ijh mÄjhtehts u ryk'k'eirehn. gryisnÄüzon mÈr
hÈirehnzehm'âul daik'Èntijhiri'nim shwÅnehgeh shwijh-
leh'sonehr tseîln
er giqà'osdehm'â haozeh
erhat ts'ae noêeh hoezehrgeh kaeof.

English Translation.
: whotâvuyuw gotdhæə. - wilyuw telmiydhe neimav-
dhis striyt/
- hau mæcwilyuw teik widhyuw. :aayuw rede,
see/ yuweh kwaitmes teikn/
- hau loqezdæ wei
- aim lukeqfædhæ buk. - dhæ maoneq auêææ gould-
enets mauth /
: whaædæziy liy. - hiy livzondæ sekænd staore/ 
: aishæd laiktæÆen bæk. grythimfræmmiæy/ 
luk hiëæ/ aikæd telyuwe'prite staoreæ bautet/
- hiy wentærutævhdæ haus/
- hiyææ baoet tuw nyuw hauzez/

B. Prose.

fârtehrle'endíshweh alteh s[Ã]argehñ : viréhsmir
shwaent/
: harbmir'rehn raetsëna'renehrgæh visn 'maqlh'ast'jkaet /
: jardehr glaobehbeh ruutm'ütda raof/
: vaëdaseh fyt[Ã]la'renehm s[Ã]ar'ght/
- dasdi lyîgeh alehs aossëpinin mojhteh.

* Also (a0sm).
GERMAN.

:uns[A]ehreh eidlstehn verkehdes draet'semtnj'air hun-
dehrts/
  - s[A]int virkli'jhs[A]o tsamtgeh dijhtehunt aoseh
  :fiirt\v
  :dass[A]jhdigeh 'shwktchsteh hanita'enehs nooehn
dijhtehrdsda rinsehr graesehn'virdeh\.
  - dehrfa'iri ostunt taso .kontijh niuasltstu enideh
  leizn\:
  :vaelmir foirk'aim/  - baeh alehm glansehiirehr vor-
tnunetem psindueqehn/ :s[A]aedokh'dina .tuirdhehr altn
folksd'ijhtuqini'ntstu gruntgeh gaqehn\.
  :jeiideh'su groiseh syleh lest wiidhehr leir\.
  - di rejhtehp'oe a s[A]ir b glaejhta'enehm menshown /
  :dens[A]iijh .taoznft'elte'jhr froeehn.k'an/
  :voier laopungr grais vaksn/
  - di s[A]oneh aofunt niidehrg'erehn s[A]irt\v
  - di 'falshehr aenehm deirn fre'midehr lenidehr feirt\v
  - uns[A]jhandn bergqdehr shwvaets/
  - dehm hemilunt meiri 'taijehnstsuehr herbm veint\.
  sterthehrnu[A]n mitnda rin/
raeijehnandas maidses da haemgeh'liibnehn\.
  :dens[A]en apflb'om'um haosg'artn jerljih blyt/
  - untde fiqkqda raof shwlaigq\v

C. POETRY (in Broad Romic).

(1)

:oo zeestdu foler moondnsh'ain
  - tsum 'letstn maalaufmaine pain\v

* (oe) in two syllables.  
  b Half-long.
SPECIMENS.

:deenr'czo mancə mitərnaxt
- and'ziəm pulther angəw'axt
  dannyy'bor byycənuptə piir
  : tryy p zeeljhər a frinter shiinst'du:n'miir
  ax kəntic'dənxəf bergesheəən
  - ind'ainəm liibən lictə gəen
  - um bergosheəələmit gaistərn shveebən
  - auf viiznind'ainəm demər veebən
  - fon aləm visnəkelment laadn
  - in dainəm tauge zuntmic baadd

(2)

:yybər alən gipsən
- ist ruu
- in alən vipsən
spyyrəstd'un
kaumənən hauξ
- di foogəlain shvaigənim valde
vartən'uar \ balde
ruuəst duu aux

(3)

: duu bistviainεnbluume
: zo'o holtunt shəənunt rəin
- ic shaudic an -unt veem'unt
shlaictmiirins hertshin ain
- miiri-stalsopi-cdi hende
- aufs hauptdiiir leegən zolt
beetəntdas gotsdicer halte
: zo'o rainunt shəənunt holt.

* jh = (j).
DUTCH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i(1)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>e₁</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eh</td>
<td></td>
<td>a₁</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æh(i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>æ</td>
<td></td>
<td>e₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>y(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diphthongs are: aᵣi, æhi, æhə, iu, eiu, æi, ui, oᵣi, ɔu, yu.

Both elements are short, except where the first is marked long. The second element (the glide-vowel) seems to be always narrow, as also in the diphthongised long vowels described below.

(e₁) is, perhaps, also (e¹). (a) varies: sometimes it is raised to (a), sometimes narrowed to (v). The lowering of (æ) is very marked, and it sometimes passes into (œ). (œ) is often (ø) and (eh).

(ei), (o₁), and (øi) are in some pronunciations diphthongised into (ei), (oru), and (øy), but not before (rr). Those who do not diphthongise these vowels widen them

---

* Compare Donders, De Physiologie der Spraakklanken, and Land, Over Uitspraak en Spelling. My knowledge of Dutch pronunciation was mainly acquired from personal hearing of Messrs. Donders, Land, and Kern. The only point in which I differ from them is in not considering (l) &c. in bindloon, &c. to be voiceless. It seems to me that the glide from the d (=t) to the (l) is all that is voiceless.
before (rr). We thus get the two following parallel pronunciations *:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steen</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>stein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meer</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>merr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boom</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>borum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>door</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>dorrr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neus</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>nœys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deur</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>dœrr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short open o, as in ‘slot,’ is sometimes (o), sometimes (o); short close o, as in ‘op,’ is generally (o), often with a peculiar guttural effect.

The following are the Broad Romic letters:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>as in</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>man.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>(ai)</td>
<td>maan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aai</td>
<td>(ai)</td>
<td>fraai.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>(æ)</td>
<td>bed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee</td>
<td>(ei), (ei), (eii)</td>
<td>steen, beter, meer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eeu</td>
<td>(eru)</td>
<td>leeuw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ei</td>
<td>(æi)</td>
<td>reis, tijd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>(œ), (eh)</td>
<td>dun, vader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œœ</td>
<td>(œi), (œi), œi</td>
<td>neus, dœur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œi</td>
<td>(œhi)</td>
<td>lui.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œu</td>
<td>(œhœ)</td>
<td>huis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>niet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>bier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ie</td>
<td>(ei)</td>
<td>visch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iu</td>
<td>(iu)</td>
<td>nieuw.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The first is that of Professor Donders, the second of Professor Land. The first seems to be the usual one in the province of Holland.
DUTCH.

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
o &= (o) & \text{as in op.} \\
\text{o} &= (\text{o}, (\text{oi}, (\text{oru}) &, \\
\text{oi} &= (\text{ou}) &, \text{boom, boven, door.} \\
\text{ou} &= (\text{ou}, (\text{ou}), &, \\
\text{ou} &= (\text{ou}) &, \\
\text{u} &= (\text{u}) &, \text{goed.} \\
\text{uu} &= (\text{ui}) &, \\
\text{ui} &= (\text{ui}) &, \text{boei.} \\
\text{y} &= (\text{y}) &, \text{minuut.} \\
\text{yy} &= (\text{y}l) &, \\
\text{yu} &= (\text{yu}) &, \text{zuur.} \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that 'œi' only occurs finally, and that the long high vowels 'ii,' 'uu,' and 'yy' only occur before (rr).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(h)</th>
<th>(kh, gh)</th>
<th>(j)</th>
<th>(rr)</th>
<th>(s, z)</th>
<th>(bh)</th>
<th>(w)</th>
<th>(f, v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k, g)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(t, d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(p, b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(gh) is often (generally in the province of Holland) retracted (gh), often with a more or less marked trill. (kh) is often also (\(kh\)), and in the combination (skh), as in schip (skhre'p), it is often slightly trilled. (g) occurs only as a secondary modification of (k) before a voiced stop, as in 'bakboord.' (r) is the sound of \(tj\) and \(dj\), as in praatje (prérjeh), bedje (berjeh). Similarly in sj \(s\) has the sound of \(sj\), as in dasje (darsjeh). The glide from the preceding vowel is clearly heard in all these words, so that the effect is almost (prérjeh). \(rr\) often becomes (ghr). (l), (t), (d), (n) seem to be the same as in English, not being dental. (l) tends towards gutturity. (sh) is
heard in French words, and is an occasional sound of Dutch *sj*, as in 'sjouwen a.' (bh), as in 'wat,' appears to be sometimes a weak (v), as in North German b. (w), which is narrow, is generated when a diphthong ending in (u) is followed by a vowel, as in *nieuwe* (niweh), *eeuwen* (erwehn), *blaauwe* (bloweh). It often becomes (bh) and even (v), which, when a voiceless consonant follows, is devocalised, as in *gehuwd* (ghehwhyft). Initial (z) and (v) are half-voiced, (s[ɔ]) and (f[ʌ]), and often pass into (s) and (f).

The glide from the preceding vowel on to (j) and (w) is always made distinct, as in the colloquial pronunciations of *Leiden* (læ[i]jeh) and *houden* (ho[u]web), and in *nieuwe*, *fraaije*, &c.

### Specimens

1. Sentences.

- e'kk'an nit bhakhteh(n)\  - hu ghætehtf[ʌ]an dæikh\ gheifmehhn le'kht\ : bhat skheilty\ : hæpjeh ghutgho slæpheh(n)\ : heil 'bæl daqky\ - e'kk'anmehn bukn'it f[ʌ]enideh(n)\ - ehn stomehhkhæide\nt hælantse\z dæbehl stom\ - hæi keik orvehrredheh myrr\ - y f[ʌ]erre\nt bhum s[ʌ]eirr lætteth ræekh\ - hæi drröqks[ʌ]ehn ghlass'ın ein tæigh æhæt\ : ghærdeh dærr oiphehn'd'un\ - deh bhe'nide\z nierrat bhæsteh(n)gæh drræît\ - ehn joqmænsf[ʌ]an ghu[i]jeh hæhæzeh\n
* According to Donders. Land only allows (sj). Perhaps (s̩j̩) may also be heard.

b Land makes it a lip-teeth-stop, which has very much the sound of a weak (v).
Dutch.

-deh kου marzo deh lasηhiaido'n morghulehkh
:e'zehri'ts niusf[A]a'an darikh/
-[A]t f[A]risteh snrunt/
-[A]t spaeitmeh s[A]rr-date'k aehath'as/
di muilehhræide'z aehøddeh(n) hækkhgeh ræhæmmt/
-[A]te's heil moii bharr/
-hæi houts[A]e'khar'ndeh a[u]wehgeh bhomteh(n)'

2. Poetry (in Broad Romic).

:hughə nughlək rolteht leevən
:daesghə rəstən landmans heen
:dizən zaaləgh lot/ -hu kleen/
omgh'een koonsqsk-roon zou gheeənən
:laagən rəzdbra veerdən lof
:vaneht hookhsta koonsqshən.
:alsən buurzən heighənd caən
-ət ghiemprənt koutəroordə klont
:vanzən erfəluən ghrənt
:iendo lywtdər hooəghi bozən
voorzət trekən/ :caζən ghrəan
-ət veddər b klaaimet ghoudbə laadən

The ordinary spelling is: 'Ik kan niet wachten. Hoe gaat het
dag? Geef mij een licht. Wat scheelt u? Heb je goed ges-
lapen? Heel wel, dank u. Ik kan mijn boek niet vinden. Een
stom
muur.
Uw vriend kwam zeer laat terug. Hij dronk zijn glas in één
teg uit. Ga de deur open doen. De wind is naar het westen
gedraaid. En jong mensch van goede huize. De koude maakt de
luiheid onmogelijk. Is er iets nieuws van dag? Het vriest en
sneeuw. Het spijt mij zeer dat ik uit was. Die moeilijkheid is uit
den weg geruimd. Het is heel mooi weer. Hij houdt zich aan de
oude gewoonten.'

b Or 'vettaer' (?).
The diphthongs are: --ar[i], ar[u], ei[i], or[u], ar[i]. The first elements are short before double consonants. (j) after a consonant is often weakened into a vowel, and forms a diphthong with the following vowel, as in fé (f[i]et), vilja (v[i]la). These glide-vowels may all be wide, as it is not easy to distinguish between narrow and wide glides.

(a) and (ar) tend towards (a), which is the common

---

The ordinary spelling of the first six lines is:—
Hoe genoeglijk rolt het leven
des gerusten landmans heen,
die zijn zalig lot, hoe kleen,
om geen koningskroon zou geven!
Lage rust braveert den lof
van het hoogste koningshof.
sound in unaccented syllables. Short (i) is heard in the
combination *tning*, as in *þting* = (thíqíqg) or, perhaps, some-
times (thíqíqg). Short (u) occurs before *ng*, and other
combinations as well, as in *átlf* (ulrv). (æ) and (e) seem
to interchange, and there may perhaps be an (œ) for (a),
for which (æh) seems also to occur. There is a tendency
to end (ei) and (oi) in a voice-glide, giving (ei[ʌ]) and
(oi[ʌ]), which is, however, very slight. (ou) often be-
comes (oru). (o) and (oi) are sometimes lowered towards
(ɔ), as in Swedish and Danish.

The high vowels always end voicelessly, the glottis
being opened before the tongue is lowered, so that *i* (imh)
and *ç* (aruwh) sound like (irjh) and (aruh). In the case
of *u* there seems to be often a consonantal lip-narrowing
at the moment of opening the glottis.

The following are the Broad Romic letters:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>(a), (a)</td>
<td><em>manna</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>(ai), &quot;</td>
<td><em>taka</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai</td>
<td>(ari), (ai)</td>
<td><em>väen, bækr; væng</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>(aru), (au)</td>
<td><em>þó; átti</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>(æ), &quot;</td>
<td><em>menn</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee</td>
<td>(œi), &quot;</td>
<td><em>næt</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ei</td>
<td>(rei), (ei)</td>
<td><em>ein, reyna; einn</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eç</td>
<td>(œ)</td>
<td><em>skömm</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æø</td>
<td>(œi), &quot;</td>
<td><em>föt</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æi</td>
<td>(œi), (œi)</td>
<td><em>skaut; haustr, lóng</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ia</td>
<td>(i), (i)</td>
<td><em>mínni, mynd; þing</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iø</td>
<td>(i), &quot;</td>
<td><em>vín, bylí</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iœ</td>
<td>(iœ)</td>
<td><em>vita, fyrir</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Short (i) may be denoted by doubling, *ii*, leaving the shortness
to be inferred from the two consonants following.
The consonants are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(kh),gh</th>
<th>jh,j</th>
<th>rh,r,r</th>
<th>th,dh</th>
<th>s</th>
<th></th>
<th>wh,(w)</th>
<th>f,v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h,l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k,g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t,d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(qh),q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nh,n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(mh),m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those enclosed in ( ) are secondary formations, which only occur in certain combinations.

Consonants written double are pronounced double when medial. When final, double stops are long, other consonants are short.

(gh) is strongly squeezed with very little buzz, so that it closely resembles (g). Before certain vowels (all originally front), (k) and (g) become (k+r) and (g+d), written for convenience (x) and (s), with simultaneous outer back and inner front stoppage. (qh) and (q) only occur before (k) and (g), never alone.

(j) is often so weak that it is not easy to distinguish it from a vowel. It seems to be generally a glide-vowel after a consonant, as in jel (j[i]el), jelk (j[i]elk), vilja (vil[i]ja).

(l), (t), (n), &c. seem to be half-dental, with the tip of
the tongue on the teeth-rim. (dh) is often formed without contact, which makes the buzz almost inaudible.

For (wh) (kv) is substituted in some parts of Iceland, as in hvað = (whārdh) or (kvardh). (khv) seems also to occur.

(w) is narrow; it arises from (gh), as in ljúga, which through /[i]ughwa becomes /[i]urwa, which is the usual pronunciation. (f) and (v) are often pronounced with feeble friction, so that (v) resembles (bh).

Initial (jh), (lh), and (nh) seem to become vocal just before the glide to the vowel begins, so that (lhaða) = hlaða sounds like (lhaða). Initial (th) is aspirated, there being an independent stress on the breath-glide, as in það (thaðh) a.

Final (rr), (l), (n), and (m) end voicelessly, the glottis being opened just before the tongue is removed, so that (llh), as in vel, sounds like (llh). Final (gh), as in dag, becomes 'ghh).

gg, dd, and bb are half-voiced when medial, as in vagga (vakk[a]a). When final, as in egg, the off-glide seems to be whispered (æki[a]) or (æ'gï). ll is (ttilh) when final, as in òll, and apparently (t't'l) when medial, as in falla b. Similarly nn after original long vowels and diphthongs is (tnh) and (t'n). Sagði, hafði, &c., are generally pronounced either (sakr'dhi), (hapidhi), or else (in some parts) (saghrdï), (havridï).

kk, tt, and pp are always preceded by a breath-glide, as in flokk (floækí), of various degrees of force, which is the chief distinction between kk, &c. and gg, &c. when final.

a This was pointed out to me by Mr. Magnússon, of Cambridge, quite lately.

b Perhaps (ttlh) also.
The on-and-off glides of front consonants distinct. Thus \textit{bogi} (\textit{bo}ji) sounds like (bo\textit{i}) (\textit{ca}iti) like (\textit{c}ja\textit{iti}).

The following are the principal Broad Romic letters:—

\begin{align*}
\text{k}h &= \text{kh} & \text{as in} & \text{akta.} \\
\text{k}j &= \text{(k)} & , & \text{kenna, kjós} \\
\text{g}h &= \text{(gh)} & , & \text{saga.} \\
\text{g}j &= \text{(g)} & , & \text{geta, gæti.} \\
\text{g}k &= \text{(kk[\text{\textbeta}]), (\text{\`g}i)} & , & \text{vagga, egg.} \\
\text{g}kj &= \text{(kk[\text{\textbeta}])} & , & \text{liggja.} \\
\text{q}h &= \text{(qh)} & , & \text{lángt.} \\
\text{j}h &= \text{(jh)} & , & \text{hjá.} \\
\text{r}h &= \text{(rhr)} & , & \text{hríng, hart.} \\
\text{l}h &= \text{(lh)} & , & \text{hláða, bið.} \\
\text{d}t &= \text{(tt[\text{\textbeta}]), (\text{\`d}r)} & , & \text{hoddum, oðn.} \\
\text{n}h &= \text{(nh)} & , & \text{hnut, kníf, lín.} \\
\text{m}h &= \text{(mh)} & , & \text{jafnt (jamh.} \\
\text{b}p &= \text{(bp[\text{\textbeta}]), (\text{\`b}ri)} & , & \text{gabba, gabð} \\
\end{align*}

\textbf{A. Prose.}

1. \textit{Old Icelandic.}

- \text{hín thrwidhi ausërrs'auærr kati'ladhyrrs'adhyrr\textbackslash}
- \text{han birrau himmi/} : \text{tharrsæm heitirr no\textbackslash}
- \text{um/} \text{han rranidhyrrfinnirr gwiqgy vínis/} \text{ok s[i]auok æld/}
- \text{au hanskal heititatl sauif-arraokttl veridha/} \text{hanærrsvau æridhighyrrf[i]æts'ailth/}
– athˈənmau ˈɛrva ˈθeɪrɪm ərɪdh ˈlænɪdæərˈdhyr\ ˈləɪsəfrˈɪn\ˈarær/
– əɛrraʊná hɛrɪtæθɪlθˈæs\:
  hænvərˈr ɣ[ˈn]ɪfˈaɪtt[ˈl]yrri ˈvæmænˈɛɪnɪmym\/
– əɛn ˈvæmɪr ɡɪsɪldˈhɪˈrən ɡʊɪtˈɪnɪmym\/
– ək ˈtʊnɪkɪ ˈmɔtʊtæt əˈɪusəɡˈɪsliqɪɡˈθaɪnərər ˈhænɪnɪrˈr
  hɛrɪtɪr\r
– hænvərrˈdhat ˈsæi[ˈn]ɪmædθ ɡʊɪtˈɪnɪmymɔkˈvæɪmym\/
  n[i]ərˈdhyrrˈræu ˈθænær ˈkʊnɪrˈr ˈskeɪtˈdɪ hɛrɪtɪr\r
dou[ˈn]ɪtɪr ˈθæt[i]ˈsæsə ˈʃeɪtɪns\:
  skərˈdɪvɪθˈərəvə ˈbʊstˈæɪθ ˈθænærə au[ˈn]ɪˈhæpˈrɪdθi
  fædˈhɪrˈrənsən\r
– : ˈθætərəu ˈf[i]ˈʃɪlɪm ən[ˈn]ɪˈkʊvɒrˈrɪmθˈɛɪrˈsɛm  hɛrɪtɪr\r
   tʰrɪmˈhɜˈɛɪmɪr\r
– ən n[i]ərˈdhyrrˈrɪl ˈvɛrrəˈnəɪrə ˈsæi\r
– ˈθəɪgh ˈsæi[ˈn]ɪˈtʃɪstəu ˈθæt\r
  : ətθəɪgˈʃɪlɪdɨ ˈvɛrrə ˈnɪɪ\*
  nənɪˈtɪrɪ ˈtʰrɪmˈhɜˈɛɪmɪ\r
– ənθænəu ˈæɪdˈrærər ˈnɪɪˈrət ˈnɔi[ˈu]ˈwɛtˈɪmɪnɪm\r
– ənəˈrər  n[i]ərˈdhyrrˈrkoʊm əˈʃɪrˈtɪl ˈnɔi[ˈu]ˈwɛtˈɪmənv
  ʃ[i]ˈætˈlɪnɪ\r
– ˈθæu ˈkwɔrðhæn ˈθæ[ˈn]ɛtˈtæ\r
  lɛɪnɪdˈhɛrˈrɪmək əˈʃɪtˈlɪh\r
  vərˈhɪrˈkækət ˈlɛɪqɪˈθi\r
  nənɪˈtɪr ˈɛɪnɪˈrər ˈnɪɪ\r
  ulva ˈθæ[ˈn]ɪˈtɪnɪr\r
  m[i]ˈɜr ˈθæ[ˈn]ou[ˈn]ɪˈtɪ ˈɪtˈlɪnɪˈrərə\r
  : ˈʃhæu ˈsəɪqɪˈvɪ ˈsʋæmə\r
– ˈθæu ˈkwɔrdθ ˈskərdˈhɪ ˈθæ[ˈn]ɛtˈtæ\r
  ˈsəɪvəˈɛk maʊ[ˈn]ɪˈtæt\r
  ˈsæɪvərər ˈbædθ[i]ˈjʊm au\r
  ˈfɪkɪlˈləs ˈʃɛmɪ ˈʃɪrɪr\r
* Not diphthongic.
SPECIMENS.

:sarumik veikyr
:æirav vindhi kémýrr
morrgyn whær[r][i]an manurr\-
-thau forurr skardhi y[n]prau f[i]at[í]at/
-ok bikr'dhíi thrrimhe'íimi\-
-ok færnhon m[i]ókau skídhymókmædh boigha,
-ok skîtyrr diirr\-
-hon heitírr ëndyrgr'vyadher'dhyrr ëndyrdr'diir\-

2. Modern Icelandic (in Broad Roman).

(Unaccented ii = (i).)

-ii gammla daagha/
-fierir mærgym hyndrydh aurym/
bjoom'jøagh rikyr boundi-ii saili Qgsdaalst-uqgy\-
-han auti nokkyr bødtbh/
-o(gh)ee'rty tlin'emdir tveir sienir\.
ekkji vietam'en whaadth'ëir jheety/
-o kædtlymvjerthauth'vií adtnouro svein\.
-theirv'oorý baudhir ebpnilei-ir menenth'ou oul'iikjir\-

a The following is the ordinary spelling of the beginning of the text:—

Hinn þrïði Æss er sá er kalla'r er Njör'r;
hann býr á himni, þar sem heitir Nóatún;
hann ræðr fyrir göngu vinds, ok stillir sjá ok eld;
á hann skal heita til sæfara ok til veiða.
Hann er svá auðigr ok fésæll,
at hann má gefa þeim auð landa eðr lausafjár
er á hann heita til þess.
Hann var uppfæddr í Vanahéimum,
en Vanir gísuðu hann goðunum,
ok tóku í mótt at Ásagislíngu þann er Hœnir heitír;
hann varð at sætt með goðunum ok Vönum.
OLD ICELANDIC.

adtnourvar hreistim'æadhýro miekjidtlfierir sjeer\nsvetdnvar haighyro spaakyro eiqgjin hreistimaadhýr\neftir thviiv'oorytheir mjægh oul'iiikjirii lynd\nadtnourvar gleedhim'æadhýr\n-o gaavsighadh leikjymmedh sveinym thaarur daa-\nlmy\n-o mailhtytheiro'ft moutmedh sjeervidh staapa than/\ner stendyr niedhryvldh auna/\nands'painis bainymii tuqgy/\n-sem kadtladhyrer tuqqystaapi\n:vaarthadh skjemtynth'eirra-au veetrym/\n-adh rennasjeeerftir hardhf'ennin'iedhryav staapany\nthviihaner haur mjægh/\no niedhryau eiradtnarii kriqg/\ngjekk\ oft miekjidh 'aumedh kadlto haureisti\nkiqqgym tuqqystaapa-i rëkkrynym\novar adtnourth'aar oftast fremstyrrii flokkji\n
B. Poetry.

1. Old Icelandic.

s[i]eirrhon y[i]pik'œima Sér hon uppkoma
vðhrry sinni öðru sinni
jærðhorr ai[i]ji jörð or øegi
idh[i]ag'rræina iðjagrøna:

^ = (k1).

b The ordinary spelling of the beginning is:—
I gamla daga, fyrir mörgum hundruð árum, bjó mjög ríkur böndi
i Sælingsdalstungu; hann átti nokkur börn, og eru til nefndir tveir
synir. Ekki vita menn hvað þeir hétu, og köllum vør þá því Arnór
og Svein.
falldar, fyr orn yfir, sa er a fjalli fiska veidhir.

Her stendr Baldri of bruggin mjödr, skírar veigar, liggr skjöldr yfir; en ásmegir i ofvæn; nautug sagðak, nu mun ek þegja.

Fe ok fjörví rænti fyrða kind sa hinn grimmi greppr fyr þa götu, er hann varðaði, náði eingi kvikr komask.

2. Modern Icelandic (in Broad Romic).

-ií morgynroodhans mindym myynadhu broosir viedh sviivyrmeth syymanvindym siqgyrii fygka kliedh
-au beadhi bloumgra stranda -migh bliidhast dreimir nhos kvöldvindara’dhmjeer anda :ou siinileghrar kos
The diphthongs are: — eh[i], o[i], ø[i], besides (a[i]), and (a[uh]), which only occur in foreign words.

(a) tends to (a), especially in unaccented syllables. (æ) and (œ), both long and short, interchange with (e) and (ø): they are commonest before (r). (i) and (y) are very close, so that they are very like (i) and (y). (o') is (o)+rounding of (u), and (œ') is (œ)+rounding of (o). Note that the (') in this case is not meant to imply any raising of the tongue, but simply a narrowing of the lip opening. For (œ') (œ') also occurs.

The Broad Romic letters are: —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>(a), (a)</th>
<th>as in</th>
<th>falla.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>(ai)</td>
<td></td>
<td>taga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai</td>
<td>(ai)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>(auh)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Augusti.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>(æ), (e)</td>
<td></td>
<td>hërre, en vän.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æe</td>
<td>(æi), (ei)</td>
<td></td>
<td>bera, äta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>skepp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td></td>
<td>sten.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ei</td>
<td>(ehi)</td>
<td></td>
<td>nej, mig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Swedish consonant system is, as far as it goes, identical with the English. English and Swedish are the only Teutonic languages that have final voiced stops. (l), (t), (d), and (n) appear, however, to be dental or half-dental. (r) is trilled at the beginning of a stress syllable, as in rik. After a long vowel, as in far, fāra, it is generally untrilled; and when a consonant follows, as in barn, gārd, it is so weak and short as to be almost inaudible to a foreign ear. After short vowels it is trilled, often only weakly, as in fōrra, barm. The soft k in kenna is generally identified with the English (tsh), but it appears some-
times to be (rjh), the forward variety of which is hardly distinguishable from (tsh). Soft g, as in göra, is generally identified with (j), but it is often (nj)\(^a\).

Voiceless stops are often joined by breath-glides, as in akta (ak[h]ta). Final high vowels often end voicelessly, as in Icelandic, and before voiceless consonants the effect is nearly that of the corresponding breath consonant, thus (huhrs) = hus becomes nearly (huhrwhs). But these devocalisations are not universal.

Written double consonants are pronounced double medially. Finally all consonants are lengthened after short vowels, as in English.

The most characteristic feature of Swedish is its word-tone. Every word in Swedish has one of two tones—the compound and the simple\(^b\). The simple tone seems to have been originally a rise (\(\uparrow\)), but it is practically merely the negation of the compound tone, and may therefore be either a rise or a fall according to the context. The compound tone, which only occurs in words of more than one syllable, consists of a falling tone on the first (the accented syllable), followed by a high tone on the next. This high tone seems to be reached by a leap rather than by a glide. The compound is, therefore, a compound rise distributed over two syllables. It is indicated by (v) before the accented syllable on which it begins, and always strongly lengthens the consonant of that syllable, unless the vowel is long, as in landa (vlanida), dofta (vdo\(^3\)fta).

\(^a\) I have often heard this (p), but as it is ignored by the Swedes themselves, it is impossible without long observation to determine its use.

\(^b\) See Professor Storm’s article ‘Om Tonefaldet,’ in the Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1874.
There is generally a half-strong (secondary) stress on high-tone syllable.

These word-tones are crossed in a peculiar and complicated way by the sentence-tones common to languages generally. In compound-toned dissyllables there is no distinction made between assertion and interrogative, thus 'talar hann Svenska?' and 'hann talar Svenska' (talarhan vsveniska) and (han vtalar vsveniska), etc., with the same tone in both cases. When another sentence follows the high-tone one, the high tone can either continue upwards or downwards. Thus, such as tillfälligtvis may be pronounced either (vtillfälliktvis) with the high tone on the second syllable continuing upwards, or (vtillfälliktvis) with a falling tone beginning on the high tone. In this way interrogative and assertive sentences may be distinguished as in other languages, even in dissyllables it is possible to distinguish between (svenska) and (svenska).

The interval of the compound tone varies according to the emphasis with which the word is uttered.

A. Sentences.

: jaskalvarg-i staineht-pair a viekkavir.
devareht varrb-senteh. vveidrrehtr(r) vvakkehr.
: frro im valula veurdehns veirlar.
: jafcer sto'irnaer vanidra tala.
tird(eh)næ(r) o'mnd. : hanbeh faniserti sto'iritbe
lo'ito's go'r. - go'1 vmo'trro'nmin vhærreh.
-han to'igho'no'misit huhis.
vviisamehit'ilmit rruhmi.

* Or etpair.
English Translation.

Johnnie stiendhæt tauna fiuw wiye.

Thaiwæze leibæ. - dhæ wedhæz fain

Fræm aol kwatozævdæ gloubl

Aioendæ stændwhen æhæz spiyk

Dhæ taimza bædæ. - hiy saundem•elfen greit streits

Læs goul. : gud maoneqsæææ

Hiy tukem•ntuez haus

Shoumitu•mai rum

-Aiv koat kouldæ. naube gæne nyuw piiriæ

Mænez baonfe toil : endwedh auteg ææshæn nou

Prøgresæzæ teind

: kænyuw telmiy whæædæ poustao•fesi's

: wiye mæsnt weit

B. Prose (in Broad Romic).

Hæstæni noordænhaarenæ stilla juupmelæqko lii

-Mænde veevikt vgrææna graanc vluuruskooogænæ

-Scm vkræænædæs bærjo vheideræ. - Scm vnuusa

Vliika vfriska

-Scm vsmærmaræ vflæktærc vfaoglar vleekæ-idæm

-Ææ(l)ærmod'æras shæg vflyygfaæer vnoordansænæ

-Mædan vkorparæn vkretsažæ shynnæ

* (e) or (eh).
dæssa vskoogart'aaga bort alt bleekt/
alt veekto vmjaeltshuuktfoan vveemoodet\
- c vjiivadet(t)en vstæmpelav vheægheetc vjuupsinnikt
valvaar\.
- dæn vgamlæ vwaalan vandasunder vsørjæsleian\.
- os'ao vkomma–æven vdaagar/
vhærliga vdaagar,
- dao vtaltrastæn shuqæriiðen vfræsklaara vnmegonæn\.
- dao vheægmaalnen staoi vpurpurç guilkæværdæ
vduqkegrææna vheïïeræræ\.
- dao luftæær vsænstigæ lær\,
lætsæmen vflyygændæ faogæ\,
- c vmaennishans kroår vsinnæn vlikasombe vqgasdar
aæv\.
vdaagardao soolen lyysær vreenastæ glansæværdæn
ybrookiga joorden\.
- dær lœveen vgjuulнато vorændruuvan gleeæeræ\.
- dao vnørshæenen vflamma–i kvællæn\.
- c daoærdæ vhærliktii noorden\.

C. Poetry.

(1)

: dæir vwekstæh vushtæ vhildæg³ go³ræd\,
: tvɔ'1 vmjæltrow'hyndæhr vo'nstræns vo'næd\.
- ehi no'rædæh foær seti tvol'sæ³ vshææma
- de vwekstæh vhærlæktæ(t) vgrææma.

- den vørma's³men 'erk shtar framæ\.
- s's³men 'lanisæh'næ(n)æhs stææræ\.
- men vkræ'rænsæ³mi viniææh shælivæhr
- likæ's³men 'jelimsæn vrænidehl velivæhr\.
SWEDISH.

—den vanidhra vve' stehs'om men rro'is
:næir vintehr nysnar flytisín ko'is
:men vo'irehns'omden rro'isehn jemmehr
:i knol'pehn liggehr enw drømmehr.

—men stø'irmehn skalk'vriq jo'irdehn gɔ'r
—medh'vod'm vbrø'tutas eikehn dɔ'r
—ɔ' vvo'irs'ol'sk'alpɔ' vhimlehn vglø'ada
—dɔ' vøpinar rro'isehn vlepiper vtrø'ida.

2. (In Broad Romic).

:see vfaoglarnɔs vskaara
—til vfræmmandɔ land
—de vskkkandɔ vfaara
—fraon vgautjoods strand
—mæd vae'drøende vblanda
—sit vklagandɔ juud.
:vaar vskoolavi vlanda
:vart fɛørɔsdít buud.
—so vrooperdən vj'ae'dradɔ vskaarantil guud

—vii vlæmnasmæd voor'oo
—de skandiska shaer.

* The ordinary spelling of the first two stanzas is:—
Der växte uti Hildings gård
två plantor under fostrarns vård.
Ej Norden förr sett två så sköna,
de växte herrligt i det gröna.
Den ena som en ek sköt fram,
och som en lans är hennes stam,
men kronan, som i vinden skällver,
liksom en hjelm sin rundel hvällver.
- vii viiivdæsvi vwooro
- sc vlykliga daer\.
- ii viiibiommande vlinndar
  daer vnaestøtvii bykt
- bal saamiska vwindar
- os vaggade trykt\.
: nuu strækkøsm'oost vœocænda vrymdørvæor flykt\.

: vaad vjeærvii vœqræ
- i noorden\ :daes pool
  bliir vdaagligøn vtræqræ
  meer duqkøldøs sool\.
  vaad vbaotarat vkiida
- vi vleæmnaen graav\.
- at flyyidæ vviida
  guud vviqaræs graav\.
- sao vaarœns vhaælsade vbruusande haav\.
The diphthongs are:—æ[i], ø[o], and ø'[i]. The first elements are always short.

Observe the delicate distinctions of the front vowels, and the same abnormal rounding of the back vowels as in Swedish.

(e) is always very close = (e'). So also (æ). The forwardness of (æ) is very marked, especially when long and when unaccented. In vulgar speech it seems often to pass quite into (æ). (æ) and (œ) are not very low, and may perhaps interchange with (ε) and (œ).

Final high vowels end voicelessly, as in Icelandic.

The Broad Romic letters are:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{a} & = & (\text{a}) & \text{as in en mand.} \\
\text{aa} & = & (\text{ai}) & ,, \text{ at mane.} \\
\text{æ} & = & (\text{æ}) & ,, \text{ en hest.}
\end{array}
\]

* Compare my paper on 'Danish Pronunciation,' in the Trans. of the Philological Society, 1873–4.

* I am not certain of the exact character of the second elements, as I formerly regarded them as consonants.
\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{ae} & = & (æ) & \text{as in} & \text{et træ.} \\
\text{ai} & = & (æt) & , & \text{jeg.} \\
\text{ao} & = & (o'æ) & , & \text{en maane.} \\
\text{au} & = & (øo') & , & \text{et navn.} \\
\text{e} & = & (e) & , & \text{hende, bredt.} \\
\text{ee} & = & (ei) & , & \text{bred.} \\
\text{ə} & = & (ə), (eh) & , & \text{først, at give.} \\
\text{əə} & = & (əi) & , & \text{en sø.} \\
\text{i} & = & (i) & , & \text{gik, hvidt.} \\
\text{ii} & = & (ii) & , & \text{hvid.} \\
\text{ie} & = & (i) & , & \text{fik, at finde.} \\
\text{o} & = & (o') & , & \text{et gods, ung.} \\
\text{oo} & = & (o'ı) & , & \text{god.} \\
\text{ö} & = & (œ) & , & \text{störst.} \\
\text{œ} & = & (ai) & , & \text{en dør.} \\
\text{oi} & = & (o'i) & , & \text{et øje.} \\
\text{o} & = & (o') & , & \text{et folk, maatte.} \\
\text{y} & = & (y) & , & \text{en skylde, nydt.} \\
\text{yy} & = & (yı) & , & \text{at nyde.} \\
\text{ye} & = & (y) & , & \text{at skylle.} \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

Those in ( ) are secondary formations.

Observe the full development of the throat-sounds, and the numerous varieties of point and blade consonants, as in English.

The (r) is really (r) + (ghə), or, in other words, an
English (w) with the tongue retracted+(r). There is also a secondary voiceless form. The (r)-narrowing is generally carried into the following vowel, to which, if it is front, it communicates something of a back quality. Hence bröd (brɔɛx'dh) has to an English ear the effect of 'broidh.'

The glottal catch (x), or 'stödtone' (st[ʌ]ðhytθo'rneh), corresponds to the 'simple tone' in Swedish, the Swedish 'compound tone' being represented by the absence of the (x). The (x) always follows its vowel, which it shortens somewhat when long. (gh) often becomes (ghw) after back-round vowels, as in suge (suighweh), which becomes (suuwheh) and then (suueh), and in og (ɔ'ghw), which also drops its consonant in rapid speech, becoming (ɔ'). After front vowels (gh) is also often dropped, as in sige = (sir.gheh) or (sireh). (l), (t), &c. seem to be half-dental. (θɻɭ) and (dhɭ) are formed without contact, and often become almost inaudible.

Voiceless stops at the beginning of a stress syllable are aspirated, except when (s) precedes them. When not aspirated they are half-voiced, except, of course, finally. Examples are til (thu'l), stille (st[ʌ]ileh), ikke (ɪk[ʌ]eh), skat (sk[ʌ]ət). If a voiced consonant follows an aspirated stop the aspiration passes into it, and it becomes voiceless, as in klokke (klhək[ʌ]eh).

All final consonants, unless already voiceless, are whispered, as also is (gh) before a voiceless consonant, as in magt (ma'ght).

All final consonants are short. Vowel-like consonants before voiced consonants are long, but if (x) precedes, they are short and whispered, as in mandel (məx'ndeəl). The second elements of diphthongs, when followed
by voiced consonants, are lengthened into full vowels, but without taking a fresh stress-impulse, as in sejle. This effect is best represented by (sa[t]ileh), implying (sa[t]ir-leh).

The chief Broad Romic consonant letters that require to be noted are:

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
dh & = & (dh) & \text{as in gud.} \\
gh & = & (gh), (ghw) & \text{, dage, og.} \\
jh & = & (jh) & \text{, tjene.} \\
kh & = & (kh) & \text{, komme.} \\
lh & = & (lh) & \text{, klokke.} \\
nh & = & (nh) & \text{, knæ.} \\
ph & = & (ph) & \text{, penge.} \\
r & = & (r) & \text{, ret.} \\
rh & = & (rh) & \text{, træt.} \\
sh & = & (sh) & \text{, sjæl.} \\
th & = & (th) & \text{, landet.} \\
th & = & (th) & \text{, tage.} \\
x & = & (x) & \text{, se.}
\end{array}
\]

In the following specimens the laryngal \( r \) is written simply (\( r \)). (\( a \)) is written simply (\( a \)). Long vowels which have not the full stress are half-long, as usual.

**A. Sentences.**

:hanhehrn slæx'm o'ix'n ma'x'n. :dærhehs uix'rgo'ir-
al deixlehs faix'1\  
-hun rakt[\( \Lambda \)]eha'm ho'xnithi'l thai'x'npoh's'f'\( r \) so'ixn'q\  
:hanf[\( \Lambda \)] tjhæxnehr iqin beidhyreh sk[\( \Lambda \)]epneh \( \ast \)

\( \ast \) (pn) without any breath-glide after the (p).
Der er ingen bedre Skjæbne.
Undskyld at jeg tager mig den Frihed, at gøre Dem et saadant Spørgsmåal.
Han afholdt sig fra at ytre sin Mening, af Frygt for at fornærme ham.
Sig til Kudsken, at han ikke maa kjøre altfor langsamt.
Dette Ord bruges sjelden.
Gjør ikke mine Stovler altfor snævre over Vristen.
Det vilde han ikke sige Nei til. Tak skal Du have.
Jeg har næsten ikke lukket mine Øjne den hele Nat.

* (skr) without any breath-glide after the (k).
Han rejste hele Verden rundt.
Skriver han Engelsk?

**B. Prose.**

heileh urghwehni gæxnehmmət[ə]eh lileh klhao'xs
plḥə'ehsər st[ə]o'ireh klhao'xs/
- ə¹ lo'mehhamsin emehst[ə]eh hæst\n- so¹ jaxlp st[ə]o'ireh klhao'xshami gænme alehs'imeh
fiireh\n- men kho¹'n eixngaqɔ'ım urghweh\n- ə¹ devarɔ'ım søx'ndargheh'n.\n'husa\ - vo'ʁ smæelhdyjeh lileh klhao'xsmesin phisk-
ɔ'lehr aleh fæx'm hæsteh\n- de varjo'nusə'ɡò'tsə'ım haxns/ dæxn emeh daɪx'gh.\nso'ixlehn sk[ə]ınehdyjehsə' dəli(gh)\n- ə¹ aleh kho³k[ə]ehri khirk[ə]ehτɔ'ixnrnethj ʔiʔeh-
dhyehtəl khirk[ə]eh\nʃɔ'ılkvarsə³ phỹnteходjyeh\n- ə² gikme salmehbɔ'ixghɔ'ınehrarχ'mehn hæxn/  
- aheirh prhæstn ə prhek[ə]eh\n- ə³dlı so'ixpəʼ lileh klhao'xs\n- der plho'iehdhjehme fæx'm hæsteh
: hanvərəsə'faction no'ixethj/
: ahan smæelhdyjehí gænme phiskehnsə' əp'teh\n'hyp alehm-imeh hæsteh\n
* No breath-glide from the (t) to the (n).
C. Poetry (in Broad Romic).

(1)
- du vandrieqs maxnvedh ənæxəns
- o staxnsdin raske gaxq
  sənx ənæxəns bliekəthənuənəm
- c həərxmin mienəsxaxq
  væxn daexrhændiine thaqkər
- din læxqsəldin sæxṛgh
- pho hiine guulə baqker
  stooxdh foexrxen ridhərəcəxṛgh

- i læxqstfər svoxnxm daaghe
  :værəni glaxnsəc maght\n  nuerər knhaphiel baaghə
- ru iixnəra(u)dns prhaght\n  mənidi gamlə thiidhər
- davərdn hoix cx stooxr\n- c səoxsthiel ałe siidhər/
- c knhaisədəhsra joxr\n
- dən iekə mənc vaere
- for nooghen vikieq byght\n- u raanjathiel aerə
- dən raistəsaisə thrhyght\n- fra mənəskənəs vriemən
- vedh haaxvəθ skiexltdən laox/
- c haevədhsaimoodh hiemən
- c mooxdhdi stjærnər smaox\n
(2)
haarlighæ moodær skjolmææx prhuxdh/
gjoorætha(u) haaxvæths sælb'læox bæltæ/
hist klaexti graanærs sorghdoxqkle skruuxdh/
skygøth haexra(u) lyysgræænæ thæltæ/
steexnærdæt phænsær\niiis'b'rexdin jæxmlæ skaexrdiinæ lansær\nmalmtoqæ scæneæ snooxdin aaxrm\nmæn khaermiæærænæ smyekeædin baaærm\n-æd'æiæcæ po laaxrs'jæærænæ krahænsær\n
APPENDIX.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SPELLING REFORM.

INTRODUCTION.

The absolute necessity of phonetic reform is now almost universally recognised, not only by practical teachers but also by scientific philologists. All the objections that prejudice and irrational conservatism have been able to devise have been successfully met, and the only question now is, What system shall we adopt?

The great difficulty of arriving at any agreement is the multiplicity of possible systems. Any system, however clumsy and arbitrary, which clears away only a portion of the irregularities of the existing spelling, is an improvement on it. Any one, for instance, if he likes, can drop the silent \( w \) in such words as \( write \), and make \( night \) into \( nite \), thus getting rid of a large number of irregularities at one stroke. In fact, given a hundred human beings of average intellect who can read and write, it would be perfectly easy to turn out a hundred different systems of spelling, all of them more or less an improvement on the existing one.

This was until lately the state of things—every man did what was right in his own eyes. But in the thirty
years that have elapsed since Messrs. Ellis and Pitman first began to work a phonetic alphabet, practically everything has been changed, especially within the last ten years. The labours of Messrs. Bell and Ellis have given us a thorough analysis of the sounds of English, the history of English pronunciation has been fully investigated by Mr. Ellis, and a variety of spellings have been practically tested.

It is now possible from an examination of these various systems to deduce certain general principles, by which all reform must be guided. If there were no such principles, the problem would be a hopeless one. Nothing can be done without unanimity, and until the majority of the community are convinced of the superiority of some one system, unanimity is impossible.

No one is qualified to give an opinion on spelling reform who has not studied these general principles, and has at least an elementary knowledge of the formation of the sounds of the English language and their relations to one another.

The present remarks are intended to supply the necessary information in as clear and untechnical a form as possible, so as to enable the general reader to form an independent judgment without having to search through an indefinite number of scattered publications.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

CHOICE OF LETTERS.

The object of an alphabet being to represent to the eye the sounds of a language by means of written symbols, it follows that in a rational alphabet—

(1) Every simple sound must have a distinct symbol, and
(2) There must be a definite relation between each sound and its symbol.

These principles are carried out in Mr. Bell's 'Visible Speech.' In this alphabet each letter symbolises the action of the vocal organs by which it is formed, according to certain fixed principles. Thus, all consonants are symbolised by a curve, like a c, which is turned in different directions to indicate the place in the mouth where each consonant is formed. o, for instance, indicates any consonant formed by the point of the tongue, such as t, d, or l; o, one formed by the lips, such as p, b, or m. The different varieties of 'point-', 'lip-', &c. consonants are indicated by modifiers added to these fundamental symbols. A short straight line inside the curve converts voiceless (surd) consonants, such as t, p, s, into the corresponding voiced (sonant) consonants d, b, z, &c. A bar across the opening of the curve denotes a 'shut' consonant or mute. So that any one who knows the symbols for t and d is at once able to recognise the symbol of b if he knows that of p.

Such an alphabet is, to a great extent, self-interpreting. When the meaning of a few radical signs have been learnt, hundreds of letters are understood at once, without further
explanation. It is also a universal alphabet, providing symbols not only for all existing, but also for all possible sounds.

The Roman alphabet, with which English and most other European languages are written, evidently falls far short of this standard. In the first place, its letters are formed quite arbitrarily, and bear no definite relation to the sounds they indicate. No one would infer, for instance, from the shape of the letters that $d$ was nearly related to $t$, and that there was the same relation between $b$ and $p$. Again, the Roman alphabet supplies an utterly inadequate number of symbols for the sounds of most languages. Although the original alphabet has been supplemented in modern times by the addition of such letters as $j$, $v$, and $w$, it is still very defective, and consequently distinct sounds are often confounded under one letter in many languages. The difficulty of learning the values of the different letters is also much increased by the use of capitals and italics, many of which, especially the capitals, have entirely distinct forms. Compare A, a, $a$, G, g, &c. Besides being inadequate for the representation of the sounds of each individual language, the Roman alphabet has also lost to a great extent its universal and international character, the same letters being employed to signify totally distinct sounds in different languages. Compare $ch$ in the English church with the French chat, the German $ach$, &c. Even in a single language one letter or letter-group often indicates a variety of distinct sounds. This is carried to such a pitch in English, that our alphabet really consists not of twenty-five letters (not including the divergent shapes of the capitals) but of more than two hundred letters and letter-groups, all of which have to be learnt separately.
CHOICE OF LETTERS.

With a rational alphabet like Visible Speech all this confusion is impossible; for the connection between each sound and its symbol is so intimate that the one can never be separated from the other, as in the Roman alphabet, where the association of sound and symbol is arbitrary and purely traditional. If Visible Speech were as perfect in its practical details as in its general theory, the only adequate solution of the question of spelling reform would evidently be to adopt it instead of the Roman alphabet. Unfortunately, however, Visible Speech is dependent on our knowledge of the formation of sounds, and until our knowledge is perfect, which it is as yet far from being, we have no guarantee that further discoveries may not oblige us to modify the details of our symbolisation. Until then Visible Speech must continue to be a purely scientific alphabet, which cannot be brought into general use till it is firmly based on a perfect and complete system of phonetic analysis, and has been tested thoroughly in practice.

The Roman alphabet, on the other hand, is quite independent of the scientific analysis of sounds. It has also been thoroughly tested in practice. Long experience and many experiments have selected the most legible and distinct types, and a script alphabet of the most practical character has been formed. In fact the difficulty of our present English spelling lies not so much in any of the inherent defects of the Roman alphabet as in our irrational use of it.

The immediate practical question of Spelling Reform resolves itself therefore into this—By what arrangement of the existing alphabet can the sounds of the English language be best represented?
The imperfections of the Roman alphabet may be remedied in various ways, but the fundamental consideration is whether to confine ourselves to the existing letters or to form new ones. The objections to the second alternative are evident. New types are costly; they disturb and complicate the existing founts; and there is often a difficulty in providing suitable script forms: If, on the other hand, we keep to the old types, we can reform our orthography without expense or disturbance of the existing machinery of the printing-offices, and what is of extreme importance, we are provided with a script alphabet of a thoroughly practical character. The practical experience of Mr. Ellis is important on this point. After expending much time and money in elaborating a new-type alphabet—the ‘phonotypy’ of Mr. Pitman—he has entirely abandoned the new-type principle as impracticable. He excludes even letters with accents and diacritics, which, being only cast for a few founts, act practically as new letters.

If then we exclude new letters as impracticable, we are obliged to fall back on digraphs, which are already largely employed in English and most other languages. The obvious objection to them is that they violate the natural principle of denoting every simple sound by a simple sign. In a rational alphabet such as Visible Speech, this principle is carried out consistently, the consonants of she and the, for instance, being denoted by single letters just as that of see is. But with the Roman alphabet, which does not claim to be rational and consistent, this principle cannot be carried out: our business is to make the best use of the materials we have, and if we can make a convenient and unambiguous symbol for
a simple sound by joining two letters together, we are clearly right in doing so. In fact we may consider the h in sh and th simply as a diacritic written for convenience on a line with the letter it modifies. It would be possible to write and print the h above the s and t, or to make some kind of tag, but the expense of casting new types and the trouble of writing the new letters would not be repaid by any gain of ease or certainty in reading.

There is, however, one simple method of forming new letters without casting new types, which is often very convenient. This is by turning the letters, thus—ə, ɔ. These new letters are perfectly distinct in shape, and are easily written. The ɔ was first employed by Schmeller to denote the obscure e-sound in the German gabe, &c. Mr. Ellis, in his 'Palæotype,' uses it to denote the allied English sound in but.

A great improvement would be to do away with capitals entirely. They greatly add to the difficulty of learning the alphabet, have a disfiguring and incongruous effect among the lower-case letters, and serve no useful purpose whatever. Proper names are always recognised in speech by the context, and do not require to be marked in writing either, whose exclusive function is to give a faithful representation of the sounds of language. Whenever general distinctions are required, they can be indicated by the use of a larger or smaller fount, or by thick (Clarendon) or thin type.

We thus arrive at the general conclusion that a reformed alphabet must consist of the existing lower-case types, supplemented by digraphs, and, if necessary, by turned letters.
EMPLOYMENT OF LETTERS.

This problem may also be stated thus—What values must be assigned to the letters that they may be most easily learnt, read, and written? The obvious requisites are unambiguity and consistency, and that system which combines them in the highest degree (as far as the radical defects of the Roman alphabet will allow), while observing the practical considerations stated in the previous section, is the best.

It is clear that the defects of our present orthography are mainly due to its disregard of these fundamental principles.

Ambiguity is shown in the use of one symbol for several distinct sounds, as in man, lane, ask, salt, or of different symbols for one sound, as in why, wine, eye, lie. This fault is a violation of the fundamental principle of all rational spelling, viz. that of representing every sound by an invariable symbol (which may, however, be either a single letter or a digraph).

An alphabet is inconsistent when it fails to construct and apply its symbols on definite and uniform principles. It is, for instance, self-evident that a rational alphabet will indicate diphthongs by the juxtaposition of their elements, as in the oi of oil, which is really composed of o and i. But in English this simple principle is not carried out with the other diphthongs. In out, for instance, there is not a trace of an o, nor does its second element in the slightest degree resemble the u of but. Again, au, which would be the proper symbol of the ou of out, does not denote a diphthong at all.
EMPLOYMENT OF LETTERS.

The practical effect of inconsistency is not only greatly to increase the number of arbitrary symbols, but also to make their acquisition more difficult, because of the conflicting associations of ideas thus engendered.

Before going any further it will be worth while to stop and consider what are the causes of the ambiguity, inconsistency and complexity of the present English spelling. When we have a definite idea of the cause, we shall be better able to devise a cure.

Up to the sixteenth century English spelling was mainly phonetic, like the present German. At that time the words man, lane, care, father, water, were all written with the same vowel because their vowels all had the same pronunciation, viz. that of the Italian a in father. Similarly wine was written with an i because its vowel really was the long sound of the i in win, wine being pronounced as ween is now, which last, again, had a pronunciation agreeing with its spelling. However, as literature developed, and the printing-press began to assert its authority, the spelling became more and more fixed, till at last it became entirely stationary, while the pronunciation went on changing without intermission, so that the ee of ween came to be the long sound of the i in win, while wine itself changed its long vowel into a diphthong, as in the present English. The a in man, &c. changed also in various ways without any corresponding change being made in the spelling. In short we may say that our present spelling does not represent the English we actually speak, but rather the language of the sixteenth century. In other words, the present confusion in our spelling is due to the abandonment of the
original Roman values of the letters, chiefly in the long vowels.\footnote{For a general sketch of the changes of English pronunciation and spelling, see my ‘History of English Sounds’ (Trübner).}

The only way of curing these evils is evidently to return to the original Roman values of the letters. If the beginner has once learnt to pronounce \(a, e, i, o, u,\) as in glass, bet, bit, not, full, he simply has to remember that long vowels are doubled, as in \(biil\) = ‘beat,’ and \(fuul\) = ‘fool,’ and diphthongs formed by the juxtaposition of their elements, as in \(boi\) = ‘boy’ and \(hai\) = ‘high,’ to be able to read at once the majority of the vowel symbols. Of the consonants, whose original values have been mostly preserved, little need be said at present.

Of course, the Roman alphabet requires to be supplemented, and this is a problem that requires much thought, in order to attain the maximum of consistency and simplicity, so that the new symbols may, if possible, suggest any relationship they may bear to other known ones. Thus \(ae\) as the symbol of the \(a\) in man at once suggests a sound intermediate between the true \(a\) in father and the \(e\) in bet, which the \(a\) in man really is. Further details must be reserved till we come to the analysis of the sounds of English, for, until we know what the elementary sounds really are, it is impossible to symbolise them intelligently.

\textbf{Transition from and to the present Spelling.}

We have hitherto considered the question of spelling reform solely from the point of view of those who learn
TRANSITIONS OF SPELLING.

to read for the first time. But we have also to consider the question of the transition from and to the present orthography. The two points of view may be contrasted thus:—

(1) Which system of spelling will be easiest learnt by a child learning to read for the first time?

(2) Which will come easiest to an adult who has already learnt on the received system?

The first of these two alternatives is, as we have seen, fully met by the simple principle of returning to the original Roman values of the letters. The second, on the other hand, requires that our new spelling should be based not on the original values of the letters but on some one of their present values. We may, then, distinguish two main classes of reformed spellings, (1) the Roman-value system, and (2) the English-value system. The only consistent and practical alphabet on the English-value system that has yet been produced is the ‘Glossic’ of Mr. Ellis.

Glossic is based on the principle of retaining the traditional means of expressing the sounds of English, but selecting one among the many symbols of each sound, and using it invariably to express that sound, rejecting, of course, all silent letters. Thus ee is taken as the sole representation of the sound of long i, being written not only in feel, but also in reed, skeem, = ‘read’ and ‘scheme,’ peek = ‘pique,’ &c. ai is written not only in fail, but also in nain = ‘name,’ rain = ‘reign,’ &c.

It cannot be denied that from its own point of view this system has considerable advantages. It would certainly cause the adults of the present generation less trouble than any Roman-value spelling, for any one
who has learnt to read on the present system can read Glossic at sight. Mr. Ellis also thinks that those who had learnt Glossic would easily acquire the ordinary or ‘Nomic’ spelling, as he calls it. Before attempting to settle the relative merits of the Roman- and English-value systems, as regards ease of transition to and from the ‘Nomic’ spelling, it will be well to weigh the following considerations.

(1) In both systems a large number of words will retain their spellings entirely or almost unchanged. The following words, for instance, remain unchanged in both: best, bend, desk, fed, let, men; if, hil, fish, wish, in, gift; on, hot, god, dog, pot; oil, boil, loin, and many others.

(2) Many, indeed most of the remaining words, will undergo great alterations under both systems. Let us consider, for instance, that most of our written words are practically hieroglyphs, which we recognise individually by their consonant skeletons without thinking of the sounds they represent. Thus, if we substitute a (-) for the vowels in such words as kn-ght, wr-ck, -n-gh, we still recognise them without any difficulty, which would not be materially increased even by the introduction of different vowels. Now, on any system whatever of phonetic spelling, these words, which all contain silent consonants, entirely alter the shape of their skeletons, so that whether we write nil, neit or nail, rec or rek, inuf or enuf, the results are equally disguised to the eye, and can only be made out by an effort. Any possible superiority of one alphabet over another is thus very considerably reduced. To this may be added that, although in most cases where any superiority in point of resemblance to Nomic can be claimed by one system
over the other, the advantage is naturally on the side of Glossic, yet the Roman-value system often has the advantage on its side. Thus the u in 'full,' 'pull,' 'put,' &c., and the i in 'pike,' 'machine,' 'marine,' &c., are preserved unchanged in the Roman-value system, while in Glossic u being used to represent the vowel in 'but' cannot be retained in 'full,' and the i of 'pike,' &c. must of course be written æ.

(3) Again, the very resemblance of Glossic to Nomic often causes very puzzling confusions. Thus 'latter,' 'ridding,' 'supper,' become later, riding, super, while the Nomic 'later,' 'riding,' 'super(fine),' are represented by latter, reiding, seuperfein. The Roman-value system, being more remote from Nomic, is much less liable to such cross-associations. In fact, the relation of Glossic to Nomic is very like that of two closely allied languages, such as Danish and Swedish, or Spanish and Portuguese. Although Danes and Swedes soon learn to understand one another's languages, they hardly ever, even after years of study, succeed in speaking each other's languages with real accuracy, the very nearness of the two languages, with their constant deviations from one another in matters of detail, causing constant confusion and cross-association.

THE REPRESENTATION OF SOUNDS.

VOWELS.

Vowels are formed by retraction of the back of the tongue, as in 'father'; by advancing the front of the tongue, as in 'bit'; or else they are mixed, as in 'bird,'
in which the tongue is in a position half-way between back and front. By height they are *high*, as in ‘hit,’ *mid*, as in ‘hate,’ or *low*, as in ‘hat.’ The vowels of these three words are all front, but the distinctions of height apply to back and mixed vowels as well. Thus the *u* of ‘full’ is high-back, just as that of ‘hit’ is high front. All these vowels may be further modified by labialization, or *rounding*. Thus, if the *ee* of ‘feel’ is pronounced with narrowed lip-opening, we obtain the French *u* in ‘lune’—the high-front-round. There are besides other modifications caused by the shape of the tongue itself.

Of the large number of possible vowels only a small proportion is employed in each language.

Again, among the special vowels of any one language we must distinguish between those differences which are *distinctive*, that is, to which differences of meaning correspond, and those which are not. Thus the first elements of the diphthongs in ‘by’ and ‘out’ vary considerably: some people sound them broad as in ‘father,’ some thin, as in ‘man,’ with various intermediate sounds. And yet the meaning of the words remains unchanged. The distinction between the vowels of ‘men’ and ‘man,’ on the other hand, though really slighter than that of the different pronunciations of ‘by’ and ‘out,’ is a distinctive one.

It often happens that two sounds, though formed in different ways, have nearly the same effect on the ear. Thus the English vowel in ‘*turn*’ is formed in a totally different way from the French one in ‘*peur,*’ the former being an unrounded, the latter a rounded vowel, and yet they are hardly distinguishable by an untrained ear.
The consequence is that two such vowels are never employed together in the same language to distinguish the meanings of words, and for practical purposes they may be considered as variations of the same vowel. Hence we have to distinguish not so much between sounds as between groups of sounds. One of the most important distinctions of these groups is that of 'close' and 'open,' the open vowels being generally formed by a 'low' position of the tongue or by some other widening of the mouth passage.

Disregarding special exceptions in individual languages, we may assume the following as the chief distinctive groups in language generally:

A. Unrounded.

(1) the dull-back, but.
(2) the clear-back, father.
(3) the mixed\(^a\), turn, father, gabe (German).
(4) the high-front, bit, beat.
(5) the close-front, \(\acute{e}t\)é (French).
(6) the open-front, men, mare, man.

B. Rounded.

(7) high-back, full, fool.
(8) close-back, so (German).
(9) open-back, folly, fall.
(10) high-front, lune (French).
(11) close-front, peu (French).
(12) open-front, peur (French).

\(^a\) The vowel in 'turn' is open-mixed, that in 'gabe' close-mixed.
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Of these groups the mixed (3) is, as remarked above, almost identical in sound with the close and open front (11, 12), with which latter the dull-back (1) is often identified, although in sound it is really intermediate between them and the clear-back (2). In practice, therefore, the symbols for 11 and 12 will also suffice for 1 and 3.

a, i and u, at once supply symbols for 2, 4 and 7 respectively. For 10 we have only to restore y to its original Roman value, which it still retains in Danish and Swedish. If we assign e to the close-front (5) and o to the close-back-round (8), in accordance with the general European tradition, we must find letters for the corresponding open vowels. For the open-front (6) œ at once suggests itself, the a indicating openness. For the open o (9) there is no type ready to hand; I propose therefore to adopt the turned o used by Mr. Ellis in his Palæotype. This letter, which is really a turned c, is meant to suggest a turned o, which is impracticable. For the rounded e (11) the turned e may be used, and for the open sound (12) æ. We thus obtain the perfectly parallel forms i, e, œ, and y, o, æ. The last two at the same time supply symbols for the special English u in ‘but’ (1) and ‘turn’ (3).

Diphthongs are, of course, symbolised by the juxtaposition of their elements. The following are the English diphthongs:—

ai  as in aisle.
au  ,,  now.
io  ,,  boil.
ei  ,,  veil.
ou  ,,  soul.

Diphthongs in all languages vary greatly in their con-
stiuents, and the above combinations must be understood as simply denoting general tendencies. Thus ai does not literally imply a combination of the a in 'father' and the i in 'bit,' but merely a movement in that direction. We may start, not with a full-back vowel, but with a mixed one, which may move towards i, but without reaching it: in fact the commonest pronunciation of 'aisle' may be represented by sel. In the same way ei only implies a front vowel moving upwards, and, as a matter of fact, the starting-point may be either close or open e or even the a of 'man.' Indeed ei often begins with a mixed vowel, in which case 'veil' is confounded with 'vile.'

Note that ei and ou in English supply the place of close long ee and oo, which most English people are unable to pronounce.

ii and uu are often diphthongised in a peculiar way in English, by being made to end in the consonants y and w respectively, wiin (ween) and fuul (fool) becoming wiyn and fuwl.

Having thus laid a general foundation, we may proceed to discuss some special modifications required in English.

As there is no short close e or o in English, it is superfluous to use æ and œ to denote the quality of sounds whose openness is always implied by their shortness. We can, therefore, discard œ altogether in English, and employ æ to denote the peculiar a in 'man,' for which it would otherwise be difficult to find an appropriate letter.

The longs of æ and œ may be expressed, as with the other vowels, by doubling—ææ, œœ. But as this is inconvenient, and as œ is not used in English, it is better to denote the long of æ by ae, the separation of the letters
implying length. Long ə may, on this analogy, be denoted by ao.

**APPENDIX.**

The consonant r in English only occurs before a vowel, either in the same or the next word, as in ‘err’ (eriq), ‘far off’ (faar aof). When not followed by a vowel, that is, either by a pause or a consonant, it is weakened into ə—the er of ‘father.’ After aa and œ the ə is absorbed, as in ‘bar’ (baa), ‘farther’ (faadhə), ‘her’ (hoe), ‘heard’ (hoed), the first two being indistinguishable from ‘baa’ and ‘father.’ ə is sometimes dropped after ao, especially before a consonant, as in ‘floor,’ ‘floored,’ although the full flaœ, flaœd are most usual in careful speech, especially when the ə is final. After other vowels ə is preserved throughout, also when the r is sounded as a full consonant: compare ‘air’ (aeə), ‘aired’ (aeœd), and ‘airy’ (aeœri) with ‘far off’ (faar aof), ‘her own’ (hoer oon), and ‘flooring’ (flaœriq).

The following table will give a general idea of these changes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Phonetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>faar aof (far off)</td>
<td>faa faadhə (farther)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoer oun (her own)</td>
<td>hoe hoed (heard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fiœriq (fearing)</td>
<td>fiœ fiœd (feared)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeœriq (airing)</td>
<td>aeœ aeœd (aired)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muœriq (mooring)</td>
<td>muœ muœd (moored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flaœriq (flooring)</td>
<td>flaœ flaœd (floored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faœriq (firing)</td>
<td>faœ faœd (fired)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flauœri (flowery, floury)</td>
<td>flauœ flauœd (flowered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leiœriq (layering)</td>
<td>leiœ leiœd (layered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>louœriq (lowering)</td>
<td>louœ louœd (lowered)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that *eiː(r)* and *ouː(r)* in rapid, especially in vulgar speech, often pass into *aʊ(r)* and *aʊː(r).*

When *r* is preceded by a short vowel, as in 'hurry' (ʰəɾi), 'merry' (mezəri), no *ə* is generated.

**Unaccented Vowels.**

The two chief unaccented vowels in English are *ə* and *i,* together with the rarer *o.* The former may be regarded as a shortened *oe,* as in 'her,' into which it always passes when emphasised or prolonged, but it is really nothing but a voice murmur without any definite configuration. The *i* is an intermediate vowel between *ɪ* and *e,* and might as well be written *e* as *ɪ.* It may be regarded either as a very open *ɪ* or a very close *e.*

The following are examples of *ə*:

- *ətmt* (attempt), *əpouz* (oppose), *əpon* (upon), *tædei* (to-day).
- *faadəhə* (father), *onə* (honour), *mezə* (measure).
- *faowəd* (forward), *shepəd* (shepherd).
- *feivərit* (favourite), *mezəriq* (measuring).

*ə* is often dropped before *l,* *n,* and *m,*; always when the *ə* is preceded by *t* or *d* and followed by *l* or *n*:

- *metl* (metal), *gaadn* (garden), *gaadniq* (gardening), *mətn* (mutton).
- *iivl* (evil), *loukl* (local), *simbl* (cymbal, symbol).

When two or more unaccented *əs* or *is* follow one another, one of them is often thrown out, as in—
hist(ə)ri (history), feiv(ə)rit (favourite), vedzh{ə}tabl (vegetable).

\( i \) is less common than \( e \). It is most usual as a weakening of front vowels, especially when \( i \) or \( y \) is written:

- piti (pity), məndi (Monday).
- divaid (divide), ditekt (detect).
- ræbit (rabbit), fishiz (fishes), æbiliti (ability).

It is the regular unaccented vowel before \( ðzh \), even when \( a \) is written:

- vilidzh (village), kæridzh (carriage), kolidzh (college).

In rapid speech \( i \) is apt to pass into \( e \), except when final.

Unaccented \( o \) in ordinary speech is simply \( o \) rounded. When dwelt on it becomes \( ou \). Examples are—

- pæteito (potato), folo (follow), felo (fellow).

In rapid speech this \( o \) passes into \( e \).

These vowels occur also in unaccented monosyllables. Compare ‘a man’ (ə mæn) with ‘against’ (əgenst), ‘to go’ (tə gou) with ‘to-day’ (tə dei), ‘for all’ (fər aol) with ‘forgive’ (fəgiv), ‘of course’ (əv kaoəs) with ‘offence’ (əfens).

The and to have two distinct unaccented forms. Before consonants they both have \( e \), while before vowels they assume the fuller forms \( dhi \) and \( tu \):

- dhə mæn (the man), dhi enəmi (the enemy).
- tə gou (to go), tu entə (to enter).

It was, I believe, first noticed by Mr. Ellis that ‘that’ as a demonstrative is always full \( dhæt \), while as a conjunction and relative pronoun it becomes \( dhot \):—ai nou.
dhat dhæt dhæt dhæt mæn sez iz truu (I know that that that man says is true).

Consonants.

As regards the use of the letters there can be no question about the values of the following:—b, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, z.

This leaves e, j, q, x undisposed of. We also have y, which is not required as a vowel-symbol in English. If we allow y to retain its present value, we can also retain j as a convenient abbreviation of dzh. For tsh we have ch, which, by the omission of the superfluous h, can be reduced to simple c. We thus have c and j perfectly parallel.

q may very well be taken to represent the back nasal ng, as Mr. Ellis has done in his Palæotype. x lastly, if employed at all, must in consistency be extended to all ks s in the language, not only in such words as six, but also in rex (wrecks), cex (cheques), &c.

These contractions fully counterbalance the necessity of retaining the digraphs th and sh, to which must of course be added dh and zh. wh is very generally made into v in Southern English, but it is well to keep up the distinction on the chance of its being afterwards revived.

The breath yh (=German 'ich') sometimes occurs in such words as 'hue' (yhuu), more commonly, however, pronounced hywu, with a separate h before the y.

Consonants are often dropped in English. Thus the h of the personal pronouns is generally dropped when they come after a verb, and are unaccented, as in ai saw im (I saw him). Saw her and soar are both pronounced saw. The d of and is generally dropped before a consonant, as
in *cot n com egen* (cut and come again), where the vowel is dropped also on account of the *t* and *n* (p. 187 above).

Assimilations also occur in rapid speech. Thus, many people who pronounce the *q* of ‘going,’ &c. quite distinctly in most cases, regularly change the back into the point nasal (*n*), when it is followed by a point consonant (*t, d, n*), as in *gouin to ...* (going to ...). In *I can't go* the *t* is generally dropped, and the point nasal is often assimilated to the *g* by being made into the back nasal *q* —*ai kaaq gou*.

**Accent and Quantity.**

The chief accent or stress in each word may be marked by (·) following the letter on which the accent begins: — *egenst* (against), *fog'iv* (forgive). To indicate the secondary accent, when necessary, (:) may be used: — *i:nkon'iiyons* (inconvenience), *dist:rakt'ebiliti* (destructibility). These very convenient marks were introduced by Mr. Ellis. In practice the accent need only be marked when it is on some other than the first syllable. Thus it need not be marked in *fouetroef* (photograph).

Unaccented vowels are always shortened. Thus *hii in hii gous* (he goes) is much shorter than in *it is hii* (it is he), but its vowel is quite distinct from the regular short *i* in ‘hit.’ As this shortening is always implied by the want of accent, it need not be marked: *hi gous* would imply that the *i* was pronounced as in ‘hit.’

Emphasis, or the accent of a word in a sentence as distinguished from that of a syllable in a word, is marked by a (·) before the word. Such subordinate monosyllables as ‘he,’ ‘she,’ ‘it,’ ‘and,’ ‘if,’ ‘to,’ ‘for,’ &c., are assumed
to be unaccented unless thus marked. We thus distinguish between \textit{hiigous} and \textit{it is \textquoteright{}hii}, between \textit{hii hæz mai buk} (he has my book) and \textit{it is \textquoteright{}mai buk not \textquoteright{}his} (it is my book, not his). Principal words, such as nouns, non auxiliary verbs and adjectives, which regularly receive a full accent, may be marked in the same way whenever they are made exceptionally emphatic, thus \textit{ai \textsuperscript{fegriv} yu} indicates that the second syllable of \textit{fegriv} is uttered with extra emphasis.

**LIST OF ENGLISH SYMBOLS.**

The following table gives a complete list of the English vowel symbols in the \textit{\textquotesingle{}Romic\textquotesingle{} system I propose, together with those consonant ones which require elucidation, with examples.

**A. Vowels.**

\textbf{aa} : papa, far, glass, after, aunt. [Before \textit{s} and \textit{f} or before two (pronounced) consonants \textit{aa} is sometimes shortened, and sometimes becomes \textit{æ} : glæs, ænt.]

\textit{æ} : man.

\textit{ae} : aerate, bear, fare. [Always followed by \textit{o}.

\textit{ai} : Isaiah, aisle, wine.

\textit{ao} : extraordinary, broad, more.

\textit{au} : Faust, now, noun.

\textit{e} : red.

\textit{ei} : they, veil, name.

\textit{i} : ill, fishes.

\textit{ii, iy} : machine, feel.

\textit{o} : not, cloth, cross, soft. [Often becomes \textit{ao} before \textit{th}, \textit{s}, and \textit{f}: klaoth, kraos, saofl.]
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oi : boy, boil.
ou : flow, soul, stone.
u : full, put, good.
vv, uw : truth, rue, fool.
a : up, come; father, here.
öe : her, turn, heard.

B. Consonants.

c : church, catch.
dh : then, with.
j : judge, gentle.
q : sing, finger.
sh : fish.
th : think.
x : six, wrecks.
y : young.
zh : rouge, pleasure.

NEW TYPES.

Although new types should be avoided at first, their exclusion is only a practical consideration, not a matter of principle, and there is no reason why they should not afterwards be introduced by degrees. Thus Mr. Pitman's η is unquestionably superior to q as a symbol of the back nasal ng, for its shape at once associates it with the other nasals n, m. Again the Greek θ and δ (or perhaps better the Anglo-Saxon ð) would do very well for th and dh, both being easily written. The long s and tailed z of Pitman's Phonotypy are also excellent letters for sh and zh. We should thus avoid the ambiguity of such words as pothuk (pothook), which at present can only be avoided by writing pot-huk.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS.

VARIETIES OF PRONUNCIATION.

It is clear that as soon as spelling ceases to adapt itself to existing varieties of pronunciation—whether 'colloquialisms,' 'vulgarisms,' or 'provincialisms'—it ceases to be phonetic.

Spelling apart from the sounds it represents has, properly speaking, no meaning, no existence whatever. A picture of a man at once suggests the idea 'man' to any one, and the sounds represented by the letter-group *man* suggest the same idea to all English-speaking people, but the letters *m, a, n* only suggest sounds, not ideas. After a time, of course, we learn to associate ideas with letter-groups without thinking of the sounds, but this is necessarily a secondary process, although it may be carried so far that the connection between the letters and their sounds becomes to a great extent forgotten—till, in short, the spelling becomes *unphonic*, as in the present English. The only way to cure these evils—which is the object of all spelling reform—is to restore spelling to its only legitimate function, that of symbolising sounds.

It follows necessarily that if two people have different pronunciation, their spellings must also be different. If A, who pronounces *glas* (glass), *goel* (girl), *aide* (either), is to be compelled to write *glas*, *goel*, *aide* because B pronounces so, phonetic spelling becomes a mere mockery, and is really no more phonetic than the present system, which writes *knight* and *wright* because people pronounced
so three hundred years ago, although half of the letters are absolutely unmeaning now.

As a matter of fact, these differences, which hardly ever cause the slightest difficulty even in the most rapid speech, and, indeed, generally pass quite unheeded, cannot possibly cause any difficulty to the reader, who has time to consider deliberately the meaning of any passage, if necessary. When divergences of pronunciation increase to such a degree as to make a faithful phonetic representation of them unintelligible, or nearly so, to those acquainted only with the standard form of speech, it is certain that the spoken pronunciation itself will prove still more difficult.

In fact, one of the worst features of a fixed orthography is that it loses all control of pronunciation, and thus indirectly proves the cause of such changes as have completely changed the character of English in the last few centuries. If those careless speakers of the seventeenth century who used to drop the initial consonants in such words as write and know had been obliged to omit them in writing as well as in speech, it is probable that the change would have been nipped in the bud, and people would have seen that uniformity of spelling is a delusion, unless based on a corresponding uniformity of pronunciation.

The history of h and r in modern times is an instructive instance of how pronunciation may be controlled by a changing spelling. It is certain that if English had been left to itself the sound h would have been as completely lost in the standard language as it has been in most of the dialects. But the distinction between house and 'ouse, although in itself a comparatively slight one, being easily marked in writing, such spellings as 'ouse came to be used
in novels, &c. as an easy way of suggesting a vulgar speaker. The result was to produce a purely artificial reaction against the natural tendency to drop the ʌ, its retention being now considered an almost infallible test of education and refinement. The weakening of r into a vowel, and its absorption into the vowel that precedes it, although really quite as injurious to the force and intelligibility of the language as the dropping of ʌ, not being easily marked in writing, passes unheeded, and, indeed, few people realise the fact that they make no difference whatever between such words as father and farther. Indeed, if such a reformed spelling as Glossic is adopted, in which these artificial distinctions are still kept up, there is no reason why in the next half century r may not utterly disappear everywhere except initially; hear, for instance, becoming identical in sound with he.

If the high literary cultivation of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and the consequent fixity of the orthography, not only failed to prevent, but positively encouraged the most sweeping changes in pronunciation, it is certain that the same effects will produce the same causes in the future. No one who has paid any attention to the tendencies of English pronunciation will deny that the following hypothetical changes of pronunciation in the next fifty or sixty years are all possible and some of them extremely probable (the pronunciations are given in the received spelling):

```
been becomes bane.
bane , , bine.
bine , , barn.
boon , , been (through bûn).
```
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Indeed, many of these changes are already in progress. I have myself heard *take time* pronounced in a way that made it sound not very unlike *take time*, and this is characteristic of speakers who, although not very refined, certainly belong to the upper middle class.

The result of these and similar changes will be that another century any fixed scheme of reform adopted will be nearly as unphonetic as our present Nomenclature. It must also be remembered that by the time England, America, and Australia will be speaking intelligibly, languages, owing to their indecipherable changes of pronunciation.

The only way to meet these evils is strictly to dictate spelling to pronunciation. One very important result of this will be that instead of teaching spelling, we shall have to teach pronunciation. Our maxim, 'Take care of the pronunciation, and the spelling will take care of itself.' If it is wrong to confound *farther* and *further* in spelling, it must be still more wrong to confound them in pronunciation. Then the question of restoring the consonantal pronunciation of *r* through *th* will perhaps arise—certainly that of arresting the change will. School-inspectors will examine not only spelling but in pronunciation, elocution, and intelligibility—subjects which are now absolutely ignored as a part of general education. When a firm control of pronunciation has thus been acquired, provincialisms and vulgarisms at last be entirely eliminated, and one of the most important barriers between the different classes of society will be abolished.

It must, however, be remembered that these results are not to be attained by the adoption of any system by
ferently that may be proposed. What is wanted is a simple, consistent, and above all elastic spelling, which, within certain practical limits, will adapt itself to every change of pronunciation. Changes of pronunciation cannot be controlled by any spelling based on the Nomic values of the letters. There is, for instance, no reason why oo should represent the sound of long u any more than that of long i, nor consequently why the uu of 'boon' should not change through byyn (with the French u) into biin without any change of spelling being thought necessary, and consequently without any control of such possible changes being exercised.

INTERNATIONAL INTELLIGIBILITY.

One very important result of a return to the Roman values of the letters would be the restoration of the original harmony of the English with the Continental values of the letters, which would much facilitate the acquisition of English by foreigners, and vice versa. At present, English people and foreigners have to learn each other's languages almost entirely by eye, unless thoroughly taught by a native, and consequently are utterly at a loss when brought face to face with the spoken language—in fact, they have to learn the same language twice over. Thus when a German sees the English written word right he easily associates it with his own recht, as also the English name with the German name, but when he hears the genuine rait and neim, he is thrown completely off the scent. Conversely, when an Englishman comes across the German knie for the first time, he at once thinks of his own knee, and
naturally drops the k in the German word as well as in the English: if he were used to see the English word spelt nii, he would never think of dropping the k in German.

It will, of course, be urged by the advocates of historical spelling that the silent letters in right and knee are really valuable helps in acquiring the language. All this really amounts to is, that sixteenth-century English bears a much closer resemblance to German than nineteenth-century English does, consequently that a German will learn the former more easily than the latter, and that an Englishman who knows sixteenth-century English will thereby learn German more easily. The practical result is, of course, that English has to be learnt twice over both by the English themselves and by foreigners. The worst of it is, that instead of learning the older stage of our language on an intelligent and systematic plan, we have it forced on us—whether we really want it or not—in the shape of a garbled and imperfect orthography, which, instead of giving us clear ideas of the language of the period it represents, only serves to hopelessly confuse our notions of our present language.

Of course the orthographies of most of the Continental languages require reform as well as English; French especially, most urgently demands a thorough change. Indeed, there is no reason why foreigners should no learn French on a phonetic system, leaving the present French spelling to be acquired afterwards, even if the French themselves do not inaugurate a reform.

There are many significant facts in the pronunciation and spelling of English which show that the return to the Roman values of the vowels would not be by any
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS.

means so violent a change as is generally supposed. Even without going beyond the commonest words in our vocabulary we have whole classes of words like *machine, marine, oblique, antique, &c.*, in which long *i* retains its Roman value. In geographical names, such as *Alabama, Chicago, Granada, Medina, Messina*, the accented vowels all have the Roman values. In such names as *Isaiah, Achaia, Cairo*, the diphthong also has its strict analytical value. Indeed, the tendency is becoming stronger and stronger to retain as much as possible the native pronunciation of foreign names. The definite adoption of the Romic principle by the Indian government, and the reformed pronunciation of Latin, are all most important moves in the same direction.

**History and Etymology.**

One of the commonest arguments against phonetic spelling is that it would destroy the historical and etymological value of the present system. One writer protests against it as a 'reckless wiping out of the whole history of the language,' imagining, it appears, that as soon as a phonetic alphabet has once firmly established itself, the existing Nomic literature will at once disappear by magic, together with all the older documents of the language from Alfred to Chaucer. It need hardly be said that a few months' study of the language of Chaucer, or, better still, of the Anglo-Saxon Gospels, or, best of all, of both of them, would give what a life spent in the mechanical employment of our Nomic orthography fails to give, namely, some of the materials on which a rudimentary knowledge of the history and etymology of the English language might be based.
As a matter of fact, our present spelling is in many particulars a far from trustworthy guide in etymology, and often, indeed, entirely falsifies history. Such spellings as island, author, delight, sovereign, require only to be mentioned, and there are hundreds of others involving equally gross blunders, many of which have actually corrupted the spoken language!

Even if we carried out—that is, if it were possible—the principle of etymological spelling consistently, by writing each word in its primitive Indo-Germanic form, writing, for instance, klaipawardha for lord, we should only be giving a portion of the materials of etymology. We should have to give in brackets or foot-notes to each word the Anglo-Saxon and Middle-English, together with the present English forms, the last in phonetic spelling, and, lastly, a brief abstract of the laws which govern the various changes of form and meaning. Even if we arbitrarily resolve not to trace our history further back than the sixteenth century we shall have to write each word twice over. It is absurd to say that the spelling knight, for instance, throws light on any word in the present English. Of course, the word meant is nait. But where do we find the existence of such a word even hinted at? All that the spelling knight tells us is that a word existed in a certain form in sixteenth-century English: it tells us nothing about its present form.

In short, historical spelling destroys the materials on which alone history itself can be based. This is the case in the English of the last few centuries. The word 'name,' as its spelling indicates, was in Chaucer's time pronounced naam, or something like it. It is now neim, although still written 'name.' Now there must clearly
have been several intermediate stages between naams and neim—the one word certainly did not change straight into the other. If these changes had taken place in the period before Chaucer, we should have been able to trace their progress step by step in the changes of the spelling, which, as it is, not only fails to record these changes, but gives the false impression that the English language, in this word at least, has remained unchanged since the time of Chaucer. Hence the actual history of the English language since the invention of printing has to be investigated in a most laborious and uncertain way, quite independently of its written form, so far as the sounds are concerned. The investigations of Mr. Ellis have proved that 'name' passed through the following stages: naams, nan, næem (long of æ in 'man'), naem, neem, neim. It is clear that if a consistent and etymological spelling had become fixed in the Indo-Germanic languages, there would have been no Grimm's law, no etymology, in short no philology at all possible.

The idea, too, that because etymology is an amusing and instructive pursuit, it should therefore be dragged into practical orthography, is about as reasonable as it would be to insist on every one having Macaulay's History of England permanently chained round his neck, because history is an improving study.

In conclusion, it may be observed that it is mainly among the class of half-taught dabblers in philology that etymological spelling has found its supporters. All true philologists and philological bodies have uniformly denounced it as a monstrous absurdity both from a practical and a scientific point of view.
DETAILED COMPARISON OF GLOSSIC AND ROMIC.

The elementary vowel symbols of Glossic are contained in the following key-words:

gnat, baax, baat, caul.
net, beet, height, feud.

knit.
not, cool, coal, fouI, foul.
nut, fuot (for foot).

The only consonants that require notice (reserving r for the present) are:

chest, jest.

thin, dhen (for then); rush, rouze (for rouge).

Glossic is an attempt to form a phonetic system of writing based on the present values of the letters. It is, therefore, necessarily a compromise. As Mr. Ellis himself remarks, ‘Combinations rather than separate letters have definite sounds. Thus u in nut has one sound, but the combinations uo, ou, eu, have no trace of this sound.’ Of course, when the learner has once acquired these combinations he is taught to apply them consistently. In fact Glossic depends mainly on the phonetic use of a limited number of unphonetic combinations (that is, combinations whose pronunciation does not depend on that of their elements). In Romic, on the other hand, the combinations (diphthongs, &c.) are as phonetic as the actual words themselves, so that the learner of Romic only has to learn the values of six
simple vowel-symbols, whereas the learner of Glossic has to master more than twenty, which are not only totally disconnected and arbitrary, but also suggest all kinds of puzzling cross-associations. Of course, even this is an enormous improvement on Nomic, in which there are more than two hundred combinations, many of which are employed almost at random.

The weakest part of Glossic is its treatment of \( r \). \( r \) in Glossic is used both for the consonant and for the vocalised \( \mathtt{r} \) (\( = \mathtt{v} \)), as in \( \mathtt{peer} \) (\( \mathtt{pi\text{\text{v}\text{v}}e} \)), and hence must be doubled in \( \mathtt{peerring} \) (\( = \mathtt{pi\text{\text{v}\text{v}}r\text{\text{v}i}\v} \)), the first \( r \) indicating the \( \mathtt{v} \), the second the true \( r \). \( \mathtt{vr} \) in ‘err,’ ‘burn,’ &c., is written \( \mathtt{er} \): \( \mathtt{er}=\text{‘err,’ } \mathtt{bern}=\text{‘burn.’ } \) Hence \( \mathtt{deterring}= \) Romic \( \mathtt{ditoeriq} \), on the analogy of \( \mathtt{peerring} \). But \( \mathtt{er} \) before a vowel has the totally distinct value of Romic \( \mathtt{er} \), as in the word \( \mathtt{ering}=\text{‘erring’} \) (\( \mathtt{eriq} \)).

Again, the conventional \( \mathtt{ar} \) and \( \mathtt{or} \) are retained to represent the same sounds as \( \mathtt{aa} \) and \( \mathtt{au} \), \( \mathtt{faadher} \) and \( \mathtt{fardher} \), for instance, being kept distinct, although their pronunciation is identical.

Here the phonetic character of Glossic entirely breaks down, for such distinctions as those last mentioned can only be taught by spelling lessons. This is equally the case with such spellings as those of the final vowels in \( \mathtt{faadher} \) and \( \mathtt{soafa} \) (‘sofa’), where the same sound is represented in two distinct ways. Before the learner can decide whether to write \( \mathtt{soafa} \) or \( \mathtt{soafer} \), he must stop and consider whether a following vowel would bring out the \( r \) or not.

These considerations show clearly at what a sacrifice of the most essential principles of phonetic writing Glossic retains its similarity to the existing spelling. Any attempt
to make the writing of r phonetic could only produce such spellings as these, which would quite defeat the aims of the system:—pee (=peer), peeuring (peering), sauu (soar), faadha, faadhu (farther), soafer (sofa), ergenst, ugenst (against), &c.

In short, Glossic cannot be regarded as a consistently phonetic system even on its own principle of taking the values of combinations for granted.

The following tables have been prepared with a view to enable the reader to judge for himself on the relations of Glossic and Romic to one another and to Nomic. They consist of typical words chosen impartially to represent most of the more important values of the different Nomic letters and combinations, together with the Glossic and Romic spellings.
### A. VOWELS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>man</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>thief</td>
<td>theef</td>
<td>thiif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane</td>
<td>lain</td>
<td>lein</td>
<td>lie</td>
<td>lei</td>
<td>lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hare</td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>haær</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ask</td>
<td>aask</td>
<td>aask</td>
<td>hole</td>
<td>hoal</td>
<td>houl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wall</td>
<td>waul</td>
<td>waol</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>nun</td>
<td>nən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt</td>
<td>solt</td>
<td>solt</td>
<td>more</td>
<td>moar</td>
<td>moar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nail</td>
<td>nail</td>
<td>neil</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>werd</td>
<td>woed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air</td>
<td>air</td>
<td>æœr</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>noa</td>
<td>nou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saw</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sao</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>doo</td>
<td>duu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>soon</td>
<td>soon</td>
<td>suun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he</td>
<td>hee</td>
<td>hii</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>guod</td>
<td>gud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>whair</td>
<td>whaær</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>blud</td>
<td>blôd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stern</td>
<td>stern</td>
<td>stoen</td>
<td>door</td>
<td>doar</td>
<td>daor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>sii</td>
<td>oath</td>
<td>oath</td>
<td>outh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sea</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>sii</td>
<td>woe</td>
<td>woa</td>
<td>wou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bear</td>
<td>bair</td>
<td>baær</td>
<td>shoe</td>
<td>shoo</td>
<td>shuu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earth</td>
<td>erth</td>
<td>oeth</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>hed</td>
<td>hed</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break</td>
<td>braik</td>
<td>breik</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>boi</td>
<td>boi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veil</td>
<td>vail</td>
<td>veil</td>
<td>out</td>
<td>out</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key</td>
<td>kee</td>
<td>kii</td>
<td>soul</td>
<td>soal</td>
<td>soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>you</td>
<td>yoo</td>
<td>yuu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td>feu</td>
<td>fyuu</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>foar</td>
<td>foer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grew</td>
<td>groo</td>
<td>gruu</td>
<td>up</td>
<td>up</td>
<td>ap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>tune</td>
<td>teun</td>
<td>tyuun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myth</td>
<td>mith</td>
<td>mith</td>
<td>rule</td>
<td>rool</td>
<td>ruul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>wein</td>
<td>wain</td>
<td>burst</td>
<td>berst</td>
<td>boest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first</td>
<td>ferst</td>
<td>foest</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>fuol</td>
<td>ful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pique</td>
<td>peek</td>
<td>piik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## B. DROPPED CONSONANTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>debt</td>
<td>det</td>
<td>dem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>lam</td>
<td>lamb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scene</td>
<td>seen</td>
<td>siin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schism</td>
<td>sizm</td>
<td>sizm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gnaw</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reign</td>
<td>rain</td>
<td>rein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hymn</td>
<td>him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>psalm</td>
<td>saam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phthisis</td>
<td>tizis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>isle</td>
<td>eil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## C. VARYING CONSONANTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>kat</td>
<td>ket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cease</td>
<td>sees</td>
<td>siis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocean</td>
<td>oashen</td>
<td>oushen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chin</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>cin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scheme</td>
<td>skeem</td>
<td>skiim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get</td>
<td>get</td>
<td>get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>Joarj</td>
<td>jaoj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghost</td>
<td>goast</td>
<td>goust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>laaf</td>
<td>laaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>through</td>
<td>throo</td>
<td>thruu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>see</td>
<td>see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as</td>
<td>az</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sugar</td>
<td>shuger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thick</td>
<td>thik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this</td>
<td>dhis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thames</td>
<td>Temz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vex</td>
<td>veks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>example</td>
<td>egzaampl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xerxes</td>
<td>Zerkseez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vex</td>
<td>egzaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zoexii:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of a detailed study of this table may be conveniently, though somewhat roughly, summed up in the following lists, in which, however, only the commonest groups are given, each represented by its typical word:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Unchanged in both.</th>
<th>II. Changed in both.</th>
<th>III. Unchanged in Glossic.</th>
<th>IV. Unchanged in Romic.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5) ask</td>
<td>(12) lane</td>
<td>(11) man</td>
<td>(5) veil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>hare</td>
<td>nail</td>
<td>pique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>wall</td>
<td>saw</td>
<td>soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on</td>
<td>salt</td>
<td>(air)</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oil</td>
<td>sea</td>
<td>(sterne)</td>
<td>rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bear</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>see</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>hole</td>
<td>few</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>soon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that out of a total of thirty-three typical words more than a half either remain unchanged or else undergo equally violent changes under any possible scheme of reform. Also that only a third of the whole thirty-three remain unchanged in Glossic, from which the two in parentheses ought, strictly speaking, to be excluded, as their agreement with Nomic is obtained at a great sacrifice of phonetic consistency.

The results are, of course, rough. Mathematical accuracy would require that the number of words belonging to each group should be counted, and the relative

* May be considered as practically unchanged.
importance and frequency of each word ascertained, all of which would be a very laborious work.

It is, however, clear that the ease with which Glossic is read by those familiar with Nomic is not inconsistent with considerable divergences between the two. It is, therefore, an important question to consider what would be the effect of the greater divergence between Nomic and Romic on the first attempts of a Nomic reader to understand Romic. If the difference between Glossic and Romic in ease of acquirement by a Nomic reader amount, as it is possible it may, only to half-an-hour's preliminary study of the elementary symbols of the latter, and the principles of their combination, then it is a serious question whether it is worth while sacrificing the interests of future generations of learners to the half-hours of the comparatively few who have to make the transition from Nomic to Romic.
SPECIMENS.

A. UNCONTRACTED.

(Writing tsh, dzh in full and retaining ng.)

I.

huusoue'na hiiurith dhiiiz seeingz ev main, end duuith
dhæm, ai wil laikn him ent'uu e waiz mæn, whitsh bilt hiz
haus æp'on e rok: end dhe rein dis'endid, end dhe flædz
keim, end dhe windz bluu, end biit æp'on dhæt haus; end
it fel not: far it wæz faundid æp'on e rok.

and evriwæn dhæt hirith dhiiiz seeingz ev main, and
duuith dhæm not, shaël bii laikænd ent'uu e fuulish mæn,
whitsh bilt hiz haus æp'on dhe sænd: end dhe rein di-
s'endid, and dhe flædz keim, and dhe windz bluu, and biit
æp'on dhæt haus; end it fel: end greit wæz dhe faol ev it.

B. CONTRACTED.

(c = tsh, j = dzh, q = ng. a for aa, the length being
implied. The combinations iiæ, &c. are regarded as
diphthongs and written simply iæ, the length of the
first element being implied, as in ei; on the same
principle ææ and aæ are simplified into æ and ææ.)

II.

e disp'yuut wæns æ'rouz bit-wiin dhe wind end dhe sæn,
whic wæz dhe stroq'gær æv dhe tuu, end dhei aq'rid ei put
dhe point on 'dhis ishu, dhæt whic'emæ suunist meid a
trævlæ teik of iz klouk, shud bi æk‘auntid dhe moe pausêfæ. dhe wind big‘æn, end bluu widh aol iz mait en mein a blast, kould en fias æz a threishyen stæom; bet dhe stroqge hii bluu dhe klouse dhe trævlæ ræpt iz klouk æraund im, end dhe taitæ hii graspt it widh iz hændz. dhen brouk aut dhe søn: widh iz welkæm biimz hii dis-p‘oest dhe veipær en dhe kould; dhe trævlæ felt dhe jiïnyæl waomth, end æz dhe søn shon braiter en braite, hii sæt daun, ouvæk‘em widh dhe hiit, end kast hiz klouk on dhe graund.

III.

it æp‘ieæ dheæ dheær ar in iqqlænd æn weilæ, in raund næmbæz, faiv milyen culdren æv dhe leibæriq popyæl‘eishæn, huu mei bi exp‘ektid tu æ‘end pæbliz elim‘entæri skuulæ. æb‘aunt haf dhis næmbæ ar æktyælæ on dhe roulæ æv søc skuulæ. wii mei estimeit dheæ æb‘aunt haf-æ–m‘ilyen culdren ænyæli pas dhe limit æv dhe skuul eij æn enter on æ laif æv leiba. dhe Haiist stænded fïxt in dhîiz skuulæ, dhe sixth stænded, rik‘waieæ dhe pyuuplæ tæ riïd æ shaot pæsiæ fræm æ buk æo nyuuspeipe, æn æ rait æ shaot thiim widh kæ·ëkt speliq—not æ veri hai rik‘waîæmænt soetnli. hau meni culdren riict dhis stændæ? ounli twenti thauznd; whail dhe næmbæ æv tiicæz, ink‘luudiq pyuupkticæz, im-p‘loid iz æb‘aunt fïti thauznd; dheæ æz, tuu pyuuplæ pær ænem for evri faiv tiicæz! ounli æb‘aunt weæ hændæd thauznd culdren ænyæli æve get by‘ond dhe thoed stændæd, whic miinz dheæ riidiq ææ æn iizi staoribuk, æn raitiq æ shaot pæsiæ fræm dheæ sein widh kæ·ëkt speliq.
ADDITIONAL NOTES.

§ 22, p. 8. French Nasals. I now doubt the necessity of any guttural compression in the formation of the French nasals: their deep tone may be due simply to the greater lowering of the uvula than in South German and American nasality.

§ 28, p. 10. note b. Whispered Vowels. Professor Storm says that whispered vowels are very common in the Malagasy language of Madagascar, as in the tribe-name ‘Bets(i)m(i)s’ar(a)k(a),’ where the whispered sounds are enclosed in parentheses. ‘Christ’ in the Malagasy version is spelt ‘Kraist,’ but it ought consistently to have been written ‘K(i)rais(i)t(ra),’ as a native observed to Professor Storm.

§ 30, p. 11. Tongue Positions. Bell’s diagrams should be compared. In passing from (i) to (e) and (æ) successively, not only is the tongue lowered, but the point of greatest narrowness is also shifted further back, the size of the resonance-chamber in the front of the mouth being thus increased in both directions. Hence the ease with which (a) passes into (æ) by shifting the point of narrowness a little more forward. It is also clear that in forming (e) the passage may be made as narrow as for (i), without confounding the two sounds: the Danish (e) is, in fact, an (i) formed further in from the point of the tongue.

* The final (a) is almost, or entirely, silent, as pronounced by Professor Storm.
§ 58, p. 23. Acoustic Qualities of Vowels. The Danish phonetician Jessen, for instance, goes so far as to entirely identify (i) with (e), (e) with (æ), &c., and consequently comes to the conclusion that 'close' and 'open' are purely relative terms, (i) and (e) being open as compared with (i), but close as compared with (e) and (æ).

§ 69, p. 26. Professor Storm says that Russian 'jery' is certainly not nasal: as he pronounces it, it sounds to me simply as (ih), apparently with slight rounding.

§ 71, p. 26. The German &c. (eh) in 'gabe' may also be the wide (eh), although its indistinct glide-like character makes it difficult to identify with certainty. It seems to be quite distinct from the French sound in 'que.'

§ 87, p. 29. The long Swedish u seems to a Norwegian ear to approximate to (yi).

§ 88, p. 29. (uh) is better exemplified in the Norwegian than the Swedish pronunciation. The Swedish sound is, I believe, the English (u) formed with the lips in the low-round position.

§ 112, p. 39. (s) is not quite the Spanish sound, which has really something of a (th)-character, the blade position being modified by advancing the tip of the tongue, which does not touch the teeth.

§ 113, p. 39. The Spanish soft d, according to Professor Storm, varies a good deal, being sometimes a very weak sound between (z) and (dh), often being quite mute.

§ 117, p. 41. The Spanish b is not simple (bh). See note to § 133 below.

§ 126, p. 42. The English (w) may, as remarked in the text, be pronounced without raising the back of the tongue to the full (u) position, which would give con-
sonantal (o') instead of (u). Professor Storm hears in French loi, louver the Norwegian (o') in 'kone.'

§ 129. p. 43. The Norwegian sj in 'sjæl' is, according to Professor Storm, identical with the Polish s(ł) (s). (sj) is Russian according to him.

§ 130, p. 44. The Slavonic barred l is, after all, probably (t), and with secondary point-division=(t*l), as stated independently by Bell and Storm.

§ 132, p. 44, note b. See note to § 244 below.

§ 133, p. 45. The lip-divided-voice seems, according to Professor Storm's pronunciation and analysis, to be the Spanish soft b. It might be written (bl).

§ 192, p. 62. I learn from Mr. Ellis that there is a very interesting distinction made between aspirated and unaspirated final breath-stops in some of the modern Indian languages, akh being pronounced like final (k) in English,=(ak[h]), while in ak the off-glide is made inaudible by cessation of outgoing breath.

§ 222, p. 77. As (ta) develops into (t̪a) by throwing an independent stress on to the glide, so (da) becomes (daa) by emphasising the voice-glide. I have lately convinced myself by personal audition of the correctness of this (Mr. Ellis's) analysis of the Indian dh &c. in dhanu. Initially, of course, (t̪[ʌ]a)=da develops into (taa).

§ 239, p. 82. In some cases there is not only no glide, but the consonants are even formed simultaneously. Thus 'open,' in my pronunciation, ends with an (m) and an (n) formed simultaneously, the lip-closure of the (p) being continued during the formation of the (n)—(oo1pn*).m.

§ 241, p. 83. In such glideless combinations as (kl) in English, the off-glide of the (k) is often heard as a devo- calisation of the beginning of the (l), which might be
expressed by writing (k[[:lh]])]. This makes it difficult
to distinguish between (tsh) and (t[:jh]]) in such words as
‘nature.’

§ 244, p. 85. I have now, by the help of Professor
Storm’s directions, acquired the ‘thick’ Norwegian l
(§ 132, note b above). It is rɔ finished off with mo-
mentary contact of the tongue-tip and the inside of the
arch, the tongue moving forwards all the while, and
seems, therefore, to be a sort of inversion of the Japanese
r. The second element is quite instantaneous in its
formation, almost like a single strong trill. I would write
this sound (rɔ[lɔ]) rather than (rɔ[dɔ]), there being no
stoppage of the mouth passage, but only contact of the
tongue-tip. The effect is mainly that of (r) with a slight
(l) quality.

P. 110, l. 3. The vowel in ‘bird’ ought strictly to be
represented by oë, which I have adopted in the Appendix.

P. 111, l. 12. Add ‘rather the Norwegian open u.’

P. 123. Professor Storm entirely repudiates most of the
values assigned by Bell to the French nasals, accepting
those first given, which represent my own analysis also.
He prefers (as I do now) (æq) to (æq), and also (œq) to
(æhq).

P. 144. The Icelandic unaccented u in ‘mönnum,’
‘rskur’ seems to be generally simple (eh) or (eh), and the
i of ‘rski’ seems to incline towards (ei).

P. 146. (k) and (g) ought to have been written (kj)
and (gj) consistently with § 149.

P. 147. The notation (æ'gi) is the correct one, for the
on- as well as the off-glide seems to be really whispered.

P. 153. In Swedish Broad Romic ‘daaga,’ &c. might be
written simply ‘daga,’ the length of the vowel being taken
for granted before a single consonant. In the consonants the otherwise superfluous $z$ might be used for (sh), as in 'zuta' = skjuta.

P. 154. I have since learnt that in natural Swedish pronunciation (r) before (t), (d), and (n) is slightly retracted, making the following consonants either half (ļ) or else strongly (ř), it is difficult to decide which, and is itself reduced to a mere glide. These assimilations take place everywhere both after long and short vowels. Hence vāda (danger), and vænda (to guard), are distinguished as (vāida) and (vænda) b.

P. 155. Professor Storm has heard this (nj) not only for soft $g$, but also for original (j), as in the song (njai njajivil velva njajivil der-i no'ridehn) c. He also considers (rjh) to be the general pronunciation of soft $k$.

---
a As has been done by Swedish phoneticians themselves.
b These facts are generally acknowledged, I believe, by Swedish philologists. My study of Swedish pronunciation was, unfortunately, made in almost complete ignorance of their works.
c Yes, I will live, I will die in the North.
ERRATA.

§ 19, p. 7, ll. 4, 5, for c read ɔ.

§ 43, p. 16, under (seh) for [oh] read [oh].

§ 80, p. 28, l. 3, for ai read a.

§ 90, p. 30, l. 2, for dotte read dot.

§ 113, p. 39, l. 2, for aa read a.

§ 236, p. 81, l. 2, for whisper read voice.

§ 279, p. 95, l. 5, for ɹ ɹ read ɹ ɹ.

§ 301, p. 102, note b, for (e) read (i).

§ 307, p. 105, l. 5, for a= read a=.

P. 123, l. 18, for œhq read œq.

P. 124, l. 7, for dotte read dot.

P. 134, l. 17, for ∧ read [∧].

P. 156, l. 2 (Sentences), omit the ü before verdreht and vakkehrt.
October, 1877.
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